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ABSTRACT
Uses of Popular Culture in Nonformal Education:
Three Case Studies
February 1982
Robert I. Russell, B.F.A., Syracuse University
Ed.D.
,
University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Dr. David R. Evans
This study seeks to bring into focus for community development
planners certain issues in communications that have emerged in the
field of nonformal education. More than any other factor, the
communications component of a development project determines client
group acceptance of any innovative practice. Thus, communications
specialists and development planners are constantly seeking more
efficient and cost effective means to deliver development messages
to field project clients.
Writers in the field of development communications have been
increasingly critical of the limitations of modern mass communications
media in rural and Third World development projects. They report the
failure of mass media to fulfill the total communications requirements
for development projects, identifying the specific areas where they
fall short of earlier expectations.
As a result, increasing attention has been given to alternative
communications networks. Development planners are now looking at
vi i
systems that are indigenous and traditional to field client groups.
Collectively referred to as "popular culture," these systems for many
developers hold promise for new and effective channels that will
compensate for the shortcomings of modern mass media. On the other
hand, however, some writers in the fields of anthropology and social
psychology say there are critically important considerations that
mitigate against using traditional channels of mass communications as
vehicles for development messages.
This study presents three case studies taken from field
projects in nonformal education in Botswana, Ghana and the United
States. The projects used innovative and unique communications tech-
niques to facilitate social change through village level motivation,
needs identification and action taking. They are examples of the
practical application of pooular culture and folk arts as communications
components in development projects.
The conclusion to the study evaluates the three field projects
in light of the concerns raised by various writers in the field of
development communications and anthropology. It then presents a
series of practical recommendations for development planners interested
in using forms of popular culture as communication channels for
development.
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CHAPTER I
THE USES OF TRADITIONAL MEDIA IN COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT: AN OVERVIEW OF ISSUES
Introduction
Everybody wants a million dollars," one man pointed out at a
needs assessment workshop in a small Ghanaian village. His comment
suggests that there is no end to the problems or issues that a group
of people can identify as having bearing on their well-being. This
study concerns the ways that a particular strategy was used by some
people to communicate with each other in an attempt to meet their
expressed needs. Observations made here may contribute to the
efficiency with which other groups of rural villagers might communicate
with each other to eventually solve problems they perceive as having
significance in their lives.
The Problem
International community development is a major industry in the
world. Every year, billions of dollars are exchanged for varying
motives in a thousand locations between hundreds of private, govern-
mental and religious organizations. This exchange is an aspect of the
"North-South Dialogue" between the rich nations of the Northern
Hemisphere and the poor nations of the Southern Hemisphere.
"North-South Dialogue": The expression implies communication
1
2between two or more elements; it also implies equality in the nature
of communications and between the communicants. But political and
technological dialogue between the North and the South is not progressing
fast enough to bridge the ever-widening gap between the rich and the
poor of the world. Writers in development as well as politicians in
the public sector all agree that the distance developing countries
must travel to keep up with the technologically ever-advancing
developing countries is becoming in many cases insuperable. Between
the consciousness of the villager and that of the university researcher
lies a labyrinth of a thousand misleading paths for every valid
assumption that the one has about the other.
At the center of this widening void is a communications problem.
The rhetoric in community development all repeats at some point the
necessity for the recipients of North-South development to define for
themselves the kinds of projects and development that they wish to
respond to. In practice, this intention is often lost in the developers'
need to efficiently spend their periodically allocated funds in
achieving their goals. As a result, development often has to push
ahead faster than clients can absorb.
Often the developer is handicapped by having few valid and useful
communications channels open between planners and recipients. If the
recipients do not complain, then the assumptions of the development
planners go unchallenged. It is often too late for the developer to
change the design of a particular project even after serious flaws are
found in methods, assumptions and objectives. Once all components are
3in place, the financial commitments made and the expectations firmly
lodged, changes in methodology or focus are difficult. A most common
complaint brought against development programmers is that their pro-
gramming does not respond to appropriate danger signals from the client
community that their assumptions and methods are not working.
The Intent and Approach of the Study
This study bears on the billion dollar exchange and the "North-
South Dialogue" in that it seeks to explore a method through which
professionals in the international community development movement
might spend their money more efficiently and recipients of that
largesse might assume some small increase of control over destinies
now being shaped and manipulated by those donor agencies. It reports
on a growing movement in development: the use of popular culture as
a communications tool.
Drawing on experiences from three field projects, the study
investigates the uses of traditional mass media--specifically drama,
singing and dancing, music and puppetry--as channels of communication
in community development projects. It sheds light on problems
encountered in their integration into the professional community. It
provides background on the current uses of traditional folk arts and
popular culture in development and reviews those issues in the litera-
ture that were reflected in the experience of the case studies.
Finally, certain conclusions are drawn and suggestions provided as to
how the field project experiences might be of use to others who are
searching for more valid and meaningful channels through which to
4establish communications links that bridge the consciousness of the
villager and that of the professional development planner.
"Folk Art" and "Popular Culture"
The defining line between folk art and popular culture is fuzzy
at best. Let us take folk art to be those forms of traditional commu-
nication and entertainment that are highly prescribed or closely defined
by history and tradition, and that continue to serve very important
social or spiritual functions within the community. Popular culture,
while generated by and exclusively for a specific community, constitutes
those creations or activities that have been greatly influenced by
contemporary social changes. In this study the terms will be used
interchangeably.
The folk arts are as varied and as diverse as the people who
generate and use them. This study cannot begin to catalogue their
many forms and uses, but focuses on a few of those forms currently
most popular with developers which are the traditional communications
channels that seem most adaptable to their needs. What has not been
addressed very directly either in the literature of development commu-
nications or of folk art is the effect that their use might have on the
client population or on the communications channels themselves.
In a limited context, this study raises some of these issues and
then makes a case for an intelligently planned and informed approach
to uses of popular and traditional folk media.
5The Case Studies
The projects described in the case studies have many common
characteristics as well as elements that make them each unique. The
Fun Bus project was a community participation program funded by the
Massachusetts Foundation for the Humanities in Public Policy, and took
Place in rural Western Massachusetts over a period of about six months.
The Cultural Group project of the Peoples Association of Ghana (PEA)
has lasted for over four years and was funded in part by USAID and the
German Adult Education Association of Ghana. The Laedza Batanani in
Botswana is an ongoing project, though it has changed greatly since
its inception. It is sponsored by the Tutume Community College, the
Northern Branch of the Institute of Adult Education and CUSO, Botswana.
All three projects were conceived as communications programs using
innovative concepts in rural communications to stimulate local action
taking and motivation on the part of rural audiences. They all
approached the use of popular culture as the first point of substantial
contact with the community. Drama and puppetry, singing and dancing
were the primary components used to enter the development process.
Theoretical Considerations: The Literature
This section will
:
1. Briefly outline current trends and shortcomings in the available
literature about folk media in development;
2. Touch on the unique and important function that some folk media
have in their cultural milieu;
3. List for the reader specific issues and development problems that
6emerge as important from the review of the literature;
4. Specify those issues that have significant bearing on the case
studies and which will be expanded on in the concluding chapter.
Most of the research or publications reviewed that deal with
traditional folk media as potential development communications tools
come from two main sources: the family planning movement, and the
field of mass communications. There seem to be few definitive state-
ments from writers who deal exclusively with folk arts in development
or contemporary uses of popular culture. However, the author has
found that some writers in the field of human psychology and anthro-
pology contribute observations that bear significantly and profoundly
on our understanding of folk or traditional communications.
Family planning workers are faced with very complex and frustrating
constraints in designing projects that achieve their goals. They
struggle in a field that concerns one of the most important tasks facing
mankind: bringing into balance the equation of exploding populations,
dwindling nonrenewable resources and dwindling agricultural capacity.
Their task is further complicated in that the content of their messages
deals with what are to many people taboo subjects: human reproducation
and their fundamental beliefs about the structure and function of the
family.
The mass communications specialist is recognized as a close
partner to the family planning developer: the communications specialists
supply technical information about the nature of human considerations
and clarify and explain to all developers the basic nature and funda-
7mental processes of a communications event. We learn from them the
most efficient and effective ways to communicate across the gulf
between our modern literate technological world and the traditional
nonliterate world of our development clients.
Modern Mass Media
In order to better understand why development strategists are
demonstrating interest in the popular communications media of their
audiences, it is useful to review some of the salient features of the
current family planning--mass communications landscape. Recently,
many community development strategists and practitioners have voiced
a certain amount of disenchantment in regarding modern channels of
mass communication as cure-alls for the communications needs of
development projects (Rogers, 1973).
Modern mass media (radio, television, newspapers, printed
materials, etc.) have been found to be absolutely essential for certain
communications tasks, and for generating within audiences the climate
necessary to stimulate social change and economic development. Yet
modern media have been found insufficient in themselves to provide all
of the requisite pieces to a total communications package that can
finally produce a new behavioral or attitudinal change (Abrams, 1978).
One generally accepted conceptual tool that family planning and
other development experts have adopted for evaluating and measuring
social change is the KAP Survey. While many conceptual frameworks
exist on how and why a person or a people adopt new behaviors or change
their living styles, the KAP framework fits the needs of this study
8quite well as a reference point from which to look at the folk arts.
A KAP study is a survey concerned with the knowledge about, the
a t t itudes towards, and the practice of any behavior, or innovation.
Everett M. Rogers in his book, Communication Strategies for Family
Pl anning
,
states that the factors of knowledge, attitudes and practice
are the "most obvious measures of the effects of a family planning
program (Rogers, 1973:380). Many developers have come to see them-
selves as people planning projects and development activities that
seek certain development goals by influencing a client group through
the three variables of the KAP process. To the family planning worker,
or any other development worker for that matter, filling the "KAP gap"
is a classical problem of closing the distance between a client's first
exposure to any unit of knowledge or information and his or her
eventual behavioral change based on that information.
Although the KAP format is currently undergoing a certain amount
of criticism, Rogers concludes that the conceptual framework remains
valid as long as the list of variables influencing the formation of
attitudes and the circumstances around the changed practice remains
clearly defined.
A further review of other communications literature will
indicate for us some of the particular qualities of modern mass media
that are disappointing to the developer. In the International Planned
Parenthood Federation document, "Folk Media: Mass Media: Family Plan-
ning," the writer states clearly one concern of the mass media expert:
The comparatively few studies conducted in some countries
have indicated that the mass media, while powerful in creating
9awareness of a specific developmental issue, have not proved
very effective in changing attitudes and consequently ingenerating behavioral changes (1972:12).
Rogers supports this finding with the following statement:
Mass media channels are relatively more important at the
knowledge function, and interpersonal channels are relatively
more important at the persuasion function in the innovation-
decision process (1973:10).
Rogers goes on to state that many audiences regard the information that
they receive over channels of mass communication as being technically
accurate. Receivers consider the knowledge received through a modern
mass media channel as being correct and valid because of the general
confidence they have in these channels. However, this is not enough.
Rogers presents another point about the relationship between mass
media and the receiver: "More effective communications occurs when
the source and the receiver are homophi lous , " and "For maximum commu-
nications effectiveness, a source and a receiver should be homophilous
on certain variables and heterophi lous on some variables relevant to
the situation" (1973:57,59).
Homophily is the degree to which the principles in a communications
event (in our case the development planner and the client) are similar
in attributes; heterophily, the degree to which they are different.
According to Rogers, when we are receiving strictly technical or
scientific information, it has more credibility for us if the source
is an expert or unquestionable authority. For a rural farmer this
might mean that information received over the radio about a new seed
or management practice might be more credible to him than if he had
received the information from his friend in the next field. He
10
received the technical information from an "expert." On the other
hand, practical experience on how to use that information as a
potentially valuable opportunity will have far more impact on our
farmer if it comes from his neighbor in the next field. Information
on the desirability of the practice for his situation and environment
must come from a homophi lous source; information on the technical
problems has more validity from the heterophilous source.
In our designs to effect changed behavior, the individuals may
be the prime target of our mass media communications message, but it
is often the group or family that is the actual unit of behavior
change or decision-making.
Our farmer, once he has heard an interesting message on the radio
(and even if he has had that message reinforced by his friend), still
will not run out and change his methods of farming. His new information
will now go through local communications systems and networks of
friends and family, everyone commenting and adding their opinions
and experiences. Eventually our farmer will develop an entire body
of information so that his final decision will have been locally
socialized and commented upon quite thoroughly. The new idea might
also be tested for its local validity and for unforeseen problems,
and implications must be projected about changes in social relation-
ships that might occur. The relationship of the innovation to the
local economy, its relationship to important world view questions,
and implications for creature comfort and health beliefs must all be
analyzed thoroughly before the new idea can be considered worthy of
11
experimentation. Our farmer will probably try to find some other
person or group who has already built up experience and who will have
useful practical advice concerning the innovation. These kinds of
locally validated inputs will make his decision to take action an
easier one with fewer risks. The illustration demonstrates that while
mass media often plays a critical role in disseminating information
about innovation, for some parts of the total communications process,
the mass media are useless.
Another limitation of mass media is their general tendency to
be unidirectional in the flow of information. Radio or newspapers
send information out. They do not easily or commonly seek feedback
from their recievers. News of the world is focused down to the
villager, but news of the villager and his reality are not sent back
up the ladder to the world. Also, once the villager receives informa-
tion, he generally does not make a habit of repeating significant
amounts of technical information to his friends who do not have radios
or who do not know how to read. Some mass media assume the receiver
is literate (newspapers); others assume the receiver owns an operating
radio receiver. Modern mass media also have problems in making their
messages specific to local situations or language and cultural groups
(Shramm, 1964). When the reader compiles the list of limitations of
modern mass media, the shortcomings become dramatic. The developer
must find ways of overcoming the gaps in the knowledge, attitudes and
practice process that mass media simply do not cover or effect.
Mass media communications experts are constantly finding new
12
and creative solutions to many of these shortcomings. Radio development
programs now seek feedback from their listeners, and they are trying
to create more programs that are locally specific. Listening groups
organized around radio programs allow the receiver to socialize the
message in controlled situations under the leadership of trained
extension workers. Many primary and secondary schools use radio
classes as part of their ongoing curriculum, with study guides supplied
to teachers who listen to the programs with their students and later
add commentary.
Though planners are trying to make radio and other kinds of mass
media more influential with their recievers, these new solutions
generate their own new problems. There are still important and critical
processes and functions in the communications event that the mass media
do not and will never be able to supply completely.
Despite creative strategies designed to make the use of mass
media a more powerful tool in the community development field,
researchers are concluding that information about innovations must be
facilitated and processed at some point by the interpersonal and
i ntercul tural channels of communication. These same community
development planners are beginning to investigate patterns of inter-
personal communications amongst their client groups, particularly
those channels of communication which have the characteristics that
the mass media lack.
Modern mass communications and development planning experts are
turning to the traditional mass communications channel s--the folk arts.
13
As Gude points out, Cambodia has one priest for every eighty
people and one newspaper for every five hundred" (1956:14). Taking
this example as an indicator of a general trend in developing countries,
one wonders why the development planner has had such an attachment to
his high technology media while ignoring that local priest.
Folk Media and Communications
Folklorists perpetually debate the basic definitions of their
field of learning. Dan Ben-Amos in his essay, "Towards New Perspec-
tives in Folklore," tells us briefly that "Definitions of folklore
are as many and varied as the versions of a well-known tale" (19 :2).
One aspect of the problem is the nature of folklore itself.
The materials of folklore are mobile, manipulative, and
transcul tural
,
thereby limiting our ability to define it
according to categories that include such popular variables
as ethnic groups, age groups, kinship, occupation, or
regional groups (Ben-Amos, 1972:35).
Ben-Amos finally settles on a perspective that recognizes three
basic qualities implied in all the definitions which are currently
popular. Folklore is "a body of knowledge, a mode of thought, or kind
of art" (1972:5). Though this is all-encompassing, it is also elusive
and not sufficiently clear for our purposes. Let us consider folk
media as all those channels and modes of communication, either oral,
plastic or physical, that give expression to the beliefs, customs and
spirituality of a people. For our purposes we will also add a bit
more from Ben-Amos, that a folklore must pass at least partially
through the channel of oral transmission. This assures that the
touchstone of the folk media is the people, and that when the commu-
14
m cations event is passed through the oral tradition, it maintains
its characteristics of being interpersonal, personal and of the folk.
With this fairly loose definition, let us turn to those qualities
that communicators are specifically interested in when they look at
various forms of folk art as potential communications channels for
development. Rogers suggests that some of the particular advantages
of the traditional mass media are that they are long established, well
accepted, and highly credible (1973). This statement is concise and
accurate, but is also a bit of an understatement. Folk media demon-
strate an economy of meaning and a plasticity that no modern mass media
can approach. A folk medium is a total gesture of form and content
generated totaly by, for and through the people that it reflects.
Modern mass media are created by one group of people for another and
then transmitted through highly technological channels. As stated
earlier, the recipients of those mass media messages almost never have
any control over the production or management of those messages. The
folk artist is typically from the target audience and shares a
complete homophility with the receivers.
If we look at some of the characteristics of folk media, we can
quickly see why the developer is so anxious to gain more access to
them:
1. They have a high degree of credibility with the audience.
2. They have many forms; some adapt well to improvisation and can
be flexible in their format.
3. They are carriers of highly important interpersonal communications.
15
within the cultural milieu.
5. They provide for an aesthetic and creative experience for their
creators and audience.
These are but a few characteristics of some folk forms, and
developers by no means need have interest in all of them. In "Folk
Media, Mass Media and Family Planning" the authors state:
Whether of rough-hewn folk origins or of classically rigid
molds, they have always served to entertain, educate, to
reinforce existing ideas or ideologies or to chanqe existina
values and attitudes (UNESCO, 1972:2).
Another section of the same document states:
A communication strategy directed at traditional people
should aim above all at using their local 'idiom' that is
the form in which their problems and interests have been
thought, influenced by their value system and special
codes, and expressed by their communication modes UNESCO,
1972:23).
Most forms of folk media are easily recognized as significant
interpersonal communications channels. Through these interpersonal
networks much of the communication that determines attitudes and
leads to action takes place. Some traditional media, therefore, have
great potential for bridging the atti tudes-practice section of the
KAP formula.
There is a tendency in the literature to perceive folk media
only in terms of the weaknesses of other forms of mass communication.
This is understandable and is probably because developers are dealing
with formats that are to them undiscovered and untested. The use of
folk arts as communications channels by developers will also have its
risks for the target audience and the folk artists too. Developers
16
may well run the risk of operating in situations where they have
limited and insufficient knowledge or experience. A question is
raised about the possible negative side effects of intervention.
More must be done in the investigation of the folk arts and the
implications of cross-cul tural interference by developers. The
author found that this concern is only expressed as a postscript to
recommendations on how developers should proceed. There is a great
preoccupation in the literature with how developmental messages can
be more effectively delivered, but very little concern for the
implications for the client group of such directions (UNESCO, 1972).
The development planner must look beyond the narrow perspective
of folk art as being simply a new kind of communications vehicle for
development. They must answer important questions before they proceed.
To raise procedural or ethical issues before undertaking a project is
a popular practice for development planners, but often if the answer
to a particularly troublesome question indicates that a project should
not take place, the question tends not to get answered. It will remain
a question until the funds are committed and momentum assures that
the project will be implemented nevertheless.
Psycho-social Considerations
The developer must carefully address two specific questions
regarding a specific folk art form. First, what is the basic cultural
function and spiritual nature of the folk art in question? What are
the spiritual, social and personal functions of the folk art that
effect the quality of life for both receivers and folk artists? The
17
second question addresses the implications for the target audience
of the manipulations and changes that the developer brings to the
folk media.
Authors in the field of anthropology raise a series of very
disturbing issues about the uses of folk media. These media, while
providing a traditional society with the bulk of its communications
channels and socializing vehicles, also serve functions that may be
quite unfamiliar to developers, but are of vital importance to a
people s psychological sense of well-being. Along with many other
functions they are the vehicles through which people seat themselves
in reality and through which an atmosphere of collective security
and well-being is created and continued (Jung, 1953a). A number of
authors have recognized that any communications event involves much
more than the individuals involved or the intended or obvious message.
Other important and perhaps more subtle communication functions are
also being fulfilled.
Olive Lewin, in an International Broadcast paper on communica-
tions, says of the grassroots communities that she both lives and
works in:
The most important factors in being able to cope with life
and living at this level seem to revolve around the ability
to communicate and establish harmony in the physical,
emotional and spiritual environment. The means used for
this communication lie well beneath the surface (1974:16).
The writer implies that there is much more going on in any communica-
tions event than meets the eye.
Most readers, of course, would agree with this, and so, too,
18
have the writers in the family planning and mass media areas. However,
a sensitivity to those communications functions which lie beyond our
professional view needs to be deepened. Are developers thinking too
simpl istical ly? Through folk media the "folk" reflect on their reality
organize thir religious beliefs, process their values, and make known
their fear of the unknown. These phenomena are not generally attended
to by developers.
A look at some specific situations will be helpful in under-
standing the delicate balance between content, form, function, belief,
and spiritual ity. Lewin goes on to share a vignette from her own
experience:
In our traditional society, life is essentially communal.
We suffer together, work together, enjoy our recreation
together. In Western European societies, there is a much
more individualistic approach. Let us take an example of
someone having a health problem in a traditional community
Outside of the immediate family (for example, the husband
or wife) the first person to be contacted is the spiritual
leader, such as the Revival Mother, the Shepherd, the
Kumina Queen, and if no solution springs from their minds
quickly, there would be an attempt to communicate with the
spirit world, the world of universal ideas. The next step
most likely would be to arrange a ritual or a ceremony,
and this would involve the whole group. Everyone would
meet to move, pray, drum and sing for one night, perhaps
three days and three nights or even up to five days and
five nights, to induce trances in which the spirit of the
living would be freer to communicate at a higher level,
closer to the creative spirit, and in this way be guided
as to what is to be done. The musicians and the group
leader would not request payment. They must not, because
each is simply fulfilling his role as planned by the crea-
tive spirit. Music being a psychic force, a gift, must
never be equated in this setting with material gain. If
it is, the musician risks unpleasant consequences for
having broken a law of nature. This could even be loss
of the ability to play or dance, to sing, to drum (1974:
16).
19
In this particular situation, the folk forms used are so linked
with other forms and functions that they are a part of a continuum.
Lewin comments on the oneness and unity that characterizes life in
her home (the rural Caribbean) and how the solution of a specific
problem may lie in the application of a number of folk forms which
alone may function from the mundane to the spiritually esoteric.
In this situation one might ask what the effect would be if
one or more of the interlocking folk forms were altered or signifi-
cantly changed. Involved in the ritual described by Lewin are the
drummers, musicians and dancers who will all aid the "spiritual
leader" in his/her interpretations of the messages from the other
world. The implication present in the example is that any one
particular folk medium or format is linked intimately and organically
with others in the cultural situation. To change or alter any facet
is to influence them all. To predict what that influence will be is
difficult if not impossible.
Standing out quite clearly within the preceding quote is
another observation which has more significance for us as development
planners. "If no solution springs from their minds quickly, there
would be an attempt to communicate with the spirit world, the world
of universal ideas." Some form of folk media will always be the
channel through which man's need to know about the unknown is fulfilled.
This adds a new dimension to this study of folk media: it has moved
into the domain of the psychologist, the mystic and the dreamer.
Many developers do not feel qual ified to operate in these areas, but
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to be responsible for their actions as planners, they must. The folk
media embrace the most important area of a culture's communication
dynamic: the means by which it links those things known with things
unknown. To quote Carl Jung:
The unconscious is the matrix out of which consciousnessgrows for consciousness does not enter the world as a
(Jung 1953^52)
^ ^ ^ ^ feSUlt ° f Sma11 be 9 innings
Jung declares that man's preoccupation with the unknown is his
most important activity, and is the root of his sanity and sense of
well-being. A look at folk media and their content reveals that
dreams, myths, legends, heroes, gods, spirits of the dead or future-
living, are all a major preoccupation of any culture. Jung, when
speaking about myths, says:
Not merely do
_
[myths] represent, they are the mental life
of the primitive tribe, which immediately falls to pieces
and decays when it loses its mythological heritage, like
a man who has lost his soul (1953a : 314 )
.
Lewin also points us in this direction when she comments on messages
coming through folk forms:
The ultimate truth, of the creative spirit, the flashes
of intuition and inspiration, dreams and the signs of
nature are all accepted without question (1974:17).
We are at once left in a mysterious world, little understood and
barely recognizable to many practicing developers.
Because there are innumerable things beyong the range of
human understanding, we constantly use symbolic terms to
represent concepts that we cannot define or fully compre-
hend (Jung, 1964:21).
Symbols are the language of folk media. In the small village the
children need only see the costume of the dancer to know exactly
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what is going to be in store for them that evening. They have long
since learned to recognize the symbol of the dancer's dress and to
associate the symbols with the meanings of the dance.
We can only imagine what Jung means when he says, "The mental
life
. . . immediately falls to pieces and decays when it loses its
mythological heritage" ( 1953b : 314) . Image manipulation and the dis-
placement of old symbols with new symbols is a goal of the developers,
underlying his interest in folk media. We must recognize that some
development objectives may have potential for great psychological
destruction.
One voice that sounds a strong note for discontinuing the use
of folk media by developers is that of Juan Diaz Bordenave, a Brazilian
communications specialist. He says in an article in The Instructional
Technology Report that the use of folk media as channels for development
may well create in a people a mistrust for their own folk media (1975).
When familiar cultural vehicles and images are unexpectedly used for
the delivery of messages that are new, unfamiliar, and probably out
of context, mistrust of the medium and outright rejection of the
message may be a response. Bordenave goes so far as to call this
kind of intervention on the part of the developer a form of cultural
genocide (1975:4). This theme is repeated by other authors, yet none
but Bordenave concludes that this risk dictates terminating the
exploration of folk media as tools for development.
As has been stated, some folk media serve as bridges between
the known world of reality and the world of the unknown and the sub-
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conscious. The process through which man links himself with this
unknown is not easily understood. In addition, not all folk forms
carry out such important functions. But for developers to risk the
consequences inherent in manipulating a people's myths and legends
without fully comprehending the totality of the act, is grossly
irresponsible. Who is there to assist the villager in the defense
of his traditions and arts? Who is there to explain the nature and
implications of the reality being advocated by the development
messages? If people need to protect themselves against an idea or
message that has inadvertently threatened their basic assumptions
about reality, then it is through their own communication channels
that they transmit these concerns to one another. Through these
folk forms they ask not only for divine or supernatural guidance,
but for practical solutions to daily problems. When a developer
destroys confidence in and manipulates a particular folk arts channel,
he or she may take away the means by which villagers adjust their
world views to the changing environment around them. On a more
practical level, by damanging a folk medium, the developer might
undermine the very channel that the villager will use to process the
information that was the object of the developer's plans.
Bordenave later points out another characteristic of the folk
media too often overlooked by developers, namely that they are "the
legitimate possessions of the people, an intrinsic part of their
culture" (1975:4). Most governments operate with the correct assump-
tion that the modern mass media are an owned commodity. Someone
"owns" the ™ d io station. Days people to develop programs, and there-
fore has the right to use the channel for his own designs. To allow
this ownership consciousness to envelop a traditional folk medium is
an act of political imperialism. As was demonstrated in the example
from Lewin, ownership of a folk medium is a concept totally alien to
the perception of many villagers. The fate of the Native American is
a historical reality that has much to do with the notion of ownership
as intrinsic to the destruction of cultural identity (Brown, 1970).
In early colonial America the Europeans assumed that they could own
any land that was not owned by anyone else. Of course, the Native
American in many situations established tribal territorial ity
,
but
usually displayed no sense of individual ownership. The psychological
impact of the concept of ownership was tremendously difficult to
defend against.
Folk media are organic resources generated spontaneously and,
if anything, "owned" communally. The developer is morally obligated
to deal with the fact that folk media are not his or her property to
assume ownership over. There should be no assumption that it is
alright to proceed and to intervene just because there are opportuniti
to do so. There will, of course, be local governmental agencies who
will indeed grant permission "on behalf of" the people for development
agencies to proceed in their plans for media intervention. This
author, for one, is not convinced that this is a legitimate authority
for action.
How should legitimate authority for action really be generated?
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One conclusion might be that the developer has to take into account
all the points of view and all the issues and values of all the parties
involved. This is, of course, rhetorically very chic and certainly
fits within procedural guidelines that are currently popular in
development education. However, if cultural genocide, as Bordenave
calls it, is a legitimate concern and potential result of image and
symbol manipulation, then the wisest course would be to leave folk
media completely alone. However correct, this is nevertheless naive
and unrealistic. Developers are in competition with each other for
institutional resources and personal advancement. They will develop
and exploit any resource available that will assist then in achieving
their goals more efficiently and at less cost. So, proceed developers
will, regardless of the morality of the act.
We must consider also that every community is constantly
processing new information relating to changing physical environments
and developing new thought pictures that connect the constantly
changing world with the reality of the individual. Jung says:
The primordial images undergo ceaseless transformation
and yet ever remain the same, but only in a new form
can they be understood anew ( 1953 b
:
43 )
.
Folk media reflect and facilitate this constant change. Some folk
forms change imperceptibly over the span of even centuries. Other
forms have as their strongest quality a capacity for improvisation,
or a tradition of social commentary: the inherent ability to react
quickly to current social pressures or political events. When all
the factors are taken into account, we are faced with a hope that
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says folk media at best should be left to their own development, and
a reality that says they will not be.
The literature does not provide clear procedures that would
include the value systems and needs of both the developers' funding
institution and the villagers involved in a folk media project.
The existing classifications used by many writers put folk media into
categories that rank them as more or less usable for development
purposes. This approach is inadequate for guiding developers towards
a responsible strategy that would reconcile the dangers of mixing
modern development messages with traditional folk media. But to say
that the writers in the field are categorically insensitive to the
potentially negative effects of manipulating traditional media is
unfair. Almost all writers recommend some research to prevent what
is commonly called "overloading the channel." The supposition is
that through attempting to put new messages into a traditional medium,
the audience may become confused with the increased load of stimuli
and content and then become resentful or critical and unwilling to
recognize the messages, either new or old.
Edward Carpenter describes the feeling of a group of people who
saw their sacred artifacts and stories converted to modern mass
media:
... But what disturbed the most was the feeling that when
their dances and tales were filmed, taped and written down,
they were stolen from them as surely as their lands and furs
were taken away. When they saw their sacred pictures under
glass, heard their songs on radio, watched their dances on
TV, they not only objected to errors they spotted, but felt
robbed . .
. (1973:192).
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Carpenter says that modern mass media have utterly pervaded the
atmosphere, surrounding and destroying the old traditional media by
drastically changing the ecology of the communications environment.
An insensitive linking of modern mass media to traditional
folk forms, by developers who operate with value systems reflecting
goal achievement, scientific methodology, and modernization, can
in fact result in what Bordenave called "cultural genocide." Folk-
lorists are concerned with folklore, developers with development;
there seems to be no professional role or institution that concerns
itself with a dispassionate view of both. There is a vacuum that
indicates the need for an objective, thoroughly researched set of
guidelines applicable to the interaction of the development industry
and traditional channels of communications. Rogers highlights this
issue when he says that there are some drawbacks for developers who
choose to work through traditional channels of communication. He
says those channels that have a high interpersonal profile will not
be as easily controllable as the channels of modern mass media. An
attitude that is overly concerned with control and manipulation of
media, though reflecting the best intentions, illustrates preoccupation
with development objectives and goals, and not the higher order
questions of cultural imperialism (Rogers, 1972:290).
Margaret Mead speaks to the issue in a comment which serves as
a focus for our perspective:
. . . in all technical change . . . the individual is both
the recipient and the mediator, or agent of change. His
integrity as a person, his stability as a personality must
be kept ever in focus as the living concern of all positive
change (1955:288).
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In a similar vein, Edward Sapir warns:
It is a dangerous thing for the individual to give un hie1C
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e^ernal adjustment to social needs may requiresuch abandonment on his part and consciously he may cravenothing more passionately, but if he does not wish toinvite disharmony and inner weakness in his personalityhe must see to it, consciously or unconscious^ ?hatevery abandonment is made good by the acquisition of apsychologically equivalent symbolism ( 1949 : 159 ).
Clearly, the developer's potential lack of sensitivity to what
are in some cases profoundly important cultural folk media responsi-
bilities could easily be harmful to an entire society's ability to
survive.
Summary
So often the developer attaches a special magical property to
folk arts. But they need no such pedestal. Being magical by their
own nature, they resist attempts to formulate theoretical frameworks
which would simplify our perception of them.
A tribe's mythology is its living religion, whose loss is
always and everywhere, even among the civilized, a moral
catastrophe (1957:314).
If we are displacing ideas and concepts that are familiar and perhaps
critical to a traditional person, with ideas that are new, modern,
and reflect national development goals, we must be prepared to
anticipate and then weigh the total displacement cost. If we knowingly
or unwittingly displace part of a group's mythology, what are we
replacing it with? Are the messages that we deliver worth more than
the possible psychic loss to the people receiving the messages? In
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altering a people's world view, do we replace it with a world view
more valuable than the one altered?
The most practical procedure would combine both scientific
methodology and pure intuition. For now, when approaching the question
of using traditional or well established folk media as development
vehicles, we should follow Jung's advice in his approach to dream
interpretation. His statements, paraphrased for our context, suggest
a number of conclusions:
1. We should assemble all the available information that the
villagers and folk artists can give us on the nature and function
of the specific folk forms.
2. We should have access to and read any statements generated in
the host country that depend upon any particular theoretical
assumption about folk forms and development for that geographical
area.
3. We should acquaint ourselves with the recent history of the area
that generates that particular folk form. A perceived needs
assessment process through which we can identify people's life
goals and aspirations should be carried out.
4. An intimate knowledge of the statements and observations of
cultural anthropologists and sociologists concerned with the
particular geographical region of the folklore traditions should
be generated (1953a: 155).
The developer has access to locally available, well trained and
informed consultants. The folk arti st-producer will be for the developer
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the most important single source of information and advice. Because
of the artist's unique role in society and intimate knowledge of the
medium, he or she will be in a unique position to "reality test” the
ideas of the developer. Obviously, no development project can afford
to place the local folk artist in anything less than a major role in
any development project utilizing folk media.
Developers are beginning to move into an area that is at once
potentially devastating to the target audience and also exciting for
the goal oriented developer. The use of folk media in development is
clearly an area for investigation that will require very sensitive
treatment by both the folklorist and the development specialist. There
is still far too little information available about projects specifi-
cally tailored to investigate the combination of purely "traditional"
folk media and modern development to allow for any but very broad
Practical Considerations for Planning
The dominant concerns of the family planning writers and
communications writers centered around strategies for delivering new
messages through old media. The psychologists and anthropologists
have been concerned with the cultural and psychological impact on a
people of myth manipulation. There are as well more practical problems
that are of interest to the development planner. Planners are always
concerned with the institutionalization of innovations within social
systems that are traditionally reluctant to adopt new behaviors. The
following issues are relevant to such concerns and should be kept in
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mind while reviewing the case studies.
Choosing an Intervention Strategy
If developers are going to be increasingly interested in the
folk arts as development tools, what processes can they use to
determine the most humane and responsible ways to make decisions
about their project designs? The following considerations are
relevant:
1. What media within the milieu of the client group is the most
suitable and appropriate for integrating with development
objectives?
2. Are there local institutions that will have to become involved
with the folk artists or the popular culture media to be used?
3. What kinds of pre-project evaluation tools can be designed to
assure the protection of the client's culture from abuse or
psychic displacement?
The Impact of Intervention on a
Group and Their Folk Art
This deals more directly with some of the very sensitive issues
raised by Jung, Bordenave, and others. If a local communication medium
is adopted by the developer, will there be obvious and open indicators
of any problems caused by the intervention? Will a social group suffer
from adverse intervention practices right away, and if so what are some
of the indicators that might be expected? The planners must also be
able to monitor the changes that a media goes through as a result of
the intervention.
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Integration with Local Institutions
Developers are consistently interested in the long range impact
Of their activities. They tend to see the institutionalization and
permanent establishment of a new methodology as the most important
indicator of success. What does this predisposition for permanent
change and institutionalization of innovation mean for a folk art and
for the folk artist? Equally important to the developer is the impact
of an innovation on the established institutions involved. Normally,
institutions of formal education are notoriously slo to adapt to any
change in philosophy or professional behavior. Will established
institutions be able to integrate with popular culture communications
programs?
The Impact of Intervention
on the Folk Artist
A developer should discuss intervention strategy with the people
who create and control the folk art to be used. The characteristics
of the folk artists are as important to consider as those of the media.
Will folk artists and community development professionals working
together on a joint project be able to integrate their very different
world views? Should one clearly be put in a superior position to the
other? A development program that includes the folk artist may well
serve to strengthen his or her status in the community. If the artists
themselves are changed through this interaction, how might this affect
the folk art?
Selection and Training of the Staff
a closely related issue is the strategy that popular culture
projects use in selecting and training their staff. Should community
development agents become folk artists, or do folk artists need to
be trained in the theories and practices of community development work
What kind of balance needs to be struck between the need for technical
background and for highly developed performing skills?
The following chapters present the three case studies where
these and other issues are discussed as they bear on the field
experience of each of the case studies. The same issues will then
be reviewed in the conclusion.
CHAPTER II
THE FUN BUS
Introduction
This chapter will describe the Fun Bus project, a program in
nonforma 1 education carried out in Western Massachusetts in five rural
and urban communities over a six month period. The Fun Bus design and
concept, its relationship with its funding partner, and its effective-
ness as a consciousness raising educational tool will be discussed.
Also important to this chapter are a series of issues that the Fun
Bus design raised that are of concern to nonformal education programs
here in the United States and in the developing world. Particularly
germaine to this case study are issues in staff training and skills,
message credibility when delivered through the performing arts, dealing
with raised community expectations and the need for project continuity
and integration with ongoing development or social service programs
on a regional basis. The program was conceived of and executed by
the author as part of his doctoral studies at the Center for Inter-
national Education at the University of Massachusetts, in the summer
and fall of 1975.
In each target town, the Fun Bus staff organized a series of
workshops for local citizens that facilitated the discussion of
important local issues. Once these issues and concerns had been
identified and discussed, the workshop participants then created
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theatrical improvisations, puppet shows, and musical pieces around
these issues. These "skits" were subsequently rehearsed and perfected
to a publicly presentable quality. At the end of the two-week period
the Fun Bus spent in a town, all the workshop groups (puppetry, music
and drama) presented an event called the "Town Show" to the entire
community.
Project Background
The Fun Bus drew its inspiration from a nonformal education
(NFE) Project that the Center for International Education at the
University of Massachusetts conducted in rural Ecuador in cooperation
with the Ministry of Education, with financial support from the United
States Agency for International Development office in Quito. This
project was instituted in January 1972, and terminated in June 1976.
Its mandate was the creation of a wide range of new educational
materials and delivery systems that would serve the out-of-school
adult population. Of the many materials that emerged from the project's
activities, the "Feria Educativa," or traveling education fair, was
one that drew considerable attention from the University of Massachusetts
consultants working with the project.
The "Feria" consisted of a group of young people (some college
students and some village facilitators working with the nonformal
education project) who traveled to a number of rural villages with a
puppet show, simulation board games, literacy games, a small theater
group and other innovative learning materials that had been previously
developed by the NFE project. The group spent three to five days in
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each village where they recruited local people to participate in the
management of the games and learning materials (Moreno, 1973). They
were also able in that short period to involve a number of townspeople
in the theater and puppet productions. The Ecuador NFE staff hoped
that through the use of life-simulating game materials and a socially
provocative style of theater, their audience's consciousness about
social conditions that fostered frustration and poverty would be
enhanced. The "Feria's" actual operational life was relatively short,
but its potential as a powerful consciousness-raising tool was well
establ ished.
When staff people from the NFE Ecuador project visited the
Center for International Education at the University of Massachusetts
to conduct a two-day workshop on principles of consciousness raising,
interest in the Feria Educativa" developed among graduate students
who wished to explore its transferabil ity to a rural Western Massachu-
setts setting. The Fun Bus was conceived of as a learning laboratory
in nonformal education and consciousness raising techniques where both
staff and the clients were culturally homogeneous. The consultants
from the Ecuador project challenged the Center members to become
involved in confronting their own ethnic and cultural reality instead
of looking at the Third World as the only legitimate proving ground
for educational experimentation.
The author, in designing the Fun Bus model was taking an educa-
tional concept that was generated in the Third World, and applying it
to a rural agrarian setting in his own backyard, with his own cultural
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community. The Fun Bus was a stepchild of the Ecuadorian Fierra
Educative nonformal education model.
The Fun Bus has another very important antecedent that did not
influence the development of the Fun Bus very much, but was an influence
to its audience.
"Chautauqua" was a term given to a particular kind
of traveling educational, cultural and sometimes religious extravaganza
that was popular in the United States during the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries (Briggs, 1969). They were a response to
America's need for learning, culture and intellectual stimulation
during a period in our history when new forms of communications were
revolutionizing the way and the rate at which people could learn.
Major politicians, writers, journalists and performing artists were
all part of the vast network of traveling educational and cultural
programs of this period. For many remote and rural towns, the yearly
visit to the "Chautauqua" was a highpoint in the lives of the people.
Withe the growing use of telephones, radio, and films, the
"Chautauqua" disappeared from the American landscape during the 1930s.
The Fun Bus design did indeed have local precedence and is surely
a folk art of the are in every sense of the word.
Several individuals at the Center wanted a learning laboratory
locally available for graduate students interested in domestic appli-
cations of NFE. A mobile NFE learning laboratory, using the communi-
cations techniques of the "Fierra Educativa" to promote the discussion
of political and social issues, seemed to be a formula worth exploring
(Russel 1
,
1977)
.
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The Massachusetts Foundation for the Humanities and Public
Policy (MFHPP) had just announced that its board of directors was
entertaining proposals for short term programs in applied humanities
at the town and county level. Their mandate was to create new
situations where "academic humanists" could interact with the public
in the discussion of important contemporary problems and issues. The
problems that the MFHPP wanted to address were very basic to both
domestic and international education. The formal academic community
does little to influence or add to the well-being of the public main-
stream.
The Foundation was concerned with demonstrating ways in which
the professional academic in the humanities might better integrate with
the problems of his or her community, bringing to bear their academic
expertise on important political and social problems faced by the non-
academic community at large.
The international development community has long been concerned
with the problem of integrating the formally schooled, educated elite
with the practical problems faced by the uneducated masses. Formal
education in the Third World serves more to separate and isolate the
educated from the reality and problems of the uneducated masses than
it does to contribute to more informed responses to those problems.
The academic humanist role on the Fun Bus project would create
a valuable opportunity to explore this apparently systemic problem in
the formal academic community by attempting to demonstrate one model
where the academic was challenged to make a direct contribution to
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practical problems by applying their academic expertise in the field
at a most basic social level.
Since both the "Feria Educativa" and the emerging Fun Bus design
intimately involved local townspeople in the discussion of important
public issues, the Foundation was approached to explore mutual areas
of interest and shared objectives. At their behest, the role of the
"academic humanist" was incorporated into the design of the Fun Bus.
As soon as a dialogue of mutual interests and objectives was
clearly established with the Foundation, a pre-project survey was
undertaken among community leaders in a number of nearby towns. These
leaders were asked to consider the appropriateness and utility of
having a mobile drama and puppetry group interact with townspeople in
the discussion of local issues. Most leaders felt that any project
that gathered a cross-section of townspeople together for the purpose
of discussing local issues under any_ conditions would be welcome, but
they were skeptical of outsiders coming into town. Following the
survey, a final proposal was written and submitted to the Foundation.
Although the project was considered highly unorthodox in its approach,
the Foundation funded it for the summer and fall of 1975. This grant
was augmented by additional funding from the Center for International
Education and the project was begun.
Some Basic Questions and Assumptions
As discussed in Chapter I, many writers have implied that the
field of folk arts as a new communications tool for developers, holds
tremendous possibilities as well as potentially harmful pitfalls.
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The Fun Bus project was an attempt to further clarify these potentiali-
ties and stumbling blocks for people working in the community development
field.
Broad questions were being addressed about the social and educa-
tional implications of the Fun Bus design for community developers;
questions of staff characteristics, their professional skills, inter-
personal relationships and training; questions about implementation
procedures for a project that depended on the establishment of high
quality relationships with townspeople over a very short period of time
would be addressed.
One question which was fundamental to the project concept was:
How can the performing arts be integrated into community development
programs? Most developers have been trained in more conventional
techniques and methods of community development, and are accustomed
to 1 i teracy-oriented materials, working in hierarchical organizations
and operating in what is really the "business and industry" of develop-
ment. Would developers trained like this react positively to an asso-
ciation with artists, i.e., individuals whose world views, behavioral
norms and life styles are quite different from their own? We wanted
to explore what the implications would be for any development project
that attempted to incorporate the world views of a society's artists
with the world views of politicians, professional development personnel
and international funding agencies. Bringing the world of organized
planned national development together with the world of artists and
performers might tend to set up "cultural clash," even within a very
homogeneous society.
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A second major question related directly to the funding agency's
rationale for support. Is there a more innovative way to draw the
professionally educated townsperson, with his or her expertise, into
the decision-making processes and institutions which ultimately affect
the quality of town life?
The Fun Bus staff, at the suggestion of the MFHPP, hired local
residents who were at the same time college or university professors
to act as consultants to the project. These academic humanists played
a key role in bridging the gaps between the Fun Bus staff and the local
townspeople, and between local problems and the world of academic
learning. The Foundation was particularly interested to encourage the
humanists to develop new interaction behaviors and learn how those new
behaviors might be incorporated into the mainstream of academic life
in other settings.
A third issue that the Fun Bus design reflected was the develop-
ment of a client-centered approach to problem solving. More and more
developers are struggling with a rhetoric that says that if development
information about life problems is not clearly perceived by the clients
as being in their best interest, then the development message will
fall on deaf ears (Rogers, 1973; UNESCO, 1972). The argument continues
that if the client audience is involved in the creation of the message,
then the chances that it will be perceived as locally useful and
meaningful will be increased.
Most development programs entail the creation of messages by one
set of people for influencing the behaviors of another set of people.
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Today, many communications specialists contend that development
projects should follow a path defined by the expressed needs of the
client group. This approach puts a modicum of project control into
the hands of the target population. Within the context of development
communications, it encourages the possibility that the development
message will actually be useful to the client group. A client-
centered approach would help developers establish a more equitable
and communicative relationship between a project staff and their
clients. The Fun Bus design went to an extreme to explore what would
happen when a project was conducted without any specifically stated
agendas for development. The design insured that all of the issues
being addressed would be client-generated; there was no other overt
or covert learning agenda.
A fourth question, of somewhat higher order, concerned the
relationships between client participation, the quality of entertainment
and their effect on message credibility. Generally, the more attractive
any particular communication event appears, the more attention and
concentration the audience will bring to bear on the message. Since
the Fun Bus would be spending only two weeks in each town, training
unskilled people as actors, actresses, musicians and puppeteers, and
presenting their creations to the entire town population, the level
of theatrical perfection reached would not be high. This led to a
number of questions. Could the Fun Bus begin to define message credi-
bility as a function of entertainment quality, and the ratio of local
people to professional actors in the producation? Or, would the use
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of local people, because they were known and trusted by their fellow
townspeople, lend to the performance the credibility it would otherwise
lack because of less professional techniques used by local actors?
Because they were from the local community, would local actors be able
to communicate in ways and on levels unavailable to professionals?
Another category of concerns dealt with staff selection and
training. The issues revolved around the skills that would be needed
to carry out the project successfully. As a community development
project, the Fun Bus design implied a need for staff with experiences
and skills in development. Since it had a very strong entertainment
component, it also required people with skills in the performing arts.
The design assumed that the staff would achieve a high degree of trust
with local community residents. Then strong interpersonal skills would
be necessary. Would such trust be easier to develop with staff recruited
from the target towns, or should they come from the local university's
department of community development or school of theater arts?
Ultimately, the staff were recruited from among university
students who answered an advertisement for people interested in working
in a community-based arts program. People from the target communities
were also recruited, but none responded.
Once the staff had been selected, the question of training
arose. Given the varied backgrounds of the staff, training had to be
designed to develop skills in improvisational theater craft, community
development and consciousness raising. A balance was sought between
training for community development skills and skills in the performing
arts
.
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Another issue that the project developers struggled with was
what educational processes would be used in the field. Taking tech-
niques from the "Feria Educativa," other methods from the NFE project
in Ecuador, traditional theater exercises and other international
development sources, the planners catalogued a broad range of possible
programmatic responses to local situations, and the staff were trained
for the few that seemed most predictable. The staff consisted of six
people. All but the director of the project were performing artists.
As the project began, more questions about the training and skills
of the staff emerged. Staff were being asked to deal with a project
design that had little available precedent and to work in situations
where the variables were totally unknown. What kind of staff people
would be able to handle a demanding work schedule, and tolerate a high
level of ambiguity and lack of role definition that would characterize
their daily life style?
The Cultural Setting
Western Massachusetts is an area characterized by a rich history,
beautiful panoramas and a dynamically changing present. It was the
scene of the first American "civil war" (Shay's rebellion in the late
1700s), and was at one time the major industrial center of the region.
At the beginning of the 1900s, new forms of transportation and new
sources of energy forced abandonment of hundreds of small, locally
owned water-powered manufacturing plants. Agriculture emerged as the
only viable economic base for the area, and until the late 1960s, it
was the only growth industry for small communities.
Dairy products, tobacco, potatoes, squash and other vegetables
were and still are the most important agricultural products. However
beginning in the 1940s and continuing into the present, there has been
a widespread decline in the economic viability of the small, family-
operated farms. At this time, the days of significant agricultural
production in New England seem to be numbered. The farmers themselves
are the first to be aware of it. Many agricultural and economic
authorities predict that unless there is major legislation enacted to
protect productive farmlands from higher property taxes and urban
encroachment, the 1990s will see almost no functioning family farms
in Massachusetts.
Since the 1950s there has been an astounding migration away
from large urban areas back to the rural towns, mostly by the
professional and educated class. They go there seeking a traditional
value system and life style that is not available in urban in urban
areas. They commute to their urban jobs over the ever-developinq state
highway system.
For the last twenty or thirty years, there has been growing
friction between the "natives" and the "newcomers." Natives, or
traditional residents, are increasingly being worked out of power and
influence by the highly articulate, more competitive and more formally
educated newcomers. As a result, natives are finding themselves
strangers in their own land. This change is usually slow enough so
there is no crisis or sudden movement of power; people do psychologi-
cally adjust to the slow change. However, in one town where the Fun
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BUS operated, the members of the elected town government (historically
all natives) had in the last election been entirely replaced by new-
comers. In almost every town where the Fun Bus operated, townspeople,
both natives and newcomers, expressed their frustration over this
issue.
Rural and, to some extent, urban New Englanders, have a number
of traditions and values on which they pride themselves. They revere
family and town life greatly and there is a tremendous sense of town
identity. As long as the values of the town survive, and if a "change
is perceived as being for the better, the natives will go along with
it.
Another tradition is their sense of democratic process. New
England is the oldest and one of the few regions in America with a
system of town government based not on the representative government
model but on the "one person, one vote" direct participatory democracy
model. All town business is carried out at a yearly meeting where
each and every town member who has something to contribute is expected
and urged to speak out on the issues. Custom demands that each person
be listened to with respect and consideration. Decisions affecting
town policy are made with each town resident casting a single vote on
each issue where decisions must be made.
People respect and protect each other's privacy and right to be
different. "Hippies" live alongside natives with little or no open
hostility. Differences are to be respected and tolerated. Perhaps
this is one reason why the Fun Bus staff were accepted into community
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life as quickly and openly as they were. Although obviously outsiders
and different in appearance from the average townsperson, the staff
always were carefully listened to as they presented their ideas.
Families are either farm-oriented or professionally oriented;
small, nuclear family situations are the norm. But, in the larger
farm families, there are aunts and uncles, grandmothers and grand-
fathers living together, and close economic associations are main-
tained with local relatives. The staff observed that information
about the Fun Bus was often communicated among townspeople along
blood lines; and groups of relatives often participated together in
the workshops.
Unlike other areas in the rural developing world, Western
Massachusetts seems to be an area free of any overt poverty. Towns-
people that the staff worked with had no apparent life or death
survival situation facing them. This factor may have been the source
of one frustration the staff felt during the project; almost all of
the issues that emerged from the workshops were of a convenience
nature. Issues reflected the quality of life, but never seemed to
touch on survival itself.
In each town there are quite a number of well organized public
service societies for men, women, couples and children. Some are
school-oriented, some church-oriented, and some business-oriented.
There is no lack of opportunity for people to gather together and
attend to the business of life. Usually there are more organizations
than the population can support, so there is a constant and often
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intense competition among local organizations for members. Host
people belong to at least one or two voluntary organizations.
The problems of race relations, crime and political extremism
are all issues that people pride themselves in not having to confront
locally. The natives are fairly homogeneous descendants of Western
Europeans, although within this group there are quite a few distinct
ethnic groups in each town. Newcomers are slightly more diverse, but
value their "trouble-free" environment no less than the natives.
In most cases, although there are differences in a town's social
and ethnic makeup, townspeople (including newcomers) pride themselves
in their ability to meet emergencies as a unit or team. No one in a
town is allowed to suffer a major disaster without the help or aid of
other townspeople. The desire to maintain this particular ethic
against the onslaught of new ideas an fractionalizing social pressures
was a constant theme in all the towns that the Fun Bus visited.
Project Design
A high level of client participation pervaded all phases of the
Fun Bus format (except original design phase). The client group com-
prised residents of five communities in Western Massachusetts and
included youth and adults, both in and out of school.
The following sections will describe specific techniques that
the Fun Bus staff used in their activities, and will provide a more
detailed account of the design. The reader should bear in mind that
the Fun Bus, conceived and executed as a flexible experimental model,
did not employ all the techniques described all of the time. In each
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town situation, there was neither the time nor the staff to implement
everything. The following descriptions of techniques and procedures
represent a synthesis of the experience.
The goal in any particular town was ambitious. To accomplish
it, it was necessary within a two-week period to inform the community
about the Fun Bus presence, accurately present its objectives and
purposes to a wide cross-section, and recruit from five to twenty-five
local people who would participate in a series of workshops on a
regular basis. Workshops had to be coordinated in a way that would
generate a high level of disclosure and trust to assure that the end
product (the "Town Show") would deal in a truthful way with important
local issues. Groups of people had to be trained in puppetry, theater
and music. To produce a "Town Show" it was necessary to write and
rehearse scripts and music, and then organize the logistics for a
performance that would be free and open to the whole community.
Advertising and public relations work were necessary to make the show
a success and questionnaires had to be distributed to elicit feedback
for eventual evaluation from all of the people who had had contact
with the Fun Bus. Staff had to facilitate and organize the final
performance and then be ready immediately to move on to the next town.
All this within a two-week period.
The staff had only one month for training and orientation. The
training consisted primarily of improvisational drama techniques,
human relations sensitivity training, and a few sessions in community
development strategies. The members of the staff spent most of this
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training and orientation buiiding sets, „,a ki ng puppets, refurnishing
the vehicle that would be used for the summer project and getting to
know each other.
As there had been no useful precedents for this kind of community
development model, either within the field of community development
or improvisational drama that the director could find record of, there
existed quite a bit of anxiety within the staff about what to expect
from the Fun Bus. This problem will be treated more directly in the
final section of this paper, as these anxieties and insecurities played
a major part in the final outcome of the Fun Bus's accomplishments.
The training was conducted by consultants from the drama department
of Amherst College and the Center for International Education at the
School of Education of the University of Massachusetts. The director
of the Fun Bus also conducted a number of orientation sessions on the
basic design of the Fun Bus experiment, and the nature of consciousness
raising in the context of community development as expressed by the
author Freire (1973).
Advance Team
While the Fun Bus designers had done quite a bit or pre-project
assessment and public relations work in the area, the specific towns
that the Fun Bus would visit were not identified until after the first
town was visited.
The most basic problem in implementing the design was gaining
an introduction to, and entry into the institutions and the daily
life of a community quickly and effectively. Referrals from people
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who had worked with the Fun Bus in other communities or from indi-
viduals and organizations familiar with the project proved to be the
best method for contacting new communities in which to work. In one
situation, a local arts council provided the referral
; and in the
case of the first town, contacts made during the proposal writing
stage gained the Fun Bus an invitation.
Ideally, two staff people would use about one-fourth of their
time to organize at least two meetings with the leaders of potential
target towns and about three meetings with representatives of local
organizations in that target town. The team would try to communicate
with as many people as possible from these new towns along locally
familiar lines of communication.
In practice, the team contacted a previously identified indi-
vidual by telephone and asked him or her to arrange a meeting with
friends and town and local organization leaders who might be parti-
cularly responsive to the Fun Bus program. The advance team then had
an evening meeting with the group, and if everyone felt enthusiastic
about the Fun Bus program, a full two-week schedule was developed with
the town participants at this preliminary meeting. The Fun Bus advance
team also created a demographic "map" of the town: where the different
social groups lived, which local institutions had most members, infor-
mation about church organizations and service organizations, and any
other useful information the townspeople seemed eager to give were all
included in the data the advance team compiled about a town.
The advance team later interpreted and presented this "map"
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for the rest of the Fun Bus staff. When the Fun Bus arrived in a
town, the staff already knew a fair amount about the town, had developed
a strategy for action, and had made some fairly substantial contacts
With key people. Invariably, some of these same townspeople originally
contacted would continue to work as workshop volunteers during the
two-week Fun Bus program.
Choice of the Local Organization
and the Academic Humanist
A major question the funding agency and the staff wanted to
explore concerned how the civic role of the professional academic
living in a small town could be enhanced. New England is no different
from anywhere else in the rural world; the academically trained
person finds few ways in which to apply his or her expertise to
problems of the rural community. To address this issue, staff always
sought to identify a local academic humanist to work closely with the
project. Through intense participation in project workshops, these
individuals would bring their professional expertise to bear on
problems discussed by other town participants.
There was usually no problem finding someone in the towns who
qualified as an academic humanist. What was difficult was finding a
person who could give the Fun Bus the amount of time and energy that
was necessary. The person was asked to participate in all of the
workshops and to apply as much of his or her academic expertise as
possible to the issues being discussed. He or she was then asked to
prepare a few paragraphs on the background of each issue dealt with
by the workshop volunteers. At the "Town Show," the academic humanist
was expected to serve as the master of ceremonies, introducing and
commenting on each skit, musical piece and puppet show. Throughout
the two-week period, he or she advised the staff concerning the back-
ground of the issues and the politics of the community. These people
worked as paid professionals.
Both the Fun Bus and the academic humanist derived symbiotic
benefits from their association. The Fun Bus staff quickly came to
understand the complicated political and social situation in which
they were working through the counsel of the academic humanist. The
academic humanist enjoyed a learning experience about the town, and
developed new perspectives on his or her role there. The townspeople
participating in the workshops also developed a new view of the
academic's skills, interests and personality.
The second necessary precondition for entering a town was the
recruitment of a host organization to sponsor the stay and to provide
local sanction for the Fun Bus project. Part of the advance team's
responsibility was to meet with the leadership of a number of town
social organizations, and to request from the most supportive their
official sanction and sponsorship. This proved to be no easy task
since many people, while sympathizing with the ideas and objectives
of the project, did not want to sponsor something that would be contro-
versial or which might seem frivolous. However, when it became clear
that the Fun Bus sought to provide a community service under the
organization's name, and that there would be no cost to the townspeople
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the organization usually became more interested and supportive. The
staff always made it clear that the organization's leadership or
membership were not expected to participate if they did not wish.
The strategy of involving both a local academic person and a
local institution was to a very great degree the strategy that prompted
townspeople to quickly accept the Fun Bus into their confidence and
trust.
Advertising and Telephone Lists
Americans are fortunate in having a high literacy rate and an
extensive, reliable telephone system. In the towns where the Fun Bus
worked, almost every family had a phone and access to a regional daily
newspaper. In designing the project, the planners decided not to
depend on newspapers to communicate the nature of the project since
the cost of advertising would be too high. The Fun Bus objectives
were not the kind of information easily conveyed through print media
anyway.
Members of the host institution and the academic humanist were
asked to make up telephone lists of close friends. After being briefed
on the Fun Bus rehearsal schedule, these individuals would call their
friends on the Fun Bus's behalf. It was made clear, as the staff
briefed those members of the community who would be telephoning their
neighbors, that the general description of the Fun Bus should include
an invitation to spend an evening with the Fun Bus staff. The phone
callers were advised to explain that the goal of the meeting would be
to give townspeople an opportunity to ask questions, to see what the
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staff could do with their talents, and to participate in a workshop
where the objectives of the project would be made clear, staff also
tried personally to contact as many people on the streets as possible,
to invite them to this first "explanation meeting."
As communication strategies were developed from town to town,
it was found that it was much more effective to have townspeople
talking with each other about the project than to have the Fun Bus
staff, who were strangers, attempt to communicate directly with the
publ ic.
The telephoning strategy was useful only for the Fun Bus's
introduction to the community. After the first workshop, word of mouth
and the "gossip grapevine" became the most effective channels of local
communication concerning the project. Although the information passed
between people about the project was often not very accurate, it was
nonetheless information: it did spark questions and curiousity.
The First Meeting
The culmination of all the introductory activity was the "first
meeting." Usually occurring during the first four days of the two-
week cycle, the meeting was designed to accomplish a number of key
objectives. First, it was necessary to explain to a broad cross-
section of the population why the project was in town. Second, staff
wanted to conduct an introductory workshop using techniques that
would demonstrate to the participants what the final performance might
be like. The first meeting was often conducted as an improvisational
theater production workshop.
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There was little information concerning the kind and number of
people who would be coming to this first meeting. Workshop leaders
often had to change workshop tactics and design after the participants
arrived. Participants' varying ethnic backgrounds, ages, political
orientations, expectations and willingness or unwillingness to do
anything participatory provided situations which tested the creativity
and spontaneity of the staff. Each "first meeting" turned out to be
quite different from every other in style.
Nonetheless, the format for the first meeting or workshop
usually followed a fairly consistent basic formula. It was designed
to include four basic phases: introduction, issues assessment, improvi-
sation, and presentation.
To open the introductory phase, the staff described the Fun Bus
project objectives and then suggested, as a demonstration, a simple
and unthreatening get acquainted exercise. Each participant was asked
to interview someone present whom they did not know very well, discover
some unknown facts about them, and at the end of the interview period
introduce their new friend to the entire group and tell what they
learned from them.
The second phase was begun by dividing the participants into
groups of three with a staff member as a facilitator. The participants
were instructed to generate a list of five factors or conditions of
town life that made them fell particularly bad or good. They were
asked to describe their feelings toward and personal experiences with
these factors or conditions. The distinction between feelings and
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opinions meant the difference between generating a list of peoples'
ideas about problems, and generating lists of problems that touched
deeply on the fairly fundamental and emotional concerns of each indi-
vidual. This was usually a fairly subdued and introspective session.
As soon as everyone had generated a list of five or more issues that
really had a bearing on his or her well-being, people were divided into
new groups of four.
In this second group, participants were asked to share the lists
with each other, discuss them, consolidate them, and prioritize them
into one or two issues that all the group members held most in common.
The staff facilitator then moved the small groups into the third
or improvisations phase by asking questions designed to generate a
dramatic scenario based on the identified issue.
The scenarios were worked on for about one-half hour, and quickly
rehearsed. At the end of the evening, each small group of four per-
formed their scenario for the entire workshop membership, thereby
completing the presentation phase.
Staff found that the most creative and dynamic sessions were
these first meetings. Here, the groundwork was developed that became
the basis for all subsequent Fun Bus rehearsals in that particular
town. The first one or two workshops were high in originality and
creativity. At subsequent workshops (usually with the same people)
it was necessary to tune and refine the experiences of the first work-
shops into performable skits. What became nightly rehearsals were
actually developments of the original themes and the energy and
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enthusiasm generated in the first workshops had to carry the group
through fairly tedious and lengthy re-working of the original five
to seven improvisations.
During these rehearsals, staff had to concentrate on creating
dramatic settings, training individuals in stage craft and voice
development, and conveying other skills pertinent to the technical
aspects of theater production. There was usually little time to
develop new ideas for skits.
At the end of the first workshop, the participants were invited
to perform in the "Town Show," as actors, puppeteers, or musicians,
whichever medium suited their fancy. While almost everyone enjoyed
the first workshop, not everyone wanted to perform in front of his or
her neighbors. The relative anonymity of working behind a puppet stage
was very attractive to many people, and the troupe never had a lack
of people, both adults and children, to produce one or two very
ambitious puppet plays about town history. There were usually local
musicians eager to play in a small orchestra organized by one of the
staff as wel 1
.
The Performance
During the two weeks of rehearsals, recruitment, training and
public relations activities, word about the performance got around to
townspeople quite fast.
By the end of the two-week period, townspeople were quite
impatient to see what the Fun Bus people were trying to do. The hall
in which the performance was scheduled would fill to capacity, the
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last murmur of activity in the audience would subside, and the
performance would begin.
Typically, the "Town Show" would consist of about five skits,
three puppet shows, and about five pieces of music, performed by Fun
Bus staff and local musicians. The skits would be anywhere from five
minutes to half an hour in length, and would most commonly deal with
local political and social issues. The puppet shows normally dealt
with local history, and the music pieces would be songs or instrumentals
created especially for the "Town Show." The entire performances would
last about one and a half hours, and there would usually be about two
hundred to four hundred people in the audience. In the smaller towns
this would sometimes be a significant part of the town's entire popu-
lation. In the larger towns, it would represent only a small fraction.
The academic humanist hired by the Fun Bus would act as a master
of ceremonies, and between each skit and puppet show would give a bit
of commentary on each of the issues.
At the end of each performance, the Fun Bus staff would pass
around evaluation forms for the audience to fill out. There was no
attempt to have the audience discuss the issues brought forth, and no
attempt to use the skits for any kind of action taking or follow-up.
The performances were seen as one time only events that entertained
and educated for only that point in time.
The Evaluation
The Fun Bus staff hired a three-person team from the University
of Massachusetts to design an evaluation tool for the project in order
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to report to the Foundation. Was the Fun Bus an effective way to
involve townspeople in discussion of issues germaine to public life
through the perspective of the humanities? Did people feel that drama
and music were appropriate media through which to accomplish develop-
ment? Were there some indicators that would signal if the level of
consciousness around specific town issues was raised? These were
among the questions the staff wanted to explore.
The evaluation forms were designed by the evaluation team after
a series of meetings with the Fun Bus staff. The format of "fill-in-
the-bl ank" was chosen and was augmented with some questions to evoke
both specific and open-ended responses. Some of the questions were
not directly related to project goals, but the evaluation team felt
it would be useful to include such questions in order to explore the
more subtle, i nterpersonal dynamics of the design's implementation.
The evaluators designed a set of questions for each category of
participant. Categories included "workshop volunteer," "active and
involved local participant," "academic humanist," "performance audience"
and Fun Bus staff. In the first town the questionnaires were sent
out at the time of the performance; in subsequent towns the evaluation
was conducted at varying points in time after the performance. In one
town the questionnaire was not sent out until almost nine months after
the performance. Both immediate and long-range reactions to the project
were explored. A reading of the evaluation data indicated the following.
While most of the audience participants agreed that attending
the performance was a worthwhile way to spend the evening, they did
not feel that they had learned any new information about the issues
through the skits. Some respondents from the audience indicated that
the performance did focus attention on specific town problems, but
did not go far enough in suggesting solutions for those problems.
While offering solutions to the problems presented in the skits was
not one of the goals of the Fun Bus, many people expected that some
solutions should have been presented. Almost everyone agreed that
dealing with town problems in a format that was light and humorous
was a refreshing and original way to bypass the emotional prejudices
that most people had toward some issues. This indicated that for this
audience drama and music are viable ways to deal with important public
problems.
Although there were few indicators within the evaluation forms
with which to measure changes in people's attitudes, many audience
participants often spontaneously cited new awareness of a different
point of view as a result of their exposure to a skit. One man told
the staff that while his mind had not been changed about a particular
issue, he did understand a^ter the performance why other people had
opinions different from his own. Another person stated that despite
his apathy towards the town, seeing the performance had challenged him
to take a more active role in town affairs. One woman wrote that
although she had been hurt and rejected by people of a particular facti
in the town, she now saw it as her obligation (as well as that of other
people) to try one more time to make friends with this group.
Although many of the professional dramatists who were consulted
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before the Fun Bus began its recruitment said that it would be
impossible in the course of two weeks to organize townspeople,
generate musical, dramatic and puppetry pieces, rehearse them and
organize a successful performance, the Fun Bus demonstrated that it
could indeed be done. Not only was it done, it was done in a way that
provided a meaningful experience for the participants.
Many of the performers who worked with the Fun Bus expressed
delight at having discovered a part of their personalities that they
never before knew existed. The great majority of the workshop parti-
cipants were not experienced theater or puppetry people. For them,
the ability to use drama in expressing their frustrations and feelings
about town life was a profound and important experience.
Similarly, nearly all the academic humanists who worked as
consultants to the project indicated that it had brought them a deeper
understanding of their community, its problems, and, in some cases,
the prejudice that the natives felt for the newcomers. The academic
humanists had also become much closer to other townspeople as a result
of the project. A new relationship had developed between the academic
humanists and the town participants, a relationship that could have
become the motivating force of an action group if the project had been
able to follow up and encourage these new associations after the Fun
Bus left the town.
The potential for creation of an action group was also evident
in the feedback and behavior of the workshop participants. At the
workshops, many participants demonstrated a high degree of self-
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motivation and discipline when talking about possible solutions for
problems. Although the skits usually did not go so far as to organize
action to solve the problems, discussions about possible solutions
were an important part of the needs assessment phase of the basic
workshop procedure. In this sense, the participants themselves
became town planners and community development workers during the
short time that they interacted with the Fun Bus.
Many participants recognized this and approached the staff
after the performance with a sense of disappointment that their work
would not continue--that their training now seemed to lead them
nowhere. By the time the Bus left town, there had been created a
cadre of townspeople who had together undergone a highly unifying
experience that had focused their attentions on very specific town
problems, that had organized their thinking around possible plans for
action, and who had acquired some very substantial skills in communi-
cating with their neighbors. They were ready to do something with
their skills, consciousness and energy.
While the evaluation data indicated that many workshop volunteers
were people who involved themselves readily in any new town activities,
it also revealed that close behind them were an entirely new group of
townspeople who had become involved in local affairs through the
project. These came from the ranks of those who identified with the
arts, those who were interested in dramatics, puppetry and music.
The Fun Bus staff had tapped into a section of the town's society that
ordinarily was not involved in the discussion of town issues and events.
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A new group of townspeople had become involved in the discussion of
local events and problems.
The evalution data also supported the notion that even in
American society where a highly developed sense of professional enter-
tainment prevails, people will respond to and enjoy a less sophisticated
kind of entertainment. The key to this was in the subject matter.
At all times, the skits and their messages were designed and executed
by and for local people. The performers were not outsiders but friends
and neighbors of the audience. This lent a high degree of credibility
to the messages conveyed by the dramatic presentations. Their credi-
bility with the audience seemed to have no relationship to the degree
of artistry perfected by the actors and actresses.
Finally, it was observed that the Fun Bus activities helped
people to evaluate their traditional values in light of their contem-
porary problems. Often it was surprising how the traditional, New
England "Yankee" heritage was the source of decisions and observations
about how a common problem should best be handled. The experience
tended to reinforce those values that held out a useful solution, and
encouraged re-evaluation of values not so useful.
Staff Problems
Although there were surprising and substantial confirmations
about the basic assumptions of the Fun Bus design, the project was
not without its own problems. These problems generally can be identi-
fied as two types: problems in selection and training of the staff,
and problems with the design.
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The Fun Bus was an experiment. While the staff sought to investi-
gate the hows, whys and wherefores of using art forms for consciousness
raising in community development, and to explore new and useful roles
for the "academic humanist" in the community, they had no forewarning
of the complex and highly emotional interpersonal problems that emerged.
Hiring only after the initial proposal was written, the staff had little
opportunity to participate in formulation of the basic working assump-
tions and goals of the project. This gave them a feeling of being
employees hired to do a job, and of not being in charge of what was
happening to them as the frustrations of the work increased.
Townspeople's perceptions of the skits, staff members' changing
concepts of their own life situations, last-minute changes in scheduling,
rigorous work schedules and a life style offering little privacy, time
off or "creature comforts" combined to produce a working environment
fraught with frustration and anxiety. The staff were constantly being
called upon to function in situations that demanded more skills and
energy than seemed to be available.
The staff sometimes worked sixteen hours a day, seven days a
week, and all lived in an often primitive and uncomfortable environ-
ment. Cooking, washing clothes, lack of personal free time, and the
ever-present pressures to produce a program while working in highly
changeable and sometimes ambiguous situations were all factors that
contributed to making the Fun Bus experience a draining one for the
staff. The good feelings and sense of satisfaction generated at the
performance lasted for about a day, and then the realization that it
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was immediately on to the next town
settle in.
and the next set of unknowns would
The staff of eight began the project with few common concepts
or practical experiences about either community development or con-
sciousness raising which would be applied to the complex social and
professional work problems that emerged during the implementation of
the design.
These problems led us to re-evaluate our training period. The
project was basically a community consciousness raising tool, using
the performing arts as a communication medium. Should staff be
trained in consciousness raising techniques or dramatic techniques?
Before the project moved into the first village, the staff had little
basis on which to determine what skills would be needed most.
The one month which staff spent together preparing for the
project was devoted to production of hardware, training in the technical
aspects of dramatics, and development of theater exercises that would
contribute to the team's ability to function as a cohesive unit. While
this approach succeeded in producing a cohesive feeling among the
staff, the training period proved to have been insufficient to meet
the skill demands the project eventually placed upon them.
Of the eleven staff who eventually worked with the Fun Bus, only
two had any professional training in community development concepts
or processes. It is felt that a higher ratio of trained community
development workers could have helped to offset many of the frustra-
tions encountered by the staff.
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Once the project commenced, staff encountered a traditional and
wen
-documented problem that many developers face in trying to organize
a cross-section of a town's population around a common point. Factional-
ism in the towns often made it difficult to persuade diverse townspeople
to work and cooperate with each other. In each town, the Fun Bus's
association with the sponsoring institution automatically alienated
a number of townspeople. In most situations, the number thus alienated
was relatively small. The staff's experience, however, supported the
hypothesis that the use of art forms as communication vehicles helps
to de-fuse and bypass feelings of division and distrust that naturally
occur among rival groups of townspeople.
People often expressed their amazement at the staff's ability
to organize people, prompt discussion of meaningful issues and still
produce credible and effective skits by performance time. The staff
attributed this to their use of already existing lines of communication
when informing the community about the Fun Bus.
Other people felt that the two-week period was not long enough
to allow for effective treatment of social and political problems which
were considered extremely sensitive.
Each skit, at some point in its development, was subjected to
a censoring process initiated by the workshop participants. The
censoring was a gentle process of neighbors trying to be sensitive
to each other. "We have to live with what we say here--you staff can
move on" was a comment evoked religiously in the process of editing
skit material. Material that was highly inflammatory
,
divisive.
insensitive to sornp nprcnn 1 c .p^ n •person s feelings, or of questionable morality or
value would be edited out. This censorship was never invoked by the
staff; it seemed to be a natural part of the discussion process in the
workshops and was used by the participants in each town visited.
Findings for the Future
in retrospect, the Fun Bus should have spent more than two weeks
in each town. There seemed to develop a natural pace at which towns-
people were able and willing to participate with the project, and this
pace should not be accelerated. Although the well developed telephone
system facilitated rapid communication of information about the Fun
Bus among townspeople, this type of communication was never adequate
inspire their full trust and confidence. Before townspeople would
share information about issues that were meaningful and important to
them, time and human energy had to be invested in the individual frienc
ships the staff developed with townspeople. The degree of disclosure
gained about sensitive subjects was related to the degree to which
good, trusting relationships were developed. The degree of disclosure
attained should have been used to determine the amount of time spent
in a town, rather than an arbitrary decision to limit the time period
to two weeks.
In one town where staff were able to spend almost three weeks
organizing and rehearsing, they were better able to communicate with
the sponsoring organization about the project. As a result, the Fun
Bus had a more informed and motivated group of townspeople to work
with than in other towns. This longer period in town led to a pro-
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duction that dealt with the kinds of issues that other towns considered
too sensitive or controversial.
A recommendation that may be applicable to other traveling arts
projects deals with the advance team. There seemed to be a natural
cycle of events that needed to take place before the staff could work
effectively or efficiently with the townspeople. Having a greater
number of local people prepare the way would have cut down the time-
consuming settling-in process that had to come before any workshops
or meetings could be held. A full-time advance team also would have
provided the Fun Bus with a number of alternative towns from which to
choose when deciding where to schedule. The Fun Bus advance team
included only one or two people who could be spared for only a few
hours during the few days before the Fun Bus entered a new town.
Training is another design area that requries inspection. Sub-
sequent traveling fine arts projects should define more carefully the
specific role of each staff member. During the project, staff adopted
a philosophy that seemed to assume that each task was everyone's task.
This led to quite a bit of confusion until roles were sorted out as
the project matured in the field. While advance specifications of
staff roles presumably would have alleviated this situation somewhat,
the fluidity of the design and the ever-changing complexion of the
project were such that "iron clad" roles could not be defined. This
points up a higher order of design need in the Fun Bus model: the
need for an internal staff facilitator.
The author feels that, categorically, in any project like the
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Fun Bus, there would have to be a mechanism through which the frustra-
tions and suggestions of each staff member could be filtered back into
the design of the project. In retrospect, it appears that this could
have been accomplished by having a process facilitator visit the staff
periodically. The facilitator would assist individual staff members
to understand and adjust to the changing and ambiguous working situa-
tions encountered. While assisting individual staff members to develop
the skills and awareness necessary for dealing with their professional
frustrations, the facilitator would recommend adjustments in the project
design to eliminate as many of the sources of frustration as possible.
The project would be more responsive to the needs and experience of
individual staff members, and would thereby enable staff to "buy into"
the project to a greater degree.
Staff training and recruitment would give more time and higher
priority to community development and less to performing arts people.
The technical level of the drama productions was not too high, nor the
improvisational drama workshops so complicated that experienced commu-
nity development people could not have handled them. Problems known
to most community development workers took up much of the staff time
on a daily basis.
One unexpected spinoff of the Fun Bus was the creation of a
cadre of townspeople who, during the two-week people, had come into
closer contact with each other and had worked as a team around a central
goal. They received substantial training in the techniques of
puppetry and drama, and were left with a high degree of enthusiasm
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and commitment to work together again. If there had been the time or
funds, it would have been natural to organize these people into groups
that would continue to probe and analyze the town's political problems
and social issues at regular meetings. The Fun Bus had developed in
each town a cadre of trained development workers who then had no
leadership to direct them in further application of their training.
The academic humanists usually said that they did not have the time
to continue such a high level of commitment.
Additional fol low-up activi ty with members of the performance
audience would also be appropriate. In any future Western Massachusetts
activities of the Fun Bus, there would be a much more highly structured
followup section after each performance.
At the end of each performance, the townspeople left the hall
talking about the skits and evaluating what they had seen and heard.
Some people agreed with the points of view presented and some, naturally,
disagreed. By failing to provide for organized discussion following
the performance, the project lost a tremendous opportunity to further
involve a much wider range of townspeople in effective discussion of
the issues. On the few occasions where the staff suggested the option
of further discussion to the audience at the end of the show, the idea
seemed to conflict with the expectations that the audience brought to
the performance. Many people arrived expecting that this was to be
an evening of entertainment, not a discussion of social issues. In
retrospect, the Fun Bus staff, through advertising and repeated
announcement during the performance, might have been able to set the
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audience's expectations towards this end.
In one town, staff invited the people at the performance to
join in playing a simulation game called "Our Town.” This simulation
planning game gave players insight into how development takes place,
and gave them experience in setting priorities and organizing resources
to meet a wide variety of needs. The game was developed for that
specific town, and used local institutions, landmarks and administra-
tive posts as the context of the game's play. Although not many
people participated, all who did felt that it had tremendous potential
as a learning tool for both adults and youth.
In this particular instance the staff found it very hard to
communicate to the townspeople just what a simulation game was, and
why it would be useful for the townspeople to play it. One leader of
a women's group who did play the game said that it would be an excellent
means to introduce their new members to town life and local politics
(Russel 1 , 1977)
.
The traveling, theater-type community development project, to
be most effective, should be made a part of a larger, regional approach
to community development.
The Fun Bus helped a select group of townspeople verbalize and
subsequently share with a larger audience a tremendous amount of
information about the political and social problems of the entire
region. However, there was no provision in the original proposal to
utilize this information in any on-going way. The information com-
piled about the region would have been critical to developing strategies
for any kind of regional development approach. Attitudes towards
state government, general economic trends, needs for specific govern-
mental services, regional demographic history and contemporary change,
problems of local government autonomy, erosion of personal liberties,
legislative roadblocks to economic growth, social prejudices were all
issues that the staff dealt with time and time again in the different
towns that were visited. The staff were able to piece together a very
striking and dynamic map of the needs, attitudes, traditions and
problems of the region. This map should have been an integral part
of a regional strategy for social and economic development.
chapter III
GHANAIAN CULTURAL GROUPS
Introduction
chapter will describe a program in nonforma 1 education
research that involved a number of Cultural Groups in the Eastern
Region of Ghana, West Africa. The author was intimately involved with
this research, and worked for a period between November 1976 and
September 1977 as a field researcher for the Center for International
Education. This chapter will brief the reader on the institutional
background of the groups involved, present an overview of the Cultural
Group activities that were undertaken, and then present some of the
project findings that will be necessary for a more comprehensive
understanding of the role of popular culture in development planning.
The Center for International Education published a case study
of the Fun Bus and its activities after the completion of the summer
program in Western Massachusetts. The Fun Bus project field tested
ideas and assumptions that had long been discussion topics, and gave
further credibility to the Center's reputation of experimenting with
new approaches in communications techniques and learning methodologies
in nonformal education. The Fun Bus developed a workshop formula that
had been field tested in a variety of situations with consistent
results. A next logical step for the author was to seek out a field
situation in a developing country where the application of the
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methodologies developed in Western Massachusetts could be brought to
bear on more difficult and urgent life situations.
One project partner organization considered during the time that
the Fun Bus was operating, was the Institute of Adult Education at
the University of Ghana Legon in Accra, Ganan, and its field organiza-
tion, the Peoples Educational Association. The Center for International
Education entered into a working relationship with the Institute of
Adult Education under the assumption that all joint project activities
while being basically research and experimental in nature, would
contribute to the specific client-defined needs of the partner insti-
tutions in the field.
To put the final results of the Ghana site drama activities in
proper perspective, it is helpful if we familiarize ourselves with
some of the background of the Institute of Adult Education (IAE) and
its field partner organization, the Peoples Educational Association
(PEA).
Organizational Background
Institute of Adult Education
The role of adult education within institutions of formal higher
education is a constant point of controversy in the history of formal
education in Africa. Even today there are surprisingly few independent
departments of Adult Education that are separate from African institu-
tions of adult education. Adult education is often viewed administra-
tively and philosophically an an extension of the formal education
process. Adult literacy, practical skills training, technical education,
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etc. are often the direct responsibility of more development oriented
ministries like Social Welfare or Rural Development (Keweloh, January
1977).
The Institute of Adult Education (IAE) at Legon, created in
1948 (Jones-Quartey, 1974) has historically struggled very hard for
its independent identity within the University administrative structure
at Legon, and continues to meet with periodic attempts from ministries
and other University departments to co-opt its activities within the
more formal structure.
In Ghana, the IAE has a well established non-University client
group. When important national issues that provoke widespread comment
in the press, on TV, or through the word of mouth networks of the
politically conscious, the IAE usually speaks out on behalf of adult
educators and their citizen clients. This represents a considerable
political lever that many other groups would like to have under their
own control. Naturally, any ministry or University department that
has a case for co-opting the IAE will make moves in that direction
from time to time. There is a balancing factor: while the University
or ministries would like the IAE to be more directly controllable,
many high ranking civil servants vicariously enjoy the political
freedom that the IAE exercises publicly. The IAE is an unofficial
spokesman for political dissent in situations where politically the
University must remain silent.
While the IAE is administered by the University, its yearly
budget is automatically granted directly from the government, and is
not part of the University's general funds. The IAE continues to
speak out on controversial issues and often becomes the mouthpiece
not only for its clients but for the point of view of the profession-
ally educated class as well.
When the University of Massachusetts team began its work with
the IAE. their clients consisted of a number of fairly definable groups
The IAE runs the Accra Workers College, an institution for higher
learning serving the needs of fully employed workers in the Accra
metropolitan area (Kinsey, 1978). Most of the students there are
government employed workers trying to upgrade their job training to
qualify for higher salary rates. The IAE also provides lectures and
symposia on a wide variety of subjects, often in conjunction with a
second sponsoring organization. A ministry or private organization
might want to organize a lecture series or workshops on the subjects
of interest for its members or staff; the IAE would provide the
technical expertise or lecturers for the occation.
Peoples Educational Association
Probably the most interesting of its client or partner groups
is the Peoples Educational Association (PEA). Founded more than forty
years ago, the PEA is the oldest, most widespread and prestigious
organization for adult education in Ghana. It has had a long and very
close relationship with the IEA and its founders conceived it as an
administrative stepchild of the IAE. It has remained such from its
beginning. The PEA is a national level organization of volunteer
members dedicated to bringing adult education into the rural areas of
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Ghana. There is a Nationai Secretariat, nationally elected executives
Who guide the organization and formulate policy, regional executives
and a network of local branches. These branches are led by elected
volunteer leaders who are resoonsible to the regional executives and
ultimately to the National Secretariat for the implementation of the
organization's goals at the local level (IAE, n.d.).
Historically, the IAE supplied the PEA with its only paid pro-
fessional position: the National Secretary. The National Secretary
is a Senior Resident Tutor (a high ranking full time position within
the IAE), responsible for implementing the major PEA programs for the
PEA national executives. While reporting to the Directors every year,
the National Secretariat produces a PEA newsletter, provides PEA branch
leaders with a certain amount of centralized support, and organizes
a yearly PEA conference that is the high point of the PEA's activities.
In return for these free services and inupts, the IAE gains a
ready-made national network of client groups. Serving the needs of
the PEA has become an important function of the IAE, as the IAE justi-
fies much of its yearly budget through the provisions of these services
The IAE also accepts non-Ghanaian funding for its support to the PEA.
Some leaders in the PEA report this arrangement as a mixed
blessing (Hagan, August 1977). While totally dependent on the IAE
for many valuable and necessary services, the PEA fells that many
resources given to the IAE for the benefit of the PEA are never enjoyed
by the PEA. What amounts to the IAE's overhead costs represents a
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point Of friction between the volunteer ieaders of the PEA and the
professional and salaried employees of the IAE. There existed at the
time of the Center's project with the PEA this natural and not entirely
unhealthy tension between the Institute and the PEA.
Renter for International Education
The Center for International Education has been deeply committed
to the process of developing new methodologies in international
education for the past eleven years in Africa, Asia and Latin America
(CIE, 1978). The Center normally functions with approximately fifty
members, both faculty and graduate students, who come from the United
States and other countries throughout the world.
During the past eight years the Center has been particularly
active in the field of nonformal education and has undertaken a number
of experiments which emphasize the development and implementation
of new ideas in out-of-school education in rural areas. These
approaches focus on the development of techniques and materials which
emphasixe local participation in and local control of the educational
process. The Center has pioneered the use of nonformal educational
games in conjunction with dialogue and discussion techniques designed
to help illiterate and semiliterate learners analyze and work toward
the solution of problems in their lives (CIE, 1975). The Center is
part of the University of Massachusetts School of Education.
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Ihe German Adult Education
Association fpyyT
Up to the time of the Centers involvement with the PEA, the
PEA had received very little in the form of non-IAE funding. One
significant exception to this were funds from the German Adult
Education Association (DVV) in Accra. The German Adult Education
Association was a five-year funded project sponsored by the government
of West Germany through the German Adult Education Bureau in Bonn,
West Germany.
At the time of the Center's involvement with the PEA, the DVV
had been working with them for almost two years.
The DVV had a mandate to undertake short term activities in
Africa that would assist in the development of courses in adult
education on a continental level. Mr. Werner Keweloh, the Director
of the DVV was very interested in the IAE and the PEA, and committed
significant resources to them. While being primarily interested in
the development of diploma courses in adult education with institutions
of higher learning in Africa, the DVV also got involved with programs
in nonformal education as innovations in adult education. Members of
the University of Massachusetts team in Ghana interacted closely with
the DVV. Assistance from DVV consisted of providing the IAE with a
number of vehicles from time to time, printing and publications services,
and sponsoring occasional training opportunities outside of Ghana for
IAE staff and PEA members. Their involvement with the PEA and IAE
ended in late 1980 .
The DVV 1 s internal financial regulations prohibited providing
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any salaries or funds for capital construction. They could only
assist organizations who already had basic administrative costs
provided from some other source, and for whom funding of discrete
activities within their existing framework would not lead to long
term financial dependency on the DVV. The DVV had created a basic
structure through which the IAE passed resources to the PEA without
upsetting their traditional relationship. During the three-year
involvement that the Center had with the PEA, the DVV looked on as an
interested observer, and often actively participated in joint projects
The DVV even funded the first Cultural Group workshop that the author
led in Larteh, Eastern Region. We will look more closely at the
interrelationship of the various organizations interested in the PEA
and the IAE later.
Unlike the assistance policy of the DVV, the University of
Massachusetts (UMass) project enabled the hiring of a PEA staff
entirely independent of the IAE. However, the IAE responded to the
UMass site proposal with guarded support, and in January 1976, the
first UMass team leader arrived in Ghana to begin formulating specific
site project activities.
Some Project Assumptions
and Background
UMass needed a laboratory to experiment with new activities in
nonformal education. At this time, the PEA was going through a re-
evaluation of its traditional role, and saw in the UMass involvement
an opportunity to redefine its basic approach to its client groups.
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The IAE seemed to be
-enthusiastic about the arrangement (Bing, 1979) .
UMass involvement represented an unknown factor at a time when both
the PEA and the IAE were tentatively and slowly experimenting with
changing roles and educational methodologies.
^
For some time before the UMass involvement began, Ghanaian
institutions of higher education had been experiencing a general
movement to focus fewer resources on providing services in continuing
education for formal school leavers. The current rhetoric in the
field had for some time been focused on forms of nonformal education,
and programs servicing the needs of out-of-school, semiliterate and
non-literate audiences. For the IAE this represented a drastic
departure from its traditional practice of education.
Existing PEA branch leaders were typically secondary school
leavers or local school teachers. They were often the most formally
educated persons in the village. Their educational interests reflected
subjects of importance to them. These subjects usually had to do with
increased job opportunities within the educational system.
A typical branch activity would be a series of lectures or
symposia with guest lecturers supplied by the IAE. Discussion groups
often resulted. These activities were demonstrations at the village
level of the superiority of the formally educated members of the branch.
This statement may seem a bit prejudiced, but let it be tempered with
the fact that in many villages a great deal of pride was taken in
having a number of well educated people in town, and formal schooling
was the only standard against which a person could be judged as being
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well educated.
With the recent movement in education towards serving more
fundamental community and individual needs, the IAE and the PEA had
been feeling mounting pressures from within to change the focus of
their efforts away from serving the needs of the already formally
educated toward the needs of the out-of-school villager. Any signi-
ficant priority or policy change within a large institution will
cause difficulties.
The staff members of the IAE were never trained for nor oriented
towards serving the needs of a partially or wholly illiterate PEA
membership. There existed a gap between the educated elites who were
the original beneficiaries of the IAE 1 s and the PEA's attention, and
the kind of audience that seemed to be indicated by the new directions.
While everyone was learning the new phrases and rhetoric of nonformal
education, very little was being done that would help the IAE or the PEA
make an institutional transition from one style of education to another.
One Senior Resident Tutor who had started classes for blacksmiths
and gunsmiths on the campus of the University of Science and Technology
was eventually censured by the IAE for moving too far too fast. Many
of his peers criticized him for bringing illiterates and poor onto
the campus and embarrassing the faculty. Though this was an extreme
case, it exemplified the anxiety caused by the introduction of an
unknown change into a very conservative academic institution. Senior
Resident Tutors, faced with pressures to change yet not provided with
systematic retraining or assurances of continuity, generally rebelled
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at any implications of criticisms or pressure to adopt new methods
UMass offered the PEA an opportunity to try out some experimental
changes in a fairly low risk situation.
The purposes of the UMass team activity were manifold.
1. Develop new examples of Branch activities modelled on traditional
and experimental approaches to nonformal education.
2. Train PEA leaders with IAE assistance as facilitators in nonformal
education activities.
3. Generally assist the PEA in transitioning from a client group
oriented around the formally educated branch member to an orienta-
tion that served the expressed needs of the local branch community
(CIE, 1976).
With this preliminary document as a background, the first in a
long series of UMass team leaders arrived to begin a needs and activity
assessment. One of the existing activities that attracted the attention
of the UMass and PEA administrators was a branch in the village of
Larteh in the Eastern Region of Ghana, about thirty miles from Accra.
The Larteh group had been formed a year earlier as a Cultural Group.
The German Adult Educational Association had been instrumental in
assuring the group's continuity by supplying a trained singing coach
on a fortnightly basis to give the members professional training and
leadership. The group was well organized and well motivated as a
PEA branch when the author arrived to work with the branch for a nine-
month period in November 1976.
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Cultural Settinn
Cultural Groups and Society
Cultural Groups are village level voluntary organizations that
are common, highly creative and very popular in Ghanaian society.
They also provide important community services and perform cultural
functions. They normally perform at important family and village
functions, providing music, singing, and dancing. Most of the time
these songs, dances, and music are traditional folk forms that
symbolize rites of passage and significant historical events.
A description of a Cultural Group performance at a funeral
provides a good illustration. A funeral is the most important social
gathering in Akan tribal society (the Eastern Region, where the UMass
project took place, was primarily an Akan tribal area). All friends
and relatives of the deceased gather, and for three days mourn and
observe the passing. A proper and well executed funeral is generally
accepted as evidence of a family's success and collective organiza-
tional capacity. This is also the proper time for the family to
meet, discuss any important business, assess financial matters, and
solve logistical or personal problems created by the death of the
deceased. Funerals are also points of high anxiety. A sudden or
accidental death can easily be blamed on unfriendly spiritual influ-
ences purposely directed against the family.
Inevitably, a local Cultural Group will be called upon to
provide the music and entertainment for the funeral. Without this,
the nongrieving guests would complain that they did not have a good
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time, and that proper observances were not adhered to. It might
also be interpreted that the family did not have the funds to provide
music and dancing "for the guests.
At all the funerals the author has attended, the mother and
sisters of the deceased have to dance at least once. The wailing is
usually done in the accompaniment of drumming and in a singing manner,
and songs appropriate to the life and death of the deceased are sung.
These songs provoke incredible sadness, reminding everyone of their
own human condition, and leveling all with the inevitability of death.
The songs are sometimes used to send messages to people suspected of
foul acts surrounding the death, and some funeral goers might choose
to commission a song from the Cultural Group in order to send a
particular message to someone attending the funeral. Extremely
accomplished singers or drummers will also be personally rewarded for
particularly emotional or meaningful songs, and will be asked to sing
a particular refrain or an entire song over and over. The music helps
people to grieve, and show empathy with the sorrow and tragedy that
has befallen a family. A song might be commissioned on the spot to
remind people of events, accomplishments, and personal characteristics
of the deceased. The lessons we the living have to learn from the
life of the deceased are sung and the living consign the dead to
memory almost all through the song and dance.
A language exists between the dancers and the drummers, each
commenting and editorializing on the event and the emotions being
played out.
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A good Cultural Group can make or break a funeral. The Ghanaian
Cultural Group is very typical of a folk form that plays an important
spiritual and cultural role. The group assists people in marking
important moments of passage, and it serves a profound teaching
function in making commentary on mortality, reminding people of their
world view and establishing an open link between the living and the
unknown that is death. Most commonly in small villages, all the
members of the Cultural Group know the deceased (at least they know
the family), and they share as much as any other person present, the
sorrow and pain of the moment. They express for everyone the inex-
pressible, and make all feel the price that must be paid for being
human.
But there are lighter moments and more mundane functions as well.
The Cultural Group will also be called upon the be present at puberty
rites, at receptions, at dedication ceremonies, or at national
festivals or religious holiday celebrations. Any event where someone
has decided that the public must come and that they should be enter-
tained, a Cultural Group will be called. The Cultural Group is used
on these occasions to draw a crowd and propagandize for the patron.
These more common activities are really more commercial, and the
function of the group becomes less socially critical than at a funeral.
On occasions like these the village chief and elders will be
called upon to be patrons, and will by all means be expected to
dance. A chief dancing with his villagers is a special occasion. He
speaks with the drummers through the dance, and by dancing gives his
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blessing and approval to the event for all to witness. If the chief
were to be present and not dance, it would definitely indicate some-
thing seriously wrong. People would suspect that he did not approve
of the occasion, or that he was secretly working against the patrons,
or that he knew something was seriously wrong.
Cultural Groups and the Individual
On a different level, there are other social functions that the
Cultural Group serves that are of equal importance. One is "girl
meets boy."
Though Cultural Groups have participants from all age groups,
older teenagers and people in their early twenties dominate. As an
institution where unmarrieds can get to know each other, the Cultural
Group is superb. In small villages there are few occasions where
young people can get together in socially sanctioned situations and
still have enough freedom to initiate courtship. This creates a
difficult situation for the Cultural Group and its organizers. While
the necessity of having a Cultural Group in the village is universally
recognized, parents are often reluctant to let their youngsters out
at night to go to rehearsals or performances
. They suspect that their
children's virtue and reputations may become compromised. The risk
is real. A stolen kiss along the wayside walking down a dark side
street, an agreement for a clandestine meeting the next night, easy
access to the proper intermediary to introduce your case to your
secret sweetheart are all part of the mystique and attraction of the
Cultural Group for the younger members. If the leaders of the group
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are respected people in the town, and if adequate chaperones are assured
whenever the group takes a trip outside of the village, then parental
suspicions might be put aside and a child allowed to attend the
rehearsals and performances.
Another function of the Cultural Group is skill advancement.
Cultural Groups may have from ten to fifty members. There will be a
core group of leaders, a sub-group of drummers and other musicians and
then a general body of members who do most of the dancing and singing.
If the group is lucky enough to have a trained musician or music
teacher, then his or her talents will be tapped to the fullest. That
person is usually put in charge of rehearsals or singing. Any musical
or performing talents that exist in the group are soon discovered when
a person enters the group, and the best singers, dancers, or drummers
may be quickly moved into the limelight.
Another attraction for the participant of the Cultural Group is
the hope for wealth and fame. Many of the most successful singing
and recording groups in Ghana are "High Life" groups whose members
started as Cultural Groups. Song writers get started in Cultural
Groups, and it is not unusual for a completely unknown group with an
original song to become popular very quickly. Very much like in the
U.S. and in Europe, music is biq business in Ghana, and a Cultural
Group leader is never very far from the fantasy of making his or her
fortune in the world through the success of the Cultural Group.
Many Cultural Groups are exploited by their leaders. Some
Cultural Groups perform their services for a fee, and generate money.
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There is almost always a concern within the group about who shares
these fees. A smart leader carefully balances his personal profit
against the realities of having to share commonly earned money with
the group. Naturally, junior members have to achieve some level of
seniority before they can expect very much money from their contri-
bution.
In many situations the income is saved for troupe uniforms or
new instruments. In some situations there are financial managers who
make sure that the money earned from the performance is well monitored,
but these situations are rare. Individual leaders and core group
members really determine the disposition of earnings. In some cases
money can be the cause of so much dissension that a group breaks apart
or dissolves completely. Young, rebellious members may well break a
Cultural Group into factions and then form their own group with sympa-
thetic members. Keeping a Cultural Group together that is successful
and well-known (and therefore financially viable) is a significant
accomplishment. A really successful group is an indicator of effective
leadership. One should note, however, that while success does indicate
effective leadership, it does not necessarily mean that that leadership
is humane, democratic or just.
The author has observed that Cultural Groups attract the kinds
of personalities that exhibit in one form or another a kind of social
awareness, or community consciousness (Russell, 1976). A person who
wishes to be a member of a Cultural Group understands that the kinds
of activities he or she will be engaged in involve performing in front
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of an audience. This says something about the degree of risk taking
the individual is willing to take, and implies that the member's
character may be extroverted. A person joining a Cultural Group
expects to travel outside the village when the group performs. This
indicates a willingness to face a larger world and become involved
with it. For many members of a Cultural Group, these trips are the
only opportunities to travel outside of their immediate village
environment that they will have as youngsters.
Like many voluntary organizations, the Cultural Group is a kind
of stepping-stone. Membership is always in flux, and as individuals
grow and mature, they may find that the purpose the Cultural Group
gave to their lives does not continue to be valid or necessary. They
move on to other challenges. Leaders are constantly training new
members to fill in for members who leave the group. While the leader
takes on a lot of this teaching responsibility, the majority of
learning is through the "each one teach one" method. The singers teach
newer members songs or rehearsal procedures, and the dancers and
drummers do the same with the younger musicians.
The Cultural Group is a highly dynamic, culturally and socially
important voluntary institution. It is created at the village level
as part of the traditional communications system of a village, and it
has nothing to do with any kind of national government or organized
service system. The Cultural Group belongs to tradition and is a
folk mass communications medium in a pure sense. The group provides
for the passing on of important traditional customs and messages and
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serves as a living museum or archive of village history and traditional
wisdom. The groups are prevalent throughout most of southern Ghana,
and each group reflects the language, customs and tribes of the village
from which it comes. It is an institution that crosses tribal, ethnic,
religious, age and language barriers (Atta, n.d.).
Project Design
During 1976, the National Secretary of the PEA learned that a
Cultural Group in Larteh was interested in becoming a PEA branch. The
leaders of the Cultural Group felt that association with a national
organization might bring recognition and financial support to their
group. The PEA National Secretary visited with the group and recognized
that the group might act as a model to other PEA branches. For some
time a number of PEA branches had been languishing for lack of direction
and member interest. The DVV Director in Accra was invited to visit
the group.
The DVV sponsored periodic tutoring for the Cultural Group. A
singing coach from Ghana Broadcasting Corporation was hired to visit
the group every two weeks to give the members singing and music lessons.
The group was then occasionally hired to perform at events sponsored
by the DVV in Accra, and the group was used on occasion by the
National Secretariat of the PEA for entertainment at various PEA
meetings and national conferences. These kinds of exposures and
opportunities were exactly what the Larteh group had hoped for when
joining the PEA.
During this period the UMass team in Ghana hired an advisor to
work specifically with the Cultural Groups.
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A number of assumptions guided the advisor's preliminary work
with Cultural Groups in the Eastern Region. These were:
1. The cost effectiveness of an expatriate change agent working with
relatively few clients in a very limited geographical area was
justified only if the end products of the work added significantly
to the body of information available to NFE planners and practi-
tioners in other parts of the world.
2. Ghanaian Cultural Groups within their total milieu are in fact
suitable laboratories for investigating the uses of popular
culture in development work.
3. Educational intervention with Cultural Groups could prove to be
cost effective and educationally productive strategy in nonformal
education in Ghana.
4. Cultural Groups would be interested in working with the UMass
team members to bring about change in their basic structure and
orientation. Specifically, that they would be interested in
undertaking more activities that were educational or developmental
in nature.
The UMass Team advisor was introduced to leaders of four Cultural
Groups active in Koforidua area of the Eastern Region where the UMass
team was undertaking most of its work. Preliminary meetings were
planned to discuss with the leaders the general objectives of the
PEA/UMass effort, and invited the groups to participate.
First Workshop
Many of the leaders at the preliminary meeting complained of
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similar problems in administrating their cultural and
The first organizational move then, was sponsoring a
shop for the most active leaders of the four Cultural
workshop was held in Larteh.
Sln 9ing groups,
three-day Work-
Groups. The
Representatives for the IAE, the PEA, the DVV and the Regional
Ministry of Education were invited. From the very beginning of the
UMass involvement, there were considerable attempts to involve the
Regional Adminstration in the project. The author felt that without
governmental support or effective liaison, many inputs and resources
would be lost to the Cultural Group leaders.
The workshop objective was to allow Cultural Group leaders to
meet directly with each other and share the common problems that they
have in keeping their groups together and productive. The three-day
workshop consisted of a series of small group discussions that merged
into larger discussion groups. These discussion groups eventually
formed into improvi sational drama working groups, and eventually into
drama rehearsal groups.
As improvisational drama was perceived as the most useful
tool for adding an educational component to the Cultural Groups'
activities, the UMass advisor included a strong drama component to
the workshop. The participating Cultural Group advisor should
experience on a firsthand basis the changes the workshop leaders had
in mind. This would lay a foundation of practical experience upon
which the leaders could build subsequent training workshops for
individual Cultural Groups in their own villages.
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The first series of workshop sessions generated lists of common
and important organizational and administrative problems faced by all
or most of the Cultural Group leaders.
1.
Organizational Problems:
a. Membership turnover is a constant problem for organizers ashe col loot! ve momentum and commitment of a group may be
group.
C °mPr0miSed When k6y leaders and Performers leave the
b
’
^w
r
taWs
t0
Tf mn
Wider fr°m WhiCh 1eaderS Can recruitnew aients. I ore parents were willing to let their
difficult
PartlCiPate tHen thlS problem would not be so
o. A C u i turai Group should be self-sufficient and not dependenton any other institution for their existence. They shouldperform some public services that should be rendered forfree but should charge for services to private partiesd. Operating costs for a Cultural Group can be extremely
expensive. Transportation costs to and from a performance
can be more than the funds generated at a performance. If
not all of the members go on a particular trip it causesdisunity and resentment amongst those who do not go.
2.
Transportation:
a. The PEA and IAE have only limited resources and cannot normally
provide transportation. Transport is the single most expensive
cost of a Cultural Group.
b. When performing a public service who should pay for the trans-
port?
c. Very often a more important problem than the cost of transport
is simply finding a suitable form of transport that can carry
the entire group to and from the performance.
3.
Equipment
a. Some equipment, theatrical props, or costumes are necessary
for the group to feel confidence and pride in their group.
b. In many performing situations a Cultural Group must have a
simple loudspeaker system to get its message across, as
audience background noise can often drown out the singers'
or the performers' voices.
c. A good set of drums are vitally necessary for any Cultural
Group activity. It costs at least five hundred cedis.
4.
PEA Regional Cultural Group Union
a. Too many groups are functioning in a vacuum, with no assistance
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or cooperation from other groups in the same area
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5. Involvement with Local Community
What services other than just entertainment can the CulturalGroup offer the local community?
The Cultural Group members realize that they have great
potential for more community development and educational
work. How do the leaders organize and direct their qrouos
in these directions?
There would be better chances for the Cultural Group to be
successful if the local community was sympathetic with and
supportive of the activities of the Cultural Group.
6. Punctuality and Transfers
a. When people leave the groups it is very disruptive.
b. Members being late for rehearsals and performances causes
delays for all members involved.
a.
b.
c.
Involvement of Women
a. Women are always a minority in the Cultural Groups even
though they play a major role in the success of the groups.
b. Many women do not participate, because their husbands want
them to be at home during evening hours.
c. Travelling overnight or staying out late presents a very real
problem with the parents of younger members, particularly
those of younger girls living at home.
8. Government Support for Cultural Groups
a. Government has publicly indicated that it wants to support
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Cultural Groups and activities of traditional croons
dictated to by government officials?
y K DG1ng
These concerns were formulated in group meetings where leaders
could freely discuss issues and concerns that had been bothering them
individually; much of the subsequent UMass project effort went into
answering these particular issues. The meeting at Larteh became the
foundation for all subsequent organizing efforts.
Probably the most interesting topic was the discussion on how
community development activities might be undertaken by the Cultural
Groups. At the first workshop, organizers were a bit concerned that
the participants might be responding to the organizers' expectations
of them instead of responding to their actual practical situations.
But some members were quick to point out that a component in community
service would give them the credibility at the village level that
would de-fuse the issues of recruitment and the participation of
younger members. With people more willing to come forward to join a
group, and with village people more sympathetic about Cultural Group
activities, leaders also felt that fund raising would not be a big
problem.
What seemed to be lacking in these discussions was clear percep-
tion of exactly how a Cultural Group could become more oriented
towards community involvement. No one could contribute specific
ideas on what a Cultural Group might be like if it was more oriented
to community assistance. There were no known examples of any model
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the group leaders could learn from. The leaders intuitively recognized
the value of their observations, but knew nothing about how to go
about achieving the changes that were implicit in their observations.
So there was recognition that change needed to take place,
that it could take place, and there was willingness to make it take
place. While integration of community development into their activities
indicated a solution to some of their most pressing problems, leaders
also recognized that the long range effects of doing this were unpre-
dictable and unknown. During the workshop, the participants turned
towards the UMass leaders to provide guidance. UMass staff were the
"experts" and they had organized the workshop. This set the stage for
a common and problematic contradiction that prevails throughout
development work that employs experts and leaders from outside the
target population.
Expatriate development workers often have the innovations they
build collapse behind them when they leave an environment. The
problem, while recognized from the very beginning, continued to be
a concern throughout the work of the entire UMass team. In this
case, the author took special care that this trend be minimized to
the greatest degree possible.
The second part of the workshop was devoted to processing the
common problems listed above through discussion groups. The groups
were instructed to analyse the problems and then brainstorm every
possible solution that might come to mind. When this process was
exhausted, the group went back over the lists of possible solutions
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and tested each suggestion for its practicality and potential for
implementation. This list became a working guideline for the UMass
team's effort with the Cultural Groups over the following nine months.
The following were the responses to the problems listed:
1* Organi zational problems:
a. Members who move from town to town should make it a oractirpto join Cultural Groups in the areas that they move in?oAll efforts should be made to find out if new people movino
Group
1^ community have ever been members of any Cultural
9
b. Cultural Group leaders should determine their overall rnctc
and then determine how many performances they can afford to’
services.
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more t0 let villagers know thati children are safe with the Cultural Groups. More
chaperones should be provided so that they can be under
closer supervision.
d
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^r PlV n the ^ la9e should be asked to ba patronsCultural Group. This will encourage people's respectfor the Cultural Group. The patron might even donate funds
occasionally. The group must remember that a patron must
gain something from the resources he or she qives to the
group.
e. The IAE can assist the best Cultural Groups get on television
tor more publicity and exposure. This creates more respect
for the work of the Cultural Group in an area.
2. Transportation
a. The IAE should consider providing at least one vehicle for
the exclusive use of the groups in the Eastern Region.
b. The Cultural Groups should start raising funds for the
purchase of a vehicle.
c. The transportation costs should always be borne by the group
hiring the Cultural Group. This should be the case in either
commercial performances or a community service performance.
The principle is that it should not cost the members of the
Cultural Group anything to provide community services.
d. The Arts Council of Ghana can provide transportation when an
advance request is made.
e. Various international organizations can be requested to
provide transportation for the Cultural Group.
3. Equipment
a. Whenever possible secondhand materials or locally produced
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materials should be used as props,
b. The National PEA Secretariat should be requested to aive
equipment?
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There should be a union of Cultural Groups in the reqion to
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1 the assistance and organization of the PEA Cultural
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The IAE should assist the Cultural Group Union by having theNational Secretariat of the PEA give more support to the
activities of the Union.
The Cultural Group Union should help the member groups seek
i? a?????ed
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5. Leadership
a. Good leadership does not depend on the well educated only.
A Cultural Group should not be afraid to choose leaders who
are not formally educated but who may be very good leaders
who have the confidence of the people. If all the leaders
and members are the educated people then the illiterate
persons in the group will not feel confidence in joining.
b. By-laws should be written by all the members involved and
should be adhered to by all. This will let all members feel
that the leaders are not just using the group for their own
purpose.
c. Each person should have his or her own role, and be taught
how to carry out their role properly. Each person should
have a junior or understudy so that work can be carried on
when transfers take place.
d. The PEA Cultural Groups leaders should have periodic training
or assistance in solving the problems of their groups.
e. The executive members of the group should not take up all
the time of the members when general meetings are taking
place. They should have their own executive meetings to
conduct the business of the group, and let the rehearsals
be for rehearsing only.
f. The senior members should not shun junior members but should
open friendships with them as early as possible.
g. There should be continued evaluation of leadership performance
done by the groups themselves.
h. It would be very good if leaders did not take authoritative
attitudes towards group members.
1006.
Community Involvement
d.
The Cultural Group can give occasional entertainment npr.otmances to the town, with drumming and dancinq
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s. The PEA should hold periodic fairs where the Cultural <
members and leaders can come together with other groups to
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compare skills and experiences.
f. Leaders of the Cultural Groups who are transferred to othertowns where there are no Cultural Groups should be g?vensupport to start Cultural Groups in their own new towns"
7.
The Involvement of Women
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g-
h.
i
.
j.
Women should try to convince their husbands to attend
Cultural Group activities themselves.
j;
ry to be more serviceable to their husbands andtherefore obtain permission to attend group meetings.
Individual women should make attempts to invite their airl-friends to join the group.
Women in the group should deal with each other with love and
respect. They should not quarrel amongst each other.
The leaders should exercise restraint and discipl ine*so that
some of the women do not fall victim of unscrupulous people
as a result of their membership in the Cultural Group.
Attire must be kept simple so that the poor women will not
feel so badly about joining in.
Local vernacular should be used at all meetings so that the
ones who do not speak English will not feel badly. Whenever
letters come to the group they should be read in the local
vernacular for the same reason.
The husbands or fathers who will not let their women parti-
cipate in the groups should be visited by the members, and the
other members should be willing to render some small services
to the relatives so that they will have more confidence in
letting their wards attend the Cultural Group rehearsals and
performances.
Rehearsals should be held on time so the women can get home
at a decent hour.
As women often act more shyly than men, the men should not
look down on the women, but should treat them as equals in
all respects.
8.
Government Support for Cultural Groups
a. The Cultural Group should be registered with the Arts Council
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A closing section of the three-day workshop was the rehearsal
and presentation of a series of skits. While many members agreed
that using drama was a very logical and practical suggestion, few
had experience with drama. Those who had had drama experience were
usually the more educated members. Their experience was of formal
drama that had been taught in teacher training schools.
The workshop leaders felt it was necessary to demonstrate the
techniques that would later be required of the leaders and groups.
The UMass team leaders would have a chance to field test for the first
time the workshop techniques developed in the Fun Bus project two
years earlier. The same workshop methodology developed would then
be employed at this workshop, and if it proved valid and produced an
end product that was usable and viable, then the transferabil ity of
this particular technique in nonformal education would be indicated.
One important objective of this Cultural Group workshop design
was to involve villagers in a consciousness raising experience about
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their own conditions and environment. The participants were leaders
of four different groups living in four different communities.
Experience with the Fun Bus indicated that were workshop participants
do not have a close relationship with each other, the degree of inter-
personal trust necessary to uncover and deal with really significant
life issues was difficult to establish. At this workshop would the
organizers have the same problem? Many of the participants were un-
known to one another. Where tribal and educational prejudices were
in effect would the resulting drama skits be insignificant in terms
of people's real priorities? These were some of the questions that
the organizers were concerned with during the drama sessions with the
somewhat heterogeneous participants at the Larteh workshop.
The schedule of the last day and a half of the workshop contained
only skit rehearsals. The participants, having spent the first day
and a half in the analysis of administrative problems, were ready for
more activities. Everyone was very eager to see what these sessions
in improvisations! drama would be like. The workshop's leaders
explained to the participants that the entire group would eventually
move to the performance area in town and there perform for the entire
community the skits and improvisations produced during the workshop.
To many this seemed like an ambitious goal, as no one had seen this
kind of workshop production before. Many participants felt that the
risk of failure was too great to warrant a public demonstration of such
an unknowable result. With these reservations well expressed, the
drama section of the workshop began.
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This section divided the larger group into groups of five, with
a rapporteur for each group. Each group had members from different
Cultural Groups. The participants were to brainstorm as many village
and/or Cultural Group problems as they could, giving no attention at
all to their magnitude. As long as one member of the group sincerely
felt something was a problem, then it was listed. Another requirement
was that each group member was required to generate at least one
problem. This was done to avoid the tendency for one or two members
of the group to dominate the discussions. The rapporteur took careful
records and made short notations on each problem for later clarification
and discussion.
At the end of the needs assessment session, the groups were
broken up and the lists that had just been generated were distributed
to new, larger groups. These new groups ranked these lists according
to two criteria. The first criteria was the importance of the problem
to the participants. The second criteria was the solvability of the
problem within the context of the groups' resources. They were also
instructed to trim the lists down to about three that met both criteria.
At the end of this session all participants convened in a
central area. Here, all the rapporteurs would present their groups'
lists to the entire membership. They would present a certain amount
of commentary on their lists and then respond to questions or comments
from the audience. A workshop moderator would list all of the problems
as they were presented on a blackboard and any problems that were
repetitive would be marked as such. In this way a prioritized list
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Of problems emerged as the result of the workshop. Both in this
workshop and during later workshops with other Cultural Groups, the
conflict between what was practical and what was a priority were
difficult problems for a group to resolve. Many times a group would
not like to let go of a very critical problem, but it would be evident
that the solution to the problem was beyond the resources or capacity
of the group.
The decision not to address a particularly difficult problem is
not the decision that most villagers or development extension workers
actually like to make. However, the workshop process that the
Cultural Group goes through does not reject issues out of hand, it
only chooses one that is solvable within the context of the commitment
and ability of the group. The process is important for learning and
consciousness raising and many important issues about village problems,
priorities and resources are exposed and analyzed.
The important problems that the participants chose during this
first Cultural Group workshop were a mixture of community development
concerns and Cultural Group leadership and management issues. The
entire group, after hearing the presentations and discussion of all
of the major issues, decided to deal with three specific problems for
the rest of the workshop. The first problem was Cultural Groups
recruiting and keeping members. The second was a reflection on a
very emotional problem for the town of Larteh: whether or not a
health unit was necessary and justified for the town. The third
problem was a local interpretation of a classical theme in community
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development. The Participants felt that they wanted to explore the
issue of the rural population drift towards urban areas.
After the final prioritized issues were chosen, the entire group
of about forty participants were broken into three large groups (one
group for each issue). Each group had to have an even balance of
women and older members. This final session was the start of the
improvisational drama rehearsal. Physically, the workshop setting
and atmosphere changed dramatically at this point. Each of the groups
was given an entire afternoon to complete their work, and were given
their own space to carry out their rehearsals. At the same time we
reminded the participants that during the evening all the skits would
be presented to the townspeople in Larteh as an evening entertainment.
They had to be ready to present their skits by that evening.
Participants were instructed to brainstorm their chosen problem
and generate a statement as to why this problem is a problem. Certain
questions were to be answered:
1. What are the restrictions that have prevented the problem from
being solved in the past?
2. Has anyone tried to solve the problem before and what results
have they had?
3.
Have the village elders ever discussed or attempted any kind of
action on this problem? An inventory of information and experiences
around each group's chosen problem was generated.
The next instructions had the group begin playing with story
ideas that would illustrate the problem. The leaders were very attentive
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at this point, helping the more inhibited groups to move from a
discussion mode into a rehearsal mode. As one member of a group would
suggest a possible story line, other members would add bits and pieces,
perhaps changing the entire direction of story line. Usually one or
two persons would emerge from within the group who seemed to share a
vision of how this particular problem should be presented. Other
group members would add suggestions and alterations and begin to mark
out for themselves particular roles. Once the basic cast of the skit
was decided on, people would talk through the skit, embellishing their
own roles and actually creating the skit through the eyes of their
chosen character.
Another important instruction that evening eventually emerged
from subsequent Cultural Group work with the PEA, was that each skit
must contain three distinct elements:
1* ^ clear definition of the problem and a clear demonstration of
why the problem was a problem.
2. Each skit had to propose through its dramatic resolution a practical
solution to the problem.
3. Those responsible in the village for the solution of the problem,
how the problem can be resolved, and what a reasonable time line
for action would be.
The dynamics of these three elements will be investigated later
in this paper. The emergence of these three elements was critical to
the effective use of drama as a communications tool.
At this first workshop the participants took about three hours
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to completely prepare their skits. During this time they created
their props and set out their stage area with the assistance of the
workshop leaders.
At the end of the rehearsal period, all three groups were called
together. Each group in turn presented their skit to the rest of the
workshop participants. If a message was not clear or was badly
presented, then the period was used for the actors to alter their
lines or change a bit of the plot. The workshop leaders also had an
opportunity to get across some of the basic elements of stage craft
to the actors.
At the beginning of the workshop the leaders had arranged with
a local home owner to allow the drama to be presented at his house.
It was the same house where the Cultural Group usually carried out
their rehearsal
,
so the olace was well known to all the villagers and
was big enough to hold a sizable crowd. Certain junior members of the
Larteh Cultural Group who were not participants in the workshop were
given the task of publicity and logistics for the evening's entertain-
ment. Chairs were arranged, posters put up, the village "crier"
announced throughout the village the performance for that evening.
About two hundred and fifty people attended the performance that
evening. It lasted for about two hours.
The following are very brief synopses of some of the skits
that were presented to the Larteh villagers as a result of the UMass
first area-wide workshop.
1. The first skit concerned itself with the problem many PEA branches
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have with recruiting and keeping members.
Scene 1
. Mr. Grace's House
Mr. and Mrs. Grace are visited by Mrs. Dina to an to * pfa
meeting They remind themselves that they were^o qo to adance that night. Preferring the dance to the REA mee£inathey go to the dance, while trying to convince Mrs Dina toskip the meeting and go to the dance with them. She remainsoyal to the PEA and they go their separate ways.
Scene 2 . At Home
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2. The second skit was entitled, "Is a Hospital Necessary in Larteh? 1
The skit asked questions about human judgement, tradition, and
community development.
Scene 1 . The Chief's House
The Chief's wife and daughter prepare to go to the farm. As
they leave, the District Commissioner comes to pay a visit.
The Chief calls for two of his elders to confer with the
District Commissioner. He wants some land in order for the
government to build a hospital. He also wants the local
villagers to give communal labor for the project to cut down
on construction costs. There is a misunderstanding, and the
Chief declares that the government is trying to cheat him out
of land. He is very firm, and he does not trust the District
Commissioner. The District Commissioner leaves to be give a
final decision later.
Scene 2 .
The elders are continuing the same discussion when the District
Commissioner enters for their final decision. The decision
is "no," and the District Commissioner is very disappointed.
As he gets up to go, a tragedy strikes. The Chief's wife
rushes in to say that their daughter has been bitten by a
snake. The Chief still clings to his traditional fear of a
hospital and insists that she be brought to him. He will not
let her be sent to a far away hospital, and she soon dies, to
the horror of all.
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3.
Scene 3 .
After the funeral the Chief sees the shortsightedness of hisearlier decision and calls the District Commissioner to cSmeand begin work on the new hospital. In a monoloaue to the
6
audience he tells then, how fSolish it wasTr him to ionoreprogress for the sake of fear and superstition.
The next play asked the question of the audience: Is life in the
big city really better than life in the village?
Scene 1 .
The father and mother of a small farm family are conversingThey are happy, but are concerned about one of their children.The eldest son wants to leave the farm and go to the cityThe younger sons are too little to take over the farm responsi-bilities and the father is getting older. The older son comesin and in a very abusive way demands all the father's savinqs
and announces that he needs the money for his trip into thebig city to earn his fortune. He says that he will return tothe village a rich man. The father, afraid for his son'sfuture, lets him have all of his money. The young man departs.
Scene 2
. Street in Accra
In Accra, the young rural boy is befriended by a common
street boy. He promises that for a certain amount he will
introduce him to a personnel manager who can place him in a
very good job. The boy eagerly pays and says to meet him at
an appointed place at the right time.
Scene 3 . An Office
The street boy sneaks into an office where a friend is the
sweeper. As no one is in the office at the time, they decide
that the sweeper should pose as the office personnel manager.
The country boy is brought in, and his entire fortune is
taken from him as a bribe to get a job. He is told by the
imposter to come back the following day for his job assignment.
Full of joy and hopes, he leaves. The two tricksters leave,
laughing at the stupidity of the boy while counting their
money.
Scene 4 . The Same Office
The real personnel manager gets a knock at the door. The
unsuspecting country boy enters, and asks for the personnel
manager. Irritated, the personnel manager berates him and
tries to send him out of his office. The young boy, not yet
realizing what has happened to him, tries calling the police.
They arrive and immediately suspect him of trying to rob the
personnel manager. They beat him and cast him from the office.
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Scenejl. The Streets of the City
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The last skit was a message that carries significant meaning for
many people in Ghana. Almost every rural family has at least one close
relative who has been through some permutation of this theme. The
climax of the skit was actually quite dramatic and emotional. The
last scene ended with the family bringing out the father's best
traditional cloth, and family members investing him with it after
stripping off the dirty rags that he had on. The transformation and
symbolism that was evident made a very profound impact on the audience.
Cultural Groups Workshops
The workshop was a turning point for Cultural Groups in the
area. They had seen firsthand how their groups might become more
involved in community action, they had jointly affirmed their support
to a regional organization that would give individual groups needed
support, and they knew that trained development workers who would
give each of the groups individual assistance and training were avail-
able.
As the three-day workshop involved only the leaders and key
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members of the individual Cultural Groups, it was imperative that the
experiences of the workshop be integrated into the membership of the
groups as soon as possible. Each group set dates for follow-up work-
shops. Persons from each Cultural Group were appointed to serve as
representatives to a Cultural Group constitution committee that would
draft the basic organizational documents of the Union, and who would
also chart the duties and services that the Union would provide to its
group members.
Clearly, orienting a Cultural Group towards more activity in
community development was not only possible, it was perceived by the
Cultural Group leaders as a positive response to many internal
administrative problems. The skits conclusively demonstrated that
members of a Cultural Group, with few skills not already in their
inventory, could easily put together statements on important local
issues that could be communicated to a significant section of the
community's population.
An overall strategy emerged from discussions with other PEA
officials and officials from the IAE. The UMass team would continue
to work with individual Cultural Groups, developing their orientation
towards community education and development through improving their
drama skills. The team member would also use his time to develop and
strengthen a Cultural Groups Union within the administrative design
of the PEA. The IAE resident tutors in Koforidua would be called upon
in both cases to influence and participate in the development of both
sides of the project. The UMass team knew from the very start that
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without support both from the PEA administrators at the regional level
and support from the IAE Senior Resident Tutor in Koforidua, any
change in the Cultural Groups would never materialize.
This chapter will document as briefly as possible the major
issues that each section of the UMass involvement with the Cultural
Groups generated. While the Cultural Group Union and the drama work-
shops of the Cultural Groups are linked and are mutually dependent,
the physical activities were fairly separate.
Individual Cultural Group leaders and members were all either
full time students or employees. Considering family and other organi-
zational commitments, Cultural Group members had very limited time to
devote to rehearsals or workshops. Each Cultural Group began its
series of rehearsals and workshops with a strong commitment to develop-
ing their capacity to influence more community issues, and undertake
small community development activities. Using the earlier workshop
formula, but spread out over a greater time period, the participating
Cultural Groups began to slowly identify local problems. While everyone
was very enthusiastic about the prospect of more community involvement
and influence, the actual effects on a Cultural Group of this kind of
intervention was unknown.
During the next six months, some very specific and definite
limits would emerge.
The Cultural Group in Suhyen had been in existence under very
dynamic leadership for some time before they got involved with the
UMass PEA team. Their leader was a PEA member who was a very active
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^ber in regional and, to some extent, national level PEA activity.
As a leader of a local Cultural Group, he had not thought of having
his group join the PEA as a group. There was a charge for each member
to register. A Cultural Group leader considering whether or not to
have his group register as a PEA branch has to weigh the benefits and
liabilities very carefully. Before the advent of the Cultural Group
Union, PEA support for its branches was a very occasional thing.
Branches could ask for lecturers or discussion group leaders from the
IAE, but rarely, if ever, did a branch actually get any financial
assistance from the PEA or the IAE. For a Cultural Group leader to
compromise his own power over a group by joining a much larger
administrative order where he comes under the jurisdiction of a
national organization would be a very unusual thing.
In this case, however, the leader, having been a long time PEA
member and having an awareness of internal PEA politics, may have
felt that a closer allegiance with the PEA through his group might
earn him a better position within the PEA. Though the PEA is a
completely voluntary organization, with no remuneration possible for
branch involvement, the prestige of a high PEA office is another
consideration. To be a member of the PEA National Executive or even
a Regional Executive office is a very prestigious and coveted position.
The contacts made at these levels can be worth much more than normal
kinds of financial reward. Association with a national organization
might well cement a leader's grasp on his Cultural Group, too. A
Cultural Group leader is always being subtly tested by his group
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members. This is especally true when there is financial reward at
stake.
The first round of workshops with the Suhyen group included
members of the local Traditional Council. During the Larteh workshop
many young people had no idea if the traditional leaders of their
village had already considered or held any deliberations on a parti-
cular problem. Key members of the local ministry extension services
were invited. The Larteh workshop pointed out that no significant
development projects could be undertaken in a village without overt
assistance or at least approval of the government ministries. Inclu-
sion of the Traditional Council and an extension ministry assured the
group that both institutions would have vested interest in the discus-
sions of the problems. If there were to be any institutional jealous-
ies when the group had finished its decisions about what problem to
tackle, then this would be a very good time to have them defused.
The presence of these people also lent a high degree of credibility
and stature to the workshops. A good level of technical input was
guaranteed, and the sanction that the Traditional Council lent to the
proceedings allowed many more villagers to participate than would
have without their involvement. This practice also allowed the
ministry workers to easily adopt the Cultural Group project as their
own, and it provided a natural group of trained and committed village
members for the extension agent to work with at the village level.
The Cultural Group served as an effective and important point for
access by the district level extension agent in the village.
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The issue that the Suhyen group selected as the most important
problem was the need for a daycare center for market and
working women in the village. Many of the Cultural Group members
shared this problem. There was plenty of motivation on the part of
the group members to see a daycare center for small children and
infants established. After the first workshop, a very spirited
performance was presented to the entire community on the subject.
As a result of the workshop, the leaders of the Cultural Group, in
partnership with local school officials, began a campaign to begin a
daycare center. They were so enthusiastic that a number of Cultural
Group members started a daycare center on a voluntary basis, caring
for children put in their care. The leaders of the group met with
district level officials to see what government services were available
for them. The plan worked very well as a volunteer service for the
benefit of the Cultural Group members and some few other women in the
community. When the daycare center began to become an issue with the
local government education service, with the possibility of government
funds being used to subsidize food and salaries, the issues changed,
and the dynamics fell apart. Squabbling over who would be the bene-
ficiaries of the government subsidies got out of hand.
The Education Service supplying the subsidy wanted to employ
only trained teachers, mostly from outside of the area. The local
volunteers resented this, and also resented the natural advantage that
the trained teachers in their own ranks would have for possible employ-
ment. In addition, the government was to subsidize the purchase and
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preparation of food for the children. This is a traditional point
Of ml strust between the people in the area and outsiders. Many
Participants could not trust anyone outside of their own family with
-noney for food. Without a local contribution, the Education Service
representatives refused the subsidy altogether. After it became
apparent that subsidies would not be forthcoming, and after some
members of the group and village participants had had enough of mis-
understandings, many parents began taking their children out of the
daycare center. After four months, the daycare center was closed.
A post-mortem of the daycare center provided a number of inter-
esting lessons.
While the need for a daycare center was self-evident, the
solution for establishing one was not. First, the Education Service
officials were not a part of the original workshop. The Education
Service was contacted only after the decision had been made, and the
drama presented. In many cases it is impossible and inappropriate to
forecast what kind of priority problem will emerge from a workshop.
Therefore it was difficult to predict what ministry representatives
should be invited. The UMass advisor subsequently tried to include
the Social Welfare extension worker and the Health Service representa-
tives for the area. Social Welfare is a catch-all agency providing
expertise and government support for a broad range of development
activities.
Members had joined the Cultural Group for other reasons than to
carry on community development. When their roles were changed by their
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involvement in community projects, the interest that many members
had began to waiver. This was especially true when they thought they
were the only members of the community taking any real responsibility
for the project. This particular problem continued to be a theme with
other Cultural Groups during the entire length of the JHass project
with the PEA.
The Cultural Group leader in Suhyen had to deal with a direct
challenge to his leadership during this period, too. One of the
younger men felt that the Cultural Group should not be in the daycare
business. He had been looking forward to the Cultural Group going to
Accra where they would record a number of songs for Ghana Broadcasting
Corporation. He was a musician and was quite open about his very
definite goals for himself. He saw the Cultural Group's involvement
with the daycare project as draining valuable time and energy from the
group that should have been put into performance rehearsal and
developing individual talents. While not all of the Cultural Group
members supported this or shared these goals, there were some members
who agreed with his point of view.
Almost simultaneous with the failure of the daycare center
came a crisis over leadership and direction. The young man took some
of the better musicians who wanted to form a professional group and
started his own band. This was quite a blow for a group already
undermined by its disruptive experience over the daycare center.
Nothing could have been more demonstrative of the problem that all
the Cultural Groups were going to face than this conflict that the
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Suhyen Cultural Group experienced.
This was a problem of identity. We were lucky that this issue
was so clearly spelled out by the first Cultural Group that got
actively engaged with a community project. The other groups would
benefit from the experience gained during the Suhyen project.
The same identity symptoms began to develop with the Larteh
Cultural Group as well. They had continued working with one of the
ideas developed during the three-day workshop. During the three
months after the workshop, the leaders began trying to establish a
small health center. While the internal effects of their new community
involvement were not as disruptive as in Suhyen, they still had
membership problems when the core group got so involved with develop-
ment activities that they began losing time for rehearsals and
performances.
This uncovered another unpredicted but very important side
effect of engaging in development activities. A Cultural Group's
most obvious function is to perform. All rehearsals, in fact all
activity undertaken by a Cultural Group lead finally to a performance.
That is where the rewards for the time and work given by individual
members pays off. The leaders of the Larteh group were very enthu-
siastic about development projects, but they would report difficulties
in keeping their members enthusiastic. This was attributed by the
leaders to the different sets of rewards and expectations that the
members had. While a community development project undertaken by the
Cultural Group would fall on the shoulders of the rank and file of the
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membership, the ieaders would benefit the most from the resulting
community recognition. The leaders could then use this enhanced
recognition to help their careers. The members who would usually do
most of the work would really not benefit very much, and would
begin to feel used. In many cases it was appropriate for the members
to insist that the leaders ask less from them in terms of time devoted
to development projects. They had joined the Cultural Group for other
reasons, and resented devoting valuable rehearsal time to community
development projects. In Larteh as in Suhyen the project chosen by
the Cultural Group never came to completion.
Calling upon a Cultural Group to become an action group for
projects in community development had become a questionable proposition
In Larteh and Suhyen, changing the dynamics of the group by adding
another very important responsibility to its apparently fragile char-
acter proved to be a very risky undertaking. In the case of the
Suhyen group it almost caused the group to completely fail. In Larteh
it caused division and resentment within the membership.
In the village of Okorase, the Cultural Group had been formed
as a singing group for the local Methodist church. Their involvement
in development efforts started after the groups in Larteh and Suhyen.
The workshop leaders were able to try a new strategy in integrating
the group with community development activities. The assumption that
a Cultural Group could or should become an action group was now highly
suspect. The Okorase groupwasnot asked to move out of its role as
a communications organization. It would rather be asked to expand its
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communications role to communicate new and different messages to the
community. They would not be asked to undertake any functions that
were not already part of their regular activities.
During the planning of the first one-day-school training work-
shops in Okorase, the training leaders had a series of meetings with
the village chief and his Traditional Council. The Cultural Group
leaders made very clear that one-day schools were going to try to
identify an important and solvable community problem. The Cultural
Group leaders further asked that the chief not only support the work-
shop but send representatives from the Traditional Council to parti-
cipate as well. After the workshop, the Cultural Group leaders and
the elders who were present at the workshop would come to the chief
and report to him everything that went on. The Cultural Group leaders
also asked the chief to give strong consideration to a plan that would
give most of the responsibil ity of implementing any plan of action
that emerged from the workshop to the Traditional Council.
The Chief indicated that he would be willing to listen to any
reasonable requests or plans for more community development projects.
The leaders of this Cultural Group also requested representatives from
the Ministry of Health and Social Welfare to participate fully in the
workshops. For at least three months prior to the Cultural Group work-
shop, the Village Development Committee had been undertaking a project
that would bring piped water from Koforidua to Okorase, a distance of
about seven miles. The Village Traditional Council told the Cultural
Group leaders that they were prepared to have them identify another
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community project, but that the water supply project would have to be
completed before any new projects could be undertaken. They rightly
felt that two ongoing projects would be more than the leadership of
the village could handle, and would make more work than the villagers
had time or commitment for.
With this understanding, the Cultural Group leaders went forward
with their one-day school and performance. The problem that was
identified as a priority was the need for a health services facility
in the village. Okorase, though only seven miles from the hospital
in Kofondua, was the market town for about six other smaller villages
in the surrounding bush. Many small footpaths and very rough access
roads led to Okorase before joining the main road to Koforidua. Even
then, local transportation was very difficult to come by, as most
public transport would already be full as it passed the town going to
Koforidua. Medical emergency cases sometimes had to wait twenty-four
hours in Okorase before transportation could be arranged to bring
patients into Koforidua. The workshop identified a very urgent need
for a simple dressing and emergency station that could service the
surrounding communities in emergencies.
Just before the workshop was to start, a second church singing
group approached the workshop leaders with a request to be included
in the one-day school. There had been a certain amount of very
predictable and natural rivalry between the two church groups, both
being the biggest and most dominant religious groups in the town.
No one had any objections to this and it was recognized immediately
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as a very positive step by each of the church groups.
The workshop lasted two days. Members of each church group,
representatives from various extension ministries, and members of the
Traditional Council and Village Development Committees all participated
The rehearsals were finished too late in the afternoon of the second
day to have the skits presented the same evening. Many participants
felt that the message of the dramas were important enough for other
villagers from the outlying towns to be invited, so the drama was
scheduled for about a week after the rehearsals and workshop. Digni-
taries from the health services from Koforidua were invited.
When the skits were eventually presented, the audience was
considerably larger than what could have been expected if the drama
had been held on the same day as the workshops. The extra time gave
workshop organizers the opportunity to assure that any organization,
ministry or person who had any role to play in the solution of the
problem would have a chance to attend and witness the plan of action
recommended by the drama. This emerged as another critically important
element of a successful cultural development project. All those who
have anything to do with the implementation of a Cultural Group identi-
fied community development plan must be present to witness the plan
of action.
Many government and ministry officers are very slow to take up
projects that have been entirely thought out or planned in advance by
someone else. Their involvement from the beginning, without letting
the initiative move away from the Cultural Group and the local village
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Traditional Council or Village Development Committee will be critical
to the successful implementation of any project that involves govern-
me nt extension officers or bureaucrats
.
The short dramas were eventually presented to a very large
crowd made up of all the individuals or groups that would be involved
in the problem's solution. The skits presented the project idea in
three parts. The first skit defined and dramatized the problem. The
second skit demonstrated an attempt to solve the problem that failed.
This second skit depicted what would happen if village groups did not
work together, and what would happen when petty jealousies and negative
motivations were allowed to play a part. The third skit was the most
important. It depicted vaguely disguised members of the village
leadership, and showed how certain individuals and institutions should
take action to eventually assure the establishment of a health station
in Okorase.
The leaders of the workshop thought that many individuals or
institutions would not like to be put in the position of being co-opted
into a plan of action that was presented to them as a finished product.
Workshop leaders here began to identify specific potential problems,
and had the final skits presented publicly only after these same
individuals or organizations could be briefed on what might be expected
of them. The leaders found that individuals involved in this were
rarely opposed to their further involvement and commitment after the
dramas were presented. After the presentation of the skit in Okorase,
the chief made a very strong public commitment to see to it that a
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health center would in fact be constructed. At the time of the drama,
one local resident came forth spontaneously with a donation of land
for the project site. Ministry officials attending the dramas also
made public commitments to supply the proper and necessary resources
once the village resources were in place.
One significant difference in the dramas that the Okorase group
presented and the dramas presented at Larteh and Suhyen lay in the
groups identified to take the direct responsibility for the project.
With the Suhyen and Larteh groups, the Cultural Group was supposed to
be the key institution responsible for the project. In Okorase, the
responsibility was squarely placed on the shoulders of the Traditional
Council, with a strong support and leadership to come from the Village
Development Committee, where it actually belongs anyway. This succeeded
in lifting from the Cultural Group the burden of becoming a new insti-
tution for community development. The skits showed that the Cultural
Group would stand ready to do their part with communal labor, or to
provide free entertainment for workers doing the job, or even to present
more skits on problems or bottlenecks as they emerge during the imple-
mentation of the project. They pledged to serve as a communications
institution in the solution of community problems, but stopped well
short of taking up full responsibility for the project's success.
Another concern emerged from these dramas. One skit depicted a
chief in an unnamed town. The chief was characterized as self-serving,
insensitive and entirely dictatorial in his leadership. The chief's
character and hypothetical town fit quite closely with the actual
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situation in Okorase. The workshop leaders felt that the skit might
insult the chief and then prevent the project from having a chance
for success because of his ensuing criticism of the project. When
this point was discussed with the workshop members they refused to
censure themselves. They felt that though they had taken a fairly
risky look at their village chief, the character depicted in the drama
was a real one and that it was about time that the chief found out
how some people felt about him.
The chief attended one of the final rehearsals and saw exactly
what the group wanted him to see. He actually took it in a very good
spirit, and encouraged the youth to continue presenting dramas to the
village to get more people involved with the development of the town.
He took no offense whatsoever from the skit. The workshop leaders were
thankful for this, but it raised another issue that would continue to
be a point of concern.
Dramas were often controversial or political at least at the
local level. Dramas could easily become vendettas for the needs of
only a few of the workshop members. They could also be used to very
effectively attack local political or governmental figures. These
attacks could be very effective, especially when the attacks are
based on real behavior of the targets involved. Would using Cultural
Groups become too controversial
,
and would innocent people be hurt
because of this?
In this case, the chief was not offended, and did not interpret
the skit as a personal attack on his leadership. His support for the
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drama and the subsequent development project gave evidence of his
genuine support for and confidence in the group.
In some subsequent workshops, drama results evoked a certain
amount of defensiveness on the part of some leaders or Village
Development Committees who felt that the inaction of the past over a
particular issue was being blamed on them unfairly. Local leaders and
government representatives were often sensitive to any form of criticism
and the dramas represented a particularly powerful form of communication
The dramas reached directly to the most disenfranchised and uneducated
part of the population. They communicated information that normally
never reached that far through normal lines of development communication
Dramas were powerful tools for communications, and could be very
threatening to village leaders. But there were few instances of overt
hostility or defensiveness ever exhibited. The more a Cultural Group
attempted to include as many sources of opinion and assistance from
the local leaders and government officials, the less chance there was
for misunderstandings to occur from the performance.
While the drama workshop and the subsequent presentations went
extremely well, the Okorase group had to wait nearly an entire year
for the Village Development Committee and the Traditional Council to
take up the health unit as a full time project. The previous project
took them that long to finish, but the health unit eventually became
a reality. The fact that the resolve and commitment lasted until the
end of the other project was a very positive indicator of the effec-
tiveness of the Cultural Group as a communications medium, and as a
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motivational tool.
There were many development needs in Okorase, and other indi-
viduals who had vested
over the health unit.
interests in seeing other projects get priority
Regular reminders to the village leadership
made sure that the health center would be the next project that the
Traditional Council gave sanction to. Another factor in assuring
that the health center got the attention it deserved was that it truly
represented the genuine needs and aspirations of a cross-section of
the village. The workshop process gleaned from them the most important
and solvable problem faced by the village. The identification of this
problem was a result of a process that tapped the collective conscious-
ness of the village. The process was also a very nonpolitical yet
democratic procedure by which a consensus opinion and experience was
arrived at. Because the decisions came not from any single village
leader, but from the villagers themselves, the decisions became much
less subject to political manipulation.
Other Cultural Groups held workshops which defined and priori
tized various village needs, and each group was able to avoid the
problems that the Suhyen and Larteh groups had fallen into.
Leadership Training
In addition to the Cultural Group workshops, the UMass trainers
implemented a leadership training program that operated within the
Cultural Groups workshop.
The leadership training was very simple. Each Cultural Group
elected three leaders who would be permanent representatives to all
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PEA-sponsored Cultural Group activities. A schedule was developed so
that each group of leaders was invited to attend the drama workshops
Of Other Cultural Groups in the region. As a drama workshop was going
on almost every single weekend, it was impossible due to time constraints
for each leadership group to attend a workshop every weekend. The
schedule was staggered so that each leadership team was either spon-
soring a workshop with their own group, or they were visiting another
workshop group every other weekend. The schedule was very demanding
and not all of the group leaders made all their appointments. The
schedule was effective in exposing Cultural Group leaders to much more
workshop experience than they ever could have received by coming to
centralized training sessions or learning only from the experiences
of their own groups. A record was kept of the number of workshop
sessions each representative came to, and as their experience grew,
they assumed more and more responsibility during the workshop sessions
The goal of the training was for the leaders to be able to confidently
conduct their own drama workshops with either their own groups or with
other Cultural Groups that might invite them as an advisor or a
trainer in drama.
Another important feature of the training was building an under-
standing for the drama workshop methodology and insight into why the
workshops were arranged as they were. While the leaders were all
excellent in generating motivation and supplying the charismatic
leadership necessary to produce a series of short dramas, they did
not have a very good understanding of how development takes place.
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The group leaders and their members never had any trouble devising
story lines, improvising dramatic nuances that would keep their
audnence's attention, or learning enough stage craft to make the
skits attractive and clear. The leaders did find it difficult to
make the plots flow from a real life problem into a real life solution
within the context of a short improvisational drama. The solutions
had to have realistic plans of action well communicated to the entire
audience. The audience then had to be managed so that all the elements
or individuals mentioned as part of the solution were present, and a
timeline had to be presenting detailing when certain parts of the
solution were expected to take place.
Very often the story would run away with itself, and Cultural
Group members would get so enthusiastic about the part their character
played in the whole story that the impact of the story as a communi-
cations message would be unacceptably weak. By the end of the training
period with the Cultural Group leaders, probably one-third of them
were adept at objectively analysing the dramas for their strength as
development messages. The training for this analysis revolved around
the leaders' abilities to influence the drama rehearsals so that the
dramas clearly communicated the problem identified by the workshop
group, and had all the necessary elements of an effective communications
message
.
Basic elements of communications theory are definitely indicated
as a necessary part of any kind of drama/development training program.
But our Cultural Group leaders had very little use for formal classroom
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approaches in teaching communications theory. The subject is really
so vast that to teach the principles of communications curriculum
would require a level of intervention that would have been inappro-
priate. More time with the leaders might have seen the development
of a few training sessions around the very practical objective of
making sure that an audience received a well developed and comprehen-
sive message.
In practice, workshop leaders insisted that each Cultural Group
leader be able to analyse a skit for the following points:
1* Each series of skits should deal with a central theme.
2. One skit should clearly describe why the problem is a problem.
3. One skit should identify who is responsible for action taking.
4. A workable, realistic plan of action should be clearly presented.
5. A timeline for completing the project should be clear.
Many of the Cultural Group leaders had trouble pointing out
specific indicators in the dramas of these structural requirements
.
Most of the training of the Cultural Group leaders revolved around a
more useful understanding of these five points.
Another important use for the drama workshop was in follow-up
and trouble shooting. While much enthusiasm and commitment was
generated through the drama presentations, this commitment and enthusiasm
would be dulled with the passage of time. Unforeseen problems would
often prevent a village group from keeping on schedule with their
chosen development project. The Cultural Group leaders were encouraged
to use their groups' newly learned skills in improvisational drama to
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keep the Village Development Committee or Traditional Council on
track and on time in accomplishing a particular development goal.
More communal labor might be required, or more money might have to be
raised for a particular project than had been anticipated.
When a Village Development Committee ran into apparently
unsolvable problems with a project, they would approach the Cultural
Group to put on another workshop that would encompass all the elements
involved with the unsolvable problem. The group would attack this
bottleneck with the same workshop approach that was used in the
original problem identification workshop. The objective of the
second drama presentation would be communicating to the community
that there was a problem, and offering a new solution by acting it
out in drama.
Often a project village became impatient with their leaders if
people's expectations were very high, and productivity very low on
the part of those who had been identified as action takers. Follow-up
dramas periodically informed the village about constraints on progress
or what progress a project was having, and so served to keep local
support for the responsible individuals high. These dramas also
prevented the critics of a particular project from using rumor and
false accusations as tools for dissent.
The Cultural Group intervention evolved into a process that
took already well developed skills and aptitude and slightly redirected
them. The early effort to see how far a Cultural Group could accept
new responsibilities and develop different institutional behaviors did
not show positive results. The Cultural Groups demonstrated that they
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could be used as catalysts for action and were organizations that
could effectively motivate large groups of village residents. They
could be used effectively as needs identifiers, and they were cer-
tainly effective as a form of local mass communication. They did not
adapt well, however, to attempts to change their basic function within
the community. There are definitely limits to the roles which they
can play in the community development process.
Institutiona l ization of the Innovation
Parallel to the Cultural Group workshops was the continuing
development of a Cultural Group Union. During the first three-day
workshop in Larteh, the Cultural Group leaders made it clear that they
were very interested in getting their groups more involved in
development work in their villages. They also indicated that they
needed a support system that would help them deal with the unknown
problems that they would face due to their involvement with development
projects. There were other important problems they had been facing
as isolated Cultural Group leaders. They felt these problems could
be addressed by an organized union of the Cultural Groups. Working
exclusively from the list of problems defined at the workshop (pre-
sented earlier in this chapter) a Cultural Group Union was started
in an attempt to accomplish a number of goals.
1. As tools in the development process, and as new resources
that thePEA might begin to use, it was felt that institu-
tionalizing within the PEA system would guarantee them
long range institutional support. Many of the leaders of
the PEA and the IAE, while being impressed wi th the Cultural
Groups as performers, did not seem to be interested in
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i s to make educational programs more cost effective. If aCultural Group can educate, motivate and make money all atthe same time, the implications for multiplier effects wouldbe increased. As a result of this potential for defraying theindividual group's cost, the Cultural Group Union was going
to attempt to serve as a central booking agency for the member
Cultural Groups within and outside the region. While this
was a very vital and necessary service, it was also a profes-
sional service that could be time consuming for those who
undertook it.
This last goal was stressed more than the other elements in the
Union's activities. Many Cultural Group leaders perceived the financial
potential of their groups as very important factors in their motivation
as leaders. They could make some money.
During the five months that the Union was actively being developed
a problem emerged that would eventually put its long range viability
into question. Apparently, the support that the Cultural Group leaders
gave to the Union began to be perceived by the PEA Regional Board as
a threat to their authority and control of the PEA regional electorate
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(Hanson, 1979). The Cultural Group Union became a new power base that
was sanctioned by the PEA Cultural Group leadership, but not under
the direct control of any of the PEA regional or national leaders.
The closer the various Cultural Groups came to actually registering
as PEA groups, the more nervous the executive leaders became. If the
four Cultural Groups working with the UMass team all registered and
paid dues as PEA members, the entire balance of power within the PEA
at the regional level would change. Some of the regional leaders saw
this clearly and made attempts to draw closer to the Union and its
leaders. Cultural Group leaders had been asking very pointed questions
about future PEA assistance to Cultural Groups in terms of financial
support for equipment and drums, and for transportation services from
the IAE
. These questions remained unanswered. There were very few
resources to share, and the PEA or IAE rarely gave any significant
resources to branch activities anyway.
If the Cultural Groups became branches, they certainly would
prefer to have their own leaders as members of the regional board.
This put the PEA executive leaders in a difficult situation. While
being quite serious about wanting new examples of viable branch
activities, some of the implications of these objectives turned out
to have unforeseen costs. Some executive leaders were threatened by
the specter of a strong, well organized sub-group suddenly appearing
and upsetting the traditional process of maintaining authority within
the organization. As a result, the Cultural Group Union got little
more than perfunctory support from the regional level of the PEA.
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Another very interesting dynamic was at play at this time too.
The leaders of the Cultural Groups who had been really active in
developing the Union began to drift away from their groups. As their
exposure to the principles of co»unity development expanded, and as
their contacts with a wider variety of people and institutions grew,
the perceptions of their own roles in their community changed. These
changes occurred faster than the members of their groups could keep
up with. Perhaps it was a situation where the goals and aspirations
of some of the leaders went beyond the groups' ability to keep pace.
The prerogative of each person in such situations is to determine for
themselves their own career decisions. A Cultural Group, like
voluntary organizations all over the world, is but a stepping stone
in the lives of the people who join them. For most, the usefulness
of the groups is eventually outgrown. A feeling of abandonment was
experienced by many of the rank and file Cultural Group members, who
saw their leaders spending more and more time with the Union's
activities and participating in planning sessions and training work-
shops that did not include the rank and file.
The Cultural Group leaders saw the Union as an important tool
for them. Unfortunately
,
some of the other individuals and institu-
tional elements that would have been required for its continuity did
not share this commitment and enthusiasm.
As a result, the Cultural Group Union has continued to struggle
for its identity and position within the PEA regional structure, without
really gaining any permanent support from PEA members and IAE tutors.
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However, despite quasi
-official neglect,
leaders have done very well in maintaini
the individual Cultural Group
ng an identity, and they have
been successful in assuring a continued level of activity within the
region of a loosely knit organization of Cultural Group leaders (Frankel
1981). This loosely knit association of Cultural Group leaders has
survived for four years after the original planning meetings that
created the Cultural Group Union constitution under the PEA Regional
Administration. The Cultural Group leaders still try to share with
each other opportunities to get income-earning bookings, and they
occasionally work with each other to get new Cultural Groups formed,
or run one-day schools to develop dramas that will help the individual
Cultural Group accomplish some particular goals that it has set for
itself.
The PEA Cultural Groups project has been a mixed experience.
Beyond any doubt, the project demonstrated that a Cultural Group can
indeed direct its considerable power as a communications medium
towards community development goals as a significant new communica-
tions resource. But experience also demonstrated that a Cultural Group
cannot operate in a vacuum; it must interact and share responsibilities
with the other institutions in a village that are established to
accomplish development projects. The one-day-school workshops that
the Cultural Groups employed as their method of identifying significant
and solvable village development problems were shown as effective
needs assessment methodologies. The workshops were also important
educational experiences for the Cultural Group members (Russell, 1976).
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The Cultural Group Union provided a format for Cultural Group
leaders to expand their personal world view, and their perception of
themselves in their community. Host of them expanded their perspective
of themselves from individuals within a small village system, to them-
selves as people in a much more complex system of ever-expanding
spheres of interaction and influence. They met and interacted with
regional and national level administrators and personalities. The
leaders got encouragement for their own ambitions and life goals and
many of them actually chanqed their life styles and career goals
drastically. Two Cultural Group leaders who were secondary school
teachers left the teaching service for employment in a newly formed
community development organization. Another Cultural Group leader
(also a school teacher) was employed by the IAE as an Assistant
Resident Tutor, working as a field extension agent in adult education.
Three out of five Cultural Group leaders working with the Cultural
Group Union made significant changes in their careers and life styles
as a result of contacts and experiences gained through their involve-
ment with the Cultural Group Union and the PEA training that was given
to the Cultural Groups and their leaders.
Latest reports from the field indicate that the Cultural Group
Union is still operating and providing services for its members
(Frankel, 1981). Despite the lack of institutional support, and
despite the turnover in leadership and membership that is a constant
condition of the Cultural Group, the Cultural Groups Union has
established a life of its own. The Union does not provide as many
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services as it was originally expected to, nor have the individual
groups benefited much from either the PEA or the IAE as had been
originally promised. But the Cultural Group leaders have determined
that the Union as a loose organization serves their own purpose well
and with or without larger institutional support they continue to
maintain a meaningful level of commitment to each other.
chapter iv
THE LAEDZA BATANANI
Introduction
During 1974, the leaders at the Northern Office of the Institute
of Adult Education and the Tutume Community College in Botswana agreed
to initiate a new program that was designed to react to a series of
problems that their extension workers and graduates were reporting
from the field.
For many years the enthusiasm generated by the country's inde-
pendence had been eroding. A lowering consciousness of nationhood and
a general unwillingness of rural village leaders and their institutions
to participate in national development programs contributed to this
trend, and government bureaucrats assumed more and more of the tradi-
tional leaders' control and decision making powers at all levels of
society. Traditional leaders were participating less and less in
managing the affairs of their own traditional areas. As critical
development decisions were made by more and more remote levels of
outside officials, people began to perceive the effects of these
decisions as equally distant from their interests.
Community development workers and other professional educators
had been in the habit of calling this reaction apathy, or lack of
community spirit.
Two expatriate nonforma 1 educators and a fellow community
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leader from the Bokalaka area of Norther Botswana conceived of a
development project that they thought would awaken a dormant enthusiasm
in their client villages, and break the cycle of apathy and non-
participation that they had been working against. They suggested that
this project should be administered through the Institute of Adult
Education (IAE) and Tutuine College (Kidd, Byrain, 1978).
They perceived the root issue as a communications problem.
Village people did not have a viable and authoritative medium or venue
through which they could communicate their concerns and problems with
each other. What was needed was a means of bringing people together
to discuss their problems, to agree on changes and to take collective
action.
The organizers did not want to merely create a new opportunity
for old extension patterns. The old patterns of lectures, one-on-one
extension contacts in the field, and extension services and information
geared to individual farmers simply reinforced assistance to the few
educated or powerful elite who could command the attention of the over-
worked and over-extended extension worker.
The name of the program they conceived was the Laedza Batanani
,
which means "the sun is up, it's time to get moving," an expression
coined to symbolize the objective of calling people to collective
action or communal work. The organizers wanted to be sure that their
approach broke the old patterns of extension work and got to a new
audience of poor and disenfranchised villagers. They wanted to reach
a broader cross-section of village society. This approach implied
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that they would deal with an audience that was far broader than the
audience of any single extension agency, so they quickly realized that
they were dealing with a problem that would depend to a great degree
on inter-agency and ministry cooperation.
In addition to this being a very ambitious yet necessary design
innovation, the organizers were also addressing a very real and per-
vasive problem that had been plaguing development work in Botswana for
a long time. Government personnel had long established methods of
operation which excluded ministry overlap or communications links
between ministries and departments. Territories had been long since
established and cross department or inter-ministry cooperation on
joint projects was a rarity.
One of the organizers of the Laedza Batanani had previous
experience with the development philosophy of Paulo Freire, and felt
that his philosophical aooroach would guide their design development.
They felt that sociodrama might address many of the extension and
development problems that had been posed during planning sessions,
and that village level dramas and other familiar performing arts might
provide the cornerstone of their new development technique. Socio-
drama would allow villagers to mirror their own reality through using
drama to focus on local problems and attitudes. Through the drama
format the planners would not only involve villagers in creating new
messages and perceptions about themselves, but they could use the same
vehicle to communicate plans of action that would allow the village
participants to direct their own development activities. Drama is a
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very good attention-getter, having the power to get villagers out of
their houses to attend the drama presentations.
This was perceived by the planners as a strategy that would
break the patterns of apathy that villagers had been exhibiting for
so long towards any kind of centralized development efforts. Drama
had been demonstrated through previous conferences and workshops to
be a very viable and attractive vehicle as a village level development
format. Organizers were excited about the possibility of villagers
at last being able to actively participate in designing and presenting
their own development agendas in a lively and creative medium. This
village level participation was seen as an end in itself. Getting
people to participate in a development effort was as important to the
organizers as achieving measurable end results. Enthusiastic partici-
pation woul d break the apathetic behavior that had for so long frus-
trated the extension services.
Choosing Folk Media
The planners did not make a very extensive inventory of the local
folk communications forms. The organizers had observed that traditional
culture had been badly eroded by Western cultural impositions and
denigration by some local politicians. Communities in Botswana have
long been used as labor pools for Southern African industry and still
are. In the 1800s the area that is now Botswana had a strong tradition
of performing arts and other unique cultural art forms. European
incursion and influence, along with the impact of the Christian church
meant the death of much of the traditional culture of the area.
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Drama, while being an integral part of human experience wherever you
are in the globe, is not now a strong and wel 1
-developed folk media
in Botswana. While drama was well known, the planners were not altering
an existing format; they were introducing a new format made of long
familiar folk forms (drama, dance and music). The Laedza Batanani
was its own new creation, a new folk format using familiar and well
accepted forms (Kidd, Russell, 1931).
In traditional Botswana, the Kgotla or village meeting was the
most important political and social event for the entire village. It
is a weekly community meeting in which villagers came together to
discuss and decide on issues of community concern. Since independence,
it had lost most of its power because of the erosion of traditional
authority. It still is, however, a familiar and trusted institution
to old and young alike. The Laedza Batanani organizers felt that this
community forum would be the ideal point at which to integrate the
development project with local institutions. By infusing new energy
and attention into the Kgotla
,
they would perhaps transform the Kgotla
into a new and reawakened institution. The Laedza Batanani would
assure a larger attendance at the Kgotla
,
they would provide it with
a forum within which the community leaders could deal with new and
significant development issues of interest to the entire community.
By adding a small-group discussion component to the Laedza Batanani,
the Kgotl
a
would serve as a vehicle for townspeople to process new
information and come to action decisions as part of their community
meeting (Kidd, Byram, 1977).
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Project Design
From the very beginning the planners realized that careful
preparation and accurate representations of genuine local needs and
problems would be critical to the success of the project.
The Laedza Batanani program consisted to a yearly week-long
campaign that joined both village leader participants and professional
extension workers in a drama and puppetry tour of six important
villages in the project area. The program brought community drama,
music and dancing to the six villages, and followed up the performances
with indepth discussion groups that would analyse the performances.
The one-week performances would be preceded by two important planning
activities (Kidd et al
. ,
May 1978).
Pre-Performance Planning
1. Community Planning Workshop. The planning workshop would
bring together extension workers, local village leaders, village
development committee members, and other leaders of important village
organizations and institutions for an indepth needs assessment work-
shop. During this workshop a list of community problems would be
generated through small group discussions. These lists would be
prioritized, and two or three of the most important problems would be
selected as the themes of the yearly "Laedza Batanani" campaign. The
group would then improvize short skits on the problems that would
become the centerpieces of all the subsequent drama presentations.
2. The Actors Workshop. The actors workshop consisted of a
smaller number of extension workers and selected villager leaders who
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would take the skits developed during the planning workshop and develop
them into more professionally polished dramatic presentations. This
workshop would develop not only the dramas but also the puppet skits,
and create songs and dances built around the themes developed at the
community planning workshops.
At the end of these two preliminary workshops, the extension
crew and their new presentations were made ready for a mobile tour to
the six village Kgotla meetings. During the later years of the Laedza
Batanani, a coordinating committee was formed to help organize and run
the campaign in each village. The leaders of the committees would be
the same people who would be responsible for any followup work after
the yearly presentations. The coordinating committee not only took
care of publicity and advance organization, they arranged for local
accomodation for the actors, food and firewood or any other kinds of
logistical support that would release the actors from housekeeping
chores and allow them to more effectively devote all their available
time to the campaign activities.
The organizers always tried to arrange the one week of performances
to coincide with the time when the most number of adults would be
available in the village area due to the labor demands of crop pro-
duction.
The Performances
A typical day for the crew would start early in the morning
when they pack up from the last performance and travel to the next
village. Upon arrival, an evaluation of the preceding day's perfor-
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mance would take place, followed with meetings with the leaders of the
new host community. While some members would set up the drama props
and equipment, others would drive through the village singing a theme
song and calling people to the Kgotla meeting. The actual performance
would start in mid-afternoon, with an orderly presentation of the
dramas, puppet shows and the songs and dances.
After the presentation, the actors would invite the audience to
stay for more indepth and challenging discussions that would have
implications for their lives. The children would be invited to go to
other entertainment provided by the Laedza Batanani supporters to
occupy them while the adults devoted themselves to the discussions
uninterupted. Each of the actors would lead the discussions with a
small group from the audience, and at the end of the discussions
(which would focus on content of the performance)
,
the entire group
would meet again to report back on group discussions and to come to
some collective agreement on action to be taken.
A chairperson of the meeting would summarize the discussions and
try to get a concensus on what action should be taken on which issues.
For comparison with the other case studies, it is interesting
to review the themes that were chosen for the yearly campaigns:
1974- Family and marital conflicts, the effect of community and
family life on migrant labor. The drift of labor to larger
towns, cattle theft, village development, and youth problems.
1975 - Government land reforms, TB, youth problems, stray cattle.
1976 -VD, nutrition, sanitation (Kidd, Byram, 1981:45).
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Evaluation
The first two campaigns dealt with a very wide variety of
problems. The simple research that was carried out after the first
two campaigns indicated that while Laedza Batanani was successful in
attracting large numbers of villagers to the attendance at the
performances
,
and while it did deal with significant village level
problems, very little was accomplished in terms of long range impact.
By the 1976 campaign the organizers decided to deal with a much smaller
number of issues. They realized that action was not taking place after
the Laedza Batanani closed, and they re-evaluated their approach. The
organizers would reality-test the issues raised at the community
planning workshop and decided that any potential Laedza Batanani issue
would have to pass the following criteria:
1. The issue must be very specific and definable.
2. The problem must be solvable within the context of local resources
and local people. Action that required national or governmental
response would not qualify.
3. Problems that the individual family unit can have effect on
would be the best kinds of problems to work with.
4. Problems that the extension workers working within their normal
job descriptions could respond to would be best (Kidd, 1977:23).
The third Laedza Batanani campaign built heavily from the experi-
ence of the first two, and significant changes in the format were made.
Apparently, early evaluation definitely pointed out that the link
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between attitudes and practices was not being properly bridged.
People were introduced to new ideas, they had opportunities for in-depth
discussions about the new information, but this did not result in any
significantly changed behavior that would indicate that laedza
Batanam was a viable development format for achieving changed
behaviors.
The project leaders also instituted a more analytical approach
to the drama scripting. Instead of the actors developing a finished
drama that emerged only from their own perception of a problem, a more
broad analysis of the villager's definition of a problem was generated.
The planners hoped to produce scripts that more realistically reflected
the actual problems and prejudices of the audience.
The drama workshop attempted to bring a degree of reality to the
drama and puppet productions without depending on old slogans and over-
worked rhetoric to educate their audience. This process was one of
renaming and redefining contemporary problems. The process updates
the extension workers' perception of the problems that they had been
working with for some time. This approach allowed them to put behind
them perceptions of problems that were not useful
,
or for some reason
were no longer valid. They generated, through their in-depth analysis,
new perceptions of a problem that might well transcend old stereotypes
and assumptions and allow the extension worker the excitement of
discovering for himself an effective way of dealing with a problem.
An interesting example is put forward in Kidd's description of the
Laedza Batanani
:
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• • • in discussion on VD some felt the practice nfra itional medicine should be discouraged, 'in the endthe wor^hop decided this would not work, only antagonize
p-if
-
e
'
.
n t was suggested as an alternative that thelime staft and traditional doctors should be encouraged
e^^dro?;^ sm mi9ht cooperate °n the
that women were more reluctant than
for VD treatment and try to get the
that:
1- VD is not a women's disease
by intercourse during menstruation-
can transmit the disease).
, nH
What is wrong is ignoring or hiding the VD symptoms
and not getting treatment. H
3. Since VD is particularly difficult to detect in
women, men should take the responsibility to tell their
partners (Kidd, Byran, September 1981).
to aim at
men to go
community
the fact
to the clinic
to realize
(i.e., it is not caused
Both men and women
This process indicates quite a bit of give and take between the
extension worker "experts," and the village leader "participants,"
who tempered the experts' easy and pat solutions with the reality of
a villager's true feelings and perceptions. This process sounds a
lot like the "Fun Bus" process of integrating an academic humanist with
the workshops to assure an informed and technically accurate perspec-
tive on village problems. The Ghanaian Cultural Groups workshops
tried to achieve the same integration of old perceptions with modern
information, but did not go to such lengths as the Fun Bus and Laedza
Batanani projects.
Another project alteration adopted for the 1976 campaign was an
organizaed follow-up activity. During the first two campaigns, the
activities of the project were over at the finish of the one-week
program in the six villages. The assumption was that the extension
workers who had been so intimately involved with the campaign, who
understood the problems and issues involved, and who were an integral
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part of the decisions about follow-up work would take responsibility
for completing specific village development projects decided on in
the discussions.
Evidence points to another thing actually taking place. All
the extension workers had been borrowed from their usual duties for
a short period for their involvement in the Laedza Batanani. Their
department and ministry heads had perceived the program to be a short
exercise in a new community development technique, and agreed to
allow their extension workers to participate in this short term
program. The Laedza Batanani organizers assumed that the extension
workers would have no trouble getting the development objectives
identified during the campaign accomplished. This did not happen.
From the information available it is not clear exactly why these
extension workers were unable to accomplish very much of the development
objectives set out during the campaign. What it implied is that the
individual extension workers did not get as much support from their
department heads as they needed to assume the added responsibilities
for development activities. Some administrators might have felt that
as the Tutume Community College and the IAE had started the Laedza
Batanani, they should be responsible for their own follow-up activities,
and should not impose on their particular extension service for
workers
.
During the last campaign in 1976, the organizers negotiated with
each extension service admini strator well in advance to allow their
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participating workers to devote themselves to specific long term
follow-up activities that would be defined during the one-week campaign
in the villages. The Tutume Community College and the IAE also backed
up the extension workers with continuing training and education and
other support services to assure them of institutional and psychological
back-up that would insure confidence and commitment in their follow-up.
As a result of this more complete support and extended training, the
Family Welfare educators were able to continue to give drama presenta-
tions on problems of VD, cooking demonstrations and lectures on issues
important to women in the project villages. The Agriculture Extension
workers developed demonstrations in kitchen gardening and distributed
kitchen garden seeds to families who responded to the dramas on health
and nutrition.
Institutionalization of Laedza Batanani
While Laedza Batanani was a local initiative and experimental
project sanctioned by the Northern Office of the IAE and the Tutume
Community College, the use of popular culture (drama, songs, dancing
and puppetry) soon became a very sought after technique for many
extension services and government development programs. By 1977,
three District Extension Teams had planned to carry out their own
adult education campaigns in their development areas, using popular
theater and puppetry based on the approach developed through the
Laedza Batanani. Puppetry is being used by the mobile unit of the
Agricultural Information Service to communicate new information about
agricultural practices to its rural audience. By 1978, a wide variety
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of government and
theater as a devel
private development agencies were using popular
opment technique, and some had made significant
commitments to its use as a regular feature of their extensi- on and
communications components.
In response to the growing need for training and information
Sharing, the IAE set up a national popular theater committee that
would encourage the development of drama and other uses of popular
culture as an extension tool within the departments and agencies that
showed interest in the technique. In developing a national program
the IAE did not want to create a centralized authority that would
impose policy or programmatic restrictions on departments or agencies
that wanted to use popular theater as part of their regular extension
activities. The committee is an inter-agency one that has no real
policy making or program development powers-its role is that of
sharing experience and where necessary coordinating initiative. The
IAE provides secretarial services and organizational support for the
committee. The University's Institute of Adult Education has for the
last two years (1978-1980) run training workshops for extension workers
on popular theater. The response has been so good that it is no
longer necessary to provide this service. Nonformal educators now
provide the training.
The project organizers recently reported that the use of popular
culture has expanded into almost every branch of community development
and has become a fairly common extension tool for the nation's develop-
ment services. Like the Ghanaian Cultural Groups, the Laedza Batanani
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has found that individual community leaders and village development
workers learn the skills of improvisational drama rather easily, and
they can maintain a continuing level of drama activity without
centralized policy making or institutional involvement. In Botswana,
there has been little national level support for a strong centralized
authority to develop popular drama as a significant extension tool.
The training services of the IAE and the National Committee provide
enough encouragement and back-up to support individual initiative on
the part of interested extension workers or administrators. Over
half of the country's districts now use popular theater in one context
or another for development work (Kidd, Russell, 1981).
Popular theater is the term that the author is using for the
kinds of drama work being used in Botswana. Laedza Batanani is not
a traditional folk art, yet it is definitely not seen as an alien
media either. It uses traditions and skills that rural communities
already have and are familiar with, yet it does not impose a new
agenda on any existing traditional folk form. It is a modern hybrid
that is familiar, credible, culturally appropriate, yet flexible and
useful to both the developer and the traditional villager.
Evaluation
Laedza Batanani did demonstrate a number of significant contri-
butions to the community development field in Botswana.
Laedza Batanani was an exciting tool for organizing and commu-
nicating with significant numbers of the very poor and disenfranchised
of a village population. Many of these same people have never joined
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in any kind of development activity before. It uncovered a new class
of client for the development worker. It raised issues for discussion
that had never been publicly raised before. It de-mystified certain
subjects that were either too embarrassing to mention in public (VD
and family planning) or were to controversial
. The drama showed
itself to be a useful tool to raise volatile issues in a format that
was culturally sensitive. In some cases the campaign was responsible
for immediate changes in some local practices. Attendance at health
clinics picked up after a campaign, and tougher cattle theft laws were
enacted in one area as a result of the dramas on the issue. Laedza
Batanani also demonstrated that the message delivered in the dramas
carried much farther than just the immediate audience. Participants
and audience alike extended the messages through word of mouth so that
a significantly wider audience actually recieved the messages. This
implies that the messages were effectively processed through peer
groups and family communications systems for some time after the
actual performances
. To a great degree this process assists in the
decision making process that the individual goes through in deciding
whether or not to adopt a particular new innovation or practice.
Laedza Batanani also provided a format from which cooperative pro-
gramming and planning could take place between the traditionally
separate and programmatical ly distinct extension services.
One element of the Laedza Batanani evaluation that is of great
interest to us, which will be dealt with to a greater degree in the
concluding chapter, is the short-comings of the popular theater format.
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Kidd and Byran, state in their article, "A Fresh Look at Popular
Theater in Botswana: Demystifying Pseudo-Frei rian Nonformal Education,"
that though popular culture has great potential for changing the
basically exploitative relationships between developer and the client,
Laedza Batanani still fell victim to old patterns of inter-group
exploitation.
The primary motivation for the creation of the Laedza Batanani
was a hope that extension workers could break through the cycle of
apathy and resistance to change by using an innovative communications
format. Apathy was seen as a cultural characteristic of the people
in the project area. It was assumed that for some unnamed reason
villagers chose not to participate in government development programs.
If the right combination of communications techniques could be found,
the extension workers assumed they could break through this behavior
and once again enjoy popular support and mass participation. No one
attempted to understand the root cause of the behavior, or even to
observe that apathy seemed to extend only to certain parts of people's
lives: those parts that were involved with the government and modern
development. Did villagers show the same apathy toward the preserva-
tion and well-being of their cattle that they showed to a health
extension worker giving lectures on nutrition in a government sponsored
health project? Did a woman show as much apathy in taking care of her
children and attending to her local beer brewing kiosk as she did to
the health worker's attempt to get kitchen gardening started through
monthly lectures? Obviously not, but some of these simple observations
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went unseen. Villagers were apathetic to certain situations and
stimulae, but were never characteristically apathetic to their real
concerns in life. Apathy was defined as a constraint that would be
normally encountered by the development worker as it was part of a
cultural characteristic natural to project clients.
Laedza Batanani made no effort to analyze the fundamental
underpinnings of the apathy and the resultant low participation in
development projects. Laedza Batanani organizers observe in retrospect
that a closer analysis of the underlying reasons for apathy would
have led them to a much different strategy in choosing both the
development issues, and the members of the touring Laedza Batanani
group that would be a part of the yearly campaign. The campaign issues
deal t wi th separate
, unrelated points of concern, with no effort made
during the discussion groups or actors' rehearsal groups to deeply
analyse their interrelatedness on higher social and political levels.
At no point was the social system and the relationships of class and
wealth ever uncovered as havinq significant bearing on why issues were
so important or so difficult to deal with. Problems were treated
symptomatically, with little or no attention to the disease of the
entire social system. Higher order criticisms of fundamental social
relationships within the society were not achieved in the discussion
group or drama presentation format (Kidd, Byram, 1981). This resulted
in participants blaming themselves and each other for the kinds of
behaviors being focused on in the dramas (drunkenness, cattle stealing,
apathy, poor education, etc.), and not generating a more critical view
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Of the clients' very untenable position in a vast economic and social
structure. Introspective, critical social consciousness in the Laedza
Batanani program was confined to fairly simplistic views of local
problems
.
By identifying the restraint to development as "apathy" instead
of discovering the root cause of apathy, Laedza Batanani demonstrated
that using traditional mass media as a vehicle for development carries
with it absolutely no guarantee that the development project will not
fall into the same mistakes of design and implementation as any other
development project. By using government trained extension agents,
prominent village leaders and other locally identified "elite" to
generate the issues and dramas, the Laedza Batanani became a vehicle
for these same people to perpetuate their perspectives of the issues
and how they should be dealt with.
Laedza Batanani was in fact owned and operated by the establish-
ment, and was inadvertently serving the communications needs of the
established social order. Kidd points out that though the media was
traditional, that made no difference in how the media was operated,
and in whose interests the messages were delivered. Yes, traditional
media was excellently suited for carrying a modern development message.
But this case study points out that that meant nothing to the hope
that the communications messages would somehow become more controlled
by and serve the interests of the traditional clients who participated
in the project. The messages were not in fact controlled by the clients.
Even with traditional media, who controls the decision making, who the
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media creators are, who determines the issues to be discussed and who
pays for the project still determines the political and economic tone
of the project's accomplishments.
I he Instl tute of Adult Education, the participating extension
workers, and the important village leaders who were invited to join
in the project, determined that the dramas and the communications
development messages transmitted were projections of their own per-
ception of the issues. There was no inherent quality in the media
itself that assured it would be used in the interest of one particular
audience or another. The expectations raised by writers in the field
of folk art and development communication for the folk carriers auto-
matically being more sensitive to the audience's real needs and prob-
lems remain only expectations. The realization of that potential is
still a function of the development program planners' and administra-
tors characters and their social perspectives.
chapter V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The use of traditional folk media as the central vehicle for
communications in a development project has extremely rich potential.
Having caught the attention of the developer, it now appears to be
one of the more popular approaches in development planning. However,
as this study aims to suggest, the issues involved are highly complex.
In Chapter I, theoretical problems were raised and a number of practical
considerations outlined. These are here reviewed with specific
reference to the experiences reflected and described in the three
case studies.
Considerations for Planning
Among the many considerations the development planner must
address are: which intervention strategy is most appropriate; how
intervention affects the client group and their folk art; what problems
arise in integrating innovation with local institutions; how inter-
vention affects the folk artist and his/her skills; what staff is to
be selected and what kind of training necessary. Finally, if without
practical solution, what might be the effect of replacing the messages
of traditional media with the new?
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Choosjjnq an Intervention Strategy
Ihe_FiaJus. The Fun Bus resurrected an old and lively folk form
that people in the target area perceived as part of their heritage.
The project planners felt chat traditional media that used entertainment
forms strongly identified with traditional values would automatically
have great appeal. They could think of no reason why the target
audience might react negatively to the communications channels used
by the Fun Bus; with proper public relations and carefully presented
instructions, local citizens would find the Fun Bus format of using
drama and puppetry an attractive curiousity. These assumptions were
clearly a risk at the planning stage, but where advance work was done
to test the concept, most town leaders agreed that the idea was valid.
These leaders, however, did doubt that any of the native citizens would
want to actively participate. Many New England communities are now
made up of traditional residents called "natives" and a more affluent
and educated class of recently settled "newcomers." While the Fun Bus
did attract a few more newcomers than natives to the workshops, it
presented issues in a way that was highly credible and attractive to
both groups. As a strategy for temporarily reconciling divergent
groups, the Fun Bus format bridged the two distinct groups very well.
The Fun Bus was influenced by two models. The "Chautauqua"
format was a traditionally acceptable method of involving peoDle in
an educational and entertaining experience. The "Feria Educativa" of
the Ecuador nonformal education project associated with the Center for
International Education, University of Massachusetts, was a more
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contemporary inspiration. Both used the same forms of communication
to achieve different educational goals. Unlike these two models, the
goals of the Fun Bus project were clearly set by the participants
themsel ves
.
While the United States has probably more different kinds of
communications technologies than any other contemporary culture, they
are all primarily "high” technology (television, radio, telephone,
computer information, etc.). The more traditional media used by the
Fun Bus seemed to humanize the local communication events. They were
highly localized, face to face, and involved no kinds of high technology
channels. The Fun Bus was an unusual event in the community and
people responded with enthusiasm and nostalgia to the Fun Bus'
approach to its communicational goals.
Much concern was expressed by the Fun Bus staff, as with writers
in the field, about the credibility of presentations that were not
artistically sophisticated. However, the Fun Bus experience very
strongly supported the contention that events designed and presented
by local people for the enjoyment of their peers need not be at all
professional in order to be credible and entertaining. Almost none
of the Fun Bus evaluation feedback referred to the unprofessional level
of the performances. All dealt with content, rather than focusing on
form.
The choice of an intervention strategy that was based on firm
historical precedent seemed to be a very valid approach.
The Cultural Groups . Cultural Groups in Ghana have been village
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level communication events for much longer than Westerners have been
writing histories of Africa. An integral part of village life in which
Ghanaians take great pride, an institution well documented by social
scientists and given the respect and sanction of both the modern
government in Accra as well as of local and traditional rulers, the
Cultural Group as a vehicle for the development project was an obvious
and sound choice. It was an already existing organization with well
developed leadership, with an institutional commitment to communicate
and serve community needs, and with a high degree of credibility for
the local community.
As with the Fun Bus, the media used in the Cultural Groups
project were already well established forms familiar to participants.
A very attractive feature was the existing pattern of rehearsal,
production and presentation of traditional communication events. The
only significant divergence from the traditional pattern introduced
by the University of Massachusetts team was the short improvisational
drama. Traditionally, drama is the domain of professional travelling
groups called "Concern Parties," or troupes of five to fifteen members
travelling from town to town, putting on music and dramatic shows for
profit. These are set pieces, usually based on traditional mythology,
lasting three or four hours per performance. The dramas created by
the Cultural Groups for the project, instead, were short, flexible,
and created with a minimum of time and effort: they were "sketches,"
where more traditional forms are "paintings."
Cultural Group members, project leaders found, were not used to
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creating or presenting dramas-if they were very experienced in
producing meaningful and entertaining singing and dancing events for
their villages. However, the step to include drama in addition to
music and dancing was a small one: the medium is different, but the
process of rehearsing, critiquing and developing drama is closely
related. One other problem was the traditional prejudice held that
members of drama troupes were "people with loose morals." Cultural
Group leaders had continually to convince parents that their children
were safe attending rehearsals and performances
.
The Laedza Batanani
. Planners at the Northern Office of the
Institute of Adult Education in Botswana felt that the culture that
they were working in did not offer the developer as many diverse forms
of folk media that many other cultures might have. But like Ghana,
people in Botswana were familiar with travelling drama shows, and
most had been exposed to puppetry in one form or another. The Laedza
Batanani was not an intervention using an existing folk form as much
as it was its own creation specifically designed to serve a development
objective. In this respect, it was more like the Fun Bus model than
like the Cultural Groups project in Ghana. The point of intervention
in the local culture was through the traditional institution of the
Kqotla
,
or town meeting. This was a traditional governing tool that
had for many reasons become less important during the years since
independence, and had lost much of its meaning and function for the
town. Like town meet inns in the Fun Bus project area, the Kgotla had
become a hollow exercise in local democracy, as larger political
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centers usurped power and decision-making through a process of slow
erosion over the years. The planners felt that their intervention
would add new life to an old institution, injecting purpose once
again into the regular Kgotla
. Development intervention would
probably not do very much damage if the effects were negative, and
much good could be done if the effects of the intervention were
positive.
The Laedza Batanani planners must have seen great promise in
the linkage between a national education institution and a very lively
communications media, which is then linked to a traditional and
sanctioned village institution. They looked carefully at their
target audience and all of the institutions available to them and
made connections to see where a common set of interests or mutually
beneficial activities might serve all of their interests. This sounds
very much like basic good human relations based on sincere and in-depth
understanding of the society in which the planners are working.
Such integration of institutional needs and the opportunities
that are found in the field is clearly positive. The institutions
all contribute something to each other, so that a symbiotic relationship
is established rather than one where one institution uses another for
its own good.
The Impact of Intervention on
a Group and Their Folk Art
The Fun Bus . In the case of the Fun Bus, where no new inter-
pretation of a folk form was generated, and no ongoing folk art
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intervened with, the question of intervention impact is essentially
moot. The Fun Bus used familiar forms in a revived format and did
not try to alter a traditional folk form with new content. Messages
produced by the Fun Bus were generated wholly by the participants
other than the input of the academic humanist. There were no outside
development messages. In practice, the humanist reacted as a towns-
person first, and as an academic second, for it was clear that all
participants felt that any kind of authoritative behavior on his part
would be inappropriate. His expertise had to flow naturally into the
situation as the need for information or experience demanded.
Ihe_Cul tural Groups. As the Cultural Group in Ghana performs
critical and important functions in the community, the planners were
concerned about the impact, of intervention by project staff on the
groups and their traditional audiences. In the leadership workshop
at the beginning of the project, many leaders complained of a credibility
gap between their groups and the local community. Apart from problems
they thought that dramas might bring, they all agreed that performing
more community services would improve their credibility with the
conservative traditional factions of the community. This was a
persuasive arguement that helped the Cultural Group to feel confident
enough to move ahead with the development of the Cultural Group Union
and subsequent training. This new responsibility to undertake commu-
nity projects tended to offset any suspicion that some village resi-
dents might have held about the Cultural Groups. As long as the group
was performing useful social services, it enjoyed a high degree of
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acceptance in the target villages.
The project leaders found that the Cultural Groups were able to
keep their traditional functions separate from their drama and develop-
ment activities. They were as often called upon to perform traditional
rites as to perform their dramas. In fact, the dramas were always
performed in the context of an ongoing community development activity,
and for any one particular performance the audience knew that their
presence and the performance of the drama were all part of a specific
and discrete purpose. When the groups were called upon to perform
traditional services apart from development projects, they simply
eliminated the drama presentations. In this way they were able to
keep their high credibility by maintaining their flexibility to
respond to what they determined to be in their best interests.
There was one side effect of the intervention with the Cultural
Groups that was definitely unpredicted and unwanted. Cultural Groups,
while becoming involved in community development projects, also became
institutions undergoing internal changes. In some cases, these changes
were beyond the ability to perceive and respond to. Many of the
Cultural Group members were not prepared to deal with the new pressures
and demands put on them when they took on development responsibilities.
The evidences of this were very simple and obvious: members complained.
But before the problems were properly diagnosed, member attendance
dropped off. The leaders all had vested interests in the new role of
the Cultural Group, while the rank and file did not. They saw their
leaders slowly and quietly being drawn into new interests and obliga-
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tions and felt abandoned and left out.
Once the problem was identified, the leaders of the Cultural
Groups discussed it at length at one of their Union meetings. It was
an interesting problem. The leaders admitted that they had in fact
been neglecting their groups. On the other hand, they also felt that
their own participation in the project had widened their horizons in
life. As leaders, more opportunities were being presented to them
through the Cultural Groups project of the PEA. They were reacting
to new perceptions of their role in their communities and their lives.
The problem of changing roles and responsibilities was a real one for
many members of the Cultural Groups, and many of the leaders were
really changed by the project. While such change was part of the
project objectives, the weakening or possible destruction of a
Cultural Group would be a high price to pay.
Ultimately, the project had to back down from some of the hopes
and assumptions that were established at the beginning. Both the
leaders and development planner hoped that the Cultural Groups could
have become action groups for community development, which would mean
a change in their basic character. This would have represented an
intervention that was inappropriate and damaging to the traditional
format of the folk form used.
During the very last few meetings of the Cultural Group Union,
it was generally agreed that the groups should be used only as a
conduit for communications within the community. Stimulating, moti-
vating, defining problems, doing needs assessment, and supporting
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community action were all well within the scope of a healthy Cultural
Group. But taking responsibility for accomplishing the projects they
helped the community to identify was beyond their scope.
Intervention in the case of the Cultural Groups really did create
significant problems for the health of the folk form. This situation
is a bellweather for developers, indicating that unforeseen problems
can and will arise in any development project. Good faith, good
intentions and an assumed knowledge of the client group are not enough
to protect the client from inadvertent damage created by the developer.
The experience also demonstrated the real fragility of the
Cultural Groups. The UMass team members proposed no drastic changes
in the focus on activities of the Cultural Groups, yet most of the
Cultural Groups experienced leadership crises that nearly ruined them.
The Larteh group vowed to never again used improvi sational drama in
any of their performances
. This commitment seemed to represent a
bargain between the group leaders and followers that either everybody
developed at the same pace or nobody would. Leadership was the most
important and significant problem that emerged with all of the popular
culture forms used in all three of the case study field projects.
The Laedza Batanani
. In the Botswana project, no particular
local folk art was drastically altered, with the exception of singing
and dancing. Drama was well known in the project area and puppetry
was introduced to provide as full a choice of communications channels
as possible. Entirely new songs and dances that had never before
been heard or seen were created. These was special interest in these
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dances, as dancing is one of the few art forms that does not require
highly specialized skills and is enjoyed by all. A new dance is
something that everyone can enjoy, and in Botswana there was not too
much special meaning given to everyday dancing that would have caused
controversy.
It might be pointed out that the drama and singing may well have
rekindled interest in forms that had long since been lost to young
people who have been out of touch with their history and tradition
because of the incursion of modern religion and Western industrial
culture.
Unlike the Cultural Group, and like the Fun Bus, the Laedza
Batanani consisted of a group of development workers who were not
professional entertainers at all. Their participation was temporary,
and there was no ongoing performing group to interfere with. This
may suggest to the development planner that it may well be safer and
more convenient to create a new folk form borrowing from familiar
traditional or modern techniques than changing a well established
folk medium. The Laedza Batanani and the Fun Bus accomplished all of
their communication goals without ever interfering in an existing
folk medium. In creating a new format, the planner can avoid many
cultural unknowns and keep a degree of guidance over the format.
But guidance can also mean control. Should we stop here and ask if
setting up a new folk format might also deprive the client group of
any access to control over this new creation? If it is a new format
then it is imposed from above and from the outside. It will have no
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natural roots in the psychic or conscious history of the clients.
They will have no mechanism through which to censor or control the
content of the message. Roth the Fun Bus and the Laedza Batanani
were extensions of the imaginations of professional development
workers; they were not the result of a true integration of new
messages in old media. This distinction is important to bear in
mind and will require further study in the future by development
planners
.
Integration with Local Institutions
The Fun Bus. The Fun Bus was never intended to integrate with
local or state level political or community service agencies. It was
planned as an experiment to test the validity of a nonformal education
methodology. No attention was given to long range continuity, as the
funding agency could make no long range commitments. The Massachusetts
Foundation for the Humanities in Public Policy was looking for innova-
tive ideas on how academic humanists might be more practically involved
with community events. Their mandate called for no permanent institu-
tional changes.
This design restriction led to a serious problem. As was
reported in the case study, new consciousness was found or created
but had nowhere to go. The Fun Bus staff mentioned this frustration
many times, and at the end of each town performance many of the work-
shop participant voiced the same frustration. They wanted to carry
their messages and newly articulated perceptions of their problems
to the authorities who would take responsibility for them. In one
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town the participants invited their local state representative to
the performance, but he did not show up.
Retrospect shows that in situations where people are coming to
new perceptions of themselves and their position in society, there
will be a need to publicly express that new awareness. If a development
planner wants to help create a new consciousness, the planner must be
willing to face the responsibilities implicit in that act.
For the Fun Bus planners, the kinds of frustrations that were
voiced at the end of each performance indicated that some mechanism
should have been found to link the participants with the agencies or
individuals that would bear some responsibility for representing their
perspectives to more remote levels of political and policy decision-
making. A trained and committed cadre of performers had been created
with nowhere to go or any mandate to act. There was some talk in one
town about the local library taking over the responsibility of putting
on a "Town Show." This never materialized.
The Fun Bus remains only as a fine memory for the town partici-
pants and as a stepping stone for the staff, who have scattered to
all corners of the globe. While some of the issues discussed did
bring about changes, the "Town Show," or the Fun Bus itself was
never institutionalized. Some observers would see this as a very
positive decision.
We may conclude that while attempts to institutionalize the Fun
Bus were neither designed nor expected, it still accomplished its
original design goals. Institutionalization of the model is an entirely
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separate issue that was never addressed.
--
he Cultural Groups
. From the very inception of the Cultural
Groups project, the planners worked hand in hand with PEA leaders and
the IAE officials. In addition, the government agencies involved
were always advised about what was going on, and what would be asked
of them. The project was for the benefit of the PEA from the beginning,
so they played the greatest role in continuity. Institutionalization
was difficult despite all the preplanning and conscious efforts of
everybody involved. In this case, institutionalization involved
creating new power bases that were not predicted or anticipated at
the time of planning. This issue was not openly discussed by many
involved. Objectivity is very difficult to achieve when a person's
position and job are at stake.
All of the institutionalization efforts that revolved around
the Cultural Group activity focused on the Cultural Group Union. The
Union was a new institution within a larger organization. While its
creation seemed to make sense to all the parties involved on a rhetorical
level, its reality created many unforeseeable problems with the
established leadership of the PEA Regional Board, who were supposed
to be in charge of it. It became the most powerful entity within the
regional PEA structure, and the PEA leaders found themselves in a
very vulnerable position as they had no real influence over the
members or the Cultural Group leaders. They wanted to use the
Cultural Groups to strengthen the PEA, but officials were not interested
in giving up any form of resources to significantly help the Cultural
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Groups Union to achieve its own identity. This was probably the
factor that contributed most to the lack of support that the Cultural
Group Union experienced after the departure of the Cultural Group
training leaders.
In retrospect, the Cultural Group Union has done very well for
itself considering the lack of active support from the PEA. The PEA
continues to provide a semblance of support for the Union, but the
long survival of the Union is due entirely to the efforts of the
member groups and their leaders. They have found that a very loose
relationship with the PEA serves their needs quite well. The Cultural
Groups are mentioned as one branch activity by the PEA, and the
Cultural Group leaders are not imposed upon the the PEA leaders for
any active support at election times. Nor do the Cultural Groups
vote in block at the elections, so the threat to the traditional
leaders is minimal: Cultural Group leaders continue to use local
government representatives and extension leaders when and where
necessary.
The institutionalization of the Cultural Groups project was not
as complete as it might have been, but the planners are pleased to
learn that four years after the project ended, the Cultural Groups
Union still meets, and leaders still use it as a vehicle to exchange
information and approach the PEA for occasional support. If it
never achieved all of the objectives that were part of its creation,
it did prove to be an idea that served significant needs of the
Cultural Group leaders.
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Hindsight tells us that if more had been done to involve the
PEA leadership with the ongoing development of the Cultural Group
Union, a stronger union might have been created. Many attempts were
made to involve the staff of the IAE
,
but they never reacted very
enthusiastically to the Cultural Group Union idea.
Perceiving adult education in fairly formal terms, many of them
seemed unwilling to view Cultural Group work as a valid educational
activity. They supported it as a possible new activity for PEA
branches, but none of them wanted to be associated with the efforts
in a very direct way. Cultural Groups were just a bit too nonformal
and innovative to be easily accepted by them. While none of the IAE
staff lobbied against the Cultural Group Union, none of them wanted
to be directly identified with it.
The IAE and the PEA clearly wanted to improve their service to
rural communities and to reorient the PEA to more action-related
activities. However, they were not prepared to embrace changes that
altered the power relationships within the organization. The problem
was one of putting new wine in old bottles. The innovations that were
actually necessary to achieve the stated objectives of the Center for
International Education involvement with the PEA were a bit too
threatening when seen in the light of practical application. The
Cultural Group activities were too drastic for the taste of the older,
more traditional leaders within the IAE.
The Laedza Batanani . Of the three projects, the Laedza Batanani
was probably more successful than any other model at integrating with
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local institutions. The Fun Bus really did not try to integrate,
and the Cultural Groups program stressed the relationship of the
Cultural Group Union with the PEA and the IAE only. Though the
Cultural Groups project used local governmental agents, they were
only guests and consultants. The Laedza Batanani program depended
to a great extent on the direct involvement and commitment of a wide
range of government agencies. Backed significantly by the IAE and the
Tutume Community College, the various extension services that were
occasionally called upon made the Laedza Batanani a success. In
fact, the extension services used the latter Laedza Batanani campaign
to achieve their own aims of making contacts and doing development
planning with local town leaders. However, a recurring problem was
that very little follow-up was done after the Laedza Batanani and its
staff finished in a town.
After the yearly program, the Laedza Batanani was over in a
district. There was very little done to provide the individual
extension agents who had participated in the program with any serious
support. This hampered any lonq range results during the early
campaigns. Town leaders were really not as motivated as had
appeared, and clear responsibility for action taking was not closely
spelled out during the early campaigns. During the later campaigns,
objectives easy to accomplish were chosen and more continued support
given to the extension agents. This involved continuing training
sessions in drama production and a more sympathetic attitude being
generated from the individual extension service authorities, who
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managed the day to day activities of participating workers.
Fortunately, the Laedza Batanani is still operating and has even
spread the uses of popular culture to other agencies. The IAE is
supporting a National Popular Culture Committee that assists the
development of popular culture on a national level. This is a signi-
ficant level of institutional support, one not experienced by either
the Fun Bus or the Cultural Group projects.
The Impact of Intervention
on the Folk Artist
A recurrent concern in much of the literature is the changes
that developers might force on professional folk artists. If a folk
art is the target of a developer's interest it must follow that the
folk artists who create and use it will have to be involved in the
production of any new messages sent over the channel. The Laedza
Batanani did not use folk artists or professional performers. The
Fun Bus and the Cultural Group projects did. With both of these
projects, the effect of the intervention on some of the performers
was very dramatic and profound. However, the changes had more to do
with the human dynamics and interpersonal relationships of the staff
than it did with changing the art form.
The Fun Bus . The Fun Bus staff were for the most part young
and inexperienced people beginning their careers in the performing
arts. Some were musicians, and some were in theater arts. They all
perceived themselves as artists and not community developers, though
they fully realized that as performers their goal was to touch and
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affect humans on a creative and psychic level.
The Fun Bus was not too much fun for the staff. They had had
no previous training or experience in development programs, or in
workshop leadership, yet they were called upon to use skills and
provide services which they were not confident about. Added to this
were the very difficult working conditions that prevailed. As a result,
the staff experienced very high levels of anxiety and insecurity. In
their own more critical view, the town performances were professionally
unrewarding. But the town participants loved it. For them, the simple
and fairly unsophisticated dramas were works of love with important
emotional rewards.
To generate this rewarding experience for others, the Fun Bus
staff worked eighteen hours a day seven days a week for three months.
The psychological strain was most severe. As a result, only about two
of the original seven worked ^or the entire summer. Replacements were
found from the University, and new members made the transition of
joining the Fun Bus by apprenticing for one show. This same problem
had emerged during the "Fierra Educativa" in Ecuador. Staff were not
prepared for the hard work, the psychological stress, and the inter-
personal problems that must emerge in such close quarters under such
pressured conditions.
The effect of the Fun Bus experience on the townspeople was
entirely different. In responding to the evaluation forms, many
townspeople wrote that they had never before participated in any kind
of community or artistic program. Their experience in doing simple
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rudimentary skits was a revelation to many. The Fun Bus model to a
great degree approached a different strata of people than had ever
responded to a call for action in the towns before. Though they were
not folk artists in any sense of the word at the beginning of the
program, many of them developed very new perceptions of their talents
and skills through their involvement with the Fun Bus.
This was a significant accomplishment of utmost importance.
The Fun Bus broke certain molds and limitations that people had
assumed about themselves. It caused a hitherto untapped community
resource to be released and it did this through the experience that
the participants had with the Fun Bus staff. While the participants
were not folk artists to begin with, they turned into folk artists in
the best sense of the definition. They were the folk. They were
people participating in an artistic and creative experience that
reflected their reality and gave them a new perception of their place
in their town and their world.
The Cultural Groups . The Cultural Group leaders and participants
had learned their skills as hobbies or as recreation. While they were
not professionals, their skills did assure them of very distinct and
preferential treatment in their communities. In Ghana, skill at
singing, drumming and dancing is greatly respected.
Most of the problems that emerged from the Cultural Groups
project were in the impact that the intervention had on the leaders
of the Cultural Groups. An unwanted side effect encountered in the
project was due not to the use of traditional channels of folk media
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for modern messages, but to the disruption of the traditional
leadership patterns of the folk media. The "folk artists" who make
up the Cultural Groups experienced in some cases dramatic changes in
their world view and their self-images. Their association with the
project opened new contacts for them by exposing them to other pro-
fessionals who then served as role models. Opportunities for profes-
sional advancment developed. Three of the five Cultural Group leaders
gained employment in development agencies by the end of the project.
This was wonderful for the leaders, but threw the groups into confusion.
One group split into two factions, an act from which it never really
recovered. Another group decided that improvisational drama was the
problem and stopped their dramatic presentations. The other three
groups continued their enthusiastic involvement with development
projects even though one of them lost their leader to a professional
position in a development project. The Cultural Groups did not
develop evenly with all members gaining from project intervention.
Seemingly, the leaders were affected by the project to their betterment,
but to the detriment of the group members. Trainers seemed to assist
those who were best able to take advantage of them, that is, the
more educated leadership of the Cultural Groups. Thus the groups
became effective career springboards for the leaders through involve-
ment with the UMass trainers. It was very frustrating for the trainers
to see the leaders gaining so much advantage from the project while
the Cultural Groups as entities were damaged.
Future projects working with existing folk communications groups
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will have to watch very carefully not only the effect of intervention
on the individual folk artist, but on the apprentices or junior members
of the artistic group. How the artist's changing role affects those
who interact with him or her is also a critical factor that will
impact significantly on the quality of the intervention as a whole.
Xhe Laedza Batanani . While using folk media similar to those
of the other projects, the Laedza Batanani used a different approach
in generating the development messages. With the Fun Bus and the
Cultural Group programs, the entire content of the dramas and other
media was created by the client group in each project village. The
Laedza Batanani generated a yearly set of themes at a centralized
planning meeting. These were then handed to a volunteer production
staff of community development professionals and a few village leaders
who turned them into presentable skits and puppet shows. A few other
people in each village played a small role in the actual presentation
of the skits, as the production staff came through. The presenters
were neither performing group members, as with the Cultural Groups,
or townspeople, as with the Fun Bus.
The Laedza Batanani had little or no impact on professional or
trained folk artists, as professional community development personnel
and some village leaders made up the troupe that created and presented
the development messages. The actual time spent in each village was
very short. The campaigns did not last very long and the performers
resumed their roles as extension workers and village leaders when the
performances were over. From the evidence, there is little that says
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very much about the impact of the intervention on the lives of the
performer extension agents in the Laedza Batanani model.
Selection of Staff and Training
Staff selection and training must be of paramount concern to
any development planner anticipating using popular culture as a
communications vehicle. Integrating traditional communications forms
with professional community development workers implies an interface
of very different cultures and world views. Various questions arise:
Should the artist and the developer exchange skills through training
programs, or can both complement each other's skills through separable
and hopefully equal roles in a development project? Are staff skills
in the arts more valuable than skills in community development to
the project manager using folk arts?
The Fun Bus . Although townspeople who participated were very
positive about the project, as has been pointed out earlier, a central
problem in the Fun Bus project was the psychological tension experienced
among the staff, who were professional artists. They were inadequately
prepared for the hard work and interpersonal problems that emerged;
they had professional expectations that were not met— feeling that the
level of skills demanded of them was low and the level of performance
unsophisticated. As none of them had had prior experience in the
kind of activity to be dramatized, they could bring little perspec-
tive or objectivity to the experience.
Under the circumstances, in retrospect, certain mesures could
have been taken to alleviate problems. Staff would have benefited
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by training that gave them a more specific idea of what they were
getting into. The director might have been able to hire one or two
mature and experienced dramatists who had been exposed to the
"Chautaqua"-! i ke educational and entertainment model and could provide
guidance to the younger staff. More ongoing discussion of project
goals would also have heloed; as it was, the director very strictly
adhered to the original goals of the project, allowing the staff
little or no latitude to feel they could make changes in design or
to articulate their own visions. Barring expense and technical
complications, an occasional management or human relations consultant
might have been hired to help work out interpersonal frustrations and
problems as they arose.
A case might be made that some of the staff selected were
professionally overqualified as performing artists. The project
certainly required more skills in community development. Ideally,
the Fun Bus might have best been staffed by a balanced group of well
trained community development workers and well trained performing
artists--all of whom during the course of the project would be
involved in ongoing review and discussion of their activity, as they
worked together with the townspeople.
The Cultural Groups . The Cultural Group study reveals a very
good choice of staff. These were the client group, and they alone
determined the messages being delivered. The messages thus had a
high degree of credibility, and when the Cultural Group was effectively
integrated with the local village development organizations, real
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results could be seen.
True, this model might alienate the professional developer.
If the villagers can determine for themselves exactly what they want,
who needs professional development and extension workers? If
villagers determine their own priorities, then how can higher ranking
admi ni strators get their own development ideas and programs accepted
by villagers? In terms of the best rhetoric, everyone would like to
see villagers really set their own priorities and initiate their own
development projects. In practice, most petty bureaucrats and middle-
ranking administrators responsible for any kind of support will never
allow this kind of situation to go on for very long. It deflates
their image and erodes their decision-making powers over the available
resources. Realistically, it will never happen.
Staffing a popular culture project will require a well balanced
mix between the prevailing interests and attitudes of the clients and
funding initiators. The case studies point very strongly in the
direction of letting a client group determine and produce its own
development messages. In the case of the Fun Bus and the Cultural
Groups, the technical information provided by the academic humanist
and the professional extension workers were of secondary importance
to the effectiveness of a communications event created by the clients
themselves
.
As regards training, the Cultural Group members were well
versed from the start in performance as linked to community issues,
and the introduction of improvisational drama, in addition to singing
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and dancing, was quite easily received. However, as mentioned earlier,
serious internal problems developed within the group which reflected
the need for training intervention. A theme that developed early on
at the Cultural Group Union meetings was the responsibilities and
roles that the leaders played with their groups. During the first
meetings, leaders recognized the need for training apprentices and
involving a greater number of group members who showed leadership
potential. Had they taken steps to do so, this would have meant
significant behavior change on the part of most Cultural Group
leaders. Instead, strong, exclusive leadership styles were the norm.
Changing that management behavior requires significant training
intervention.
The Laedza Batanani
. The Laedza Batanani had significant problems
in staff selection. They were not simple ones, and emerged only after
the third or fourth campaign. As stated above, the messages were not
created by the clients, but were produced for them by groups that did
not represent their life situations or concerns. The professional
staff that was selected was highly motivated, worked well and was
productive. Only after a long range evaluation was it revealed that
the Laedza Batanani was not achieving any real development goals. In
this case the skills of the staff were secondary to who the staff
were: had the staff members been chosen from the client group, the
problems of credibility and impact that the Laedza Batanani experienced
might have been avoided.
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Replacing Traditional Folk Media Messaqes
with Modern Development Messages
While the literature expresses a degree of concern for this
issue, the case studies give little in the way of very specific
evidence of its being an important factor in the field. One problem
in evaluating this factor has been the lack of any indicators or
even procedural methodologies for discovering them from the literature.
Though Jung and Mead warn their readers about how dangerous dislocating
the mystic and psychic world of a culture can be, they are not very
helpful in describing the mechanics of the dislocation.
The Fun Bus was so historically similar to the "Chautauqua,"
and the kinds of messages so similar to it that there was no real
divergence from the historical format. With the Laedza Batanani
,
the
new dances and songs seemed to delight the listeners, and conversations
with Ross Kidd, the director of the Laedza Batanani, uncovered no
obvious evidence of any kind of psychic or emotional dislocation on
the part of performers or clients. The Cultural Group project was
the only case studied where serious intervention problems arose.
While the traditional functions of the Cultural Group were not
altered, new community service responsibilities and drama media were
added. As was reported earlier, this caused problems, but none so
severe or unmanageable that an alteration of the intervention
strategy did not correct.
There is a serious lack of guidelines for the planner to use
in establishing effective indicators that would tell the planners and
implementors when something is going wrong with their project or clients
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because of interference with their traditional media. This is an
important area for subsequent research and inquiry.
The Cultural Groups problem was fairly obvious. The members
openly complained and verbalized their difficulties very quickly, and
strategies were changed to accomodate that proplem. But the warning
of some of the writers should not go unheeded simply because develop-
ment planners do not have the training necessary to identify warning
signals.
Recommendations
Intervention strategies using popular culture for communications
should be designed using the following guidelines:
1. The kinds of communications events that need to take place
should be inventoried. Person to person, person to group,
highly technical information, the i nterpersonal networks
that should be accessed, are all examples of specific kinds
of communications events that have to take place before a
comprehensive communications package can be complete and
the clients given the best chance possible to make informed
decisions about the objectives of the innovation.
2. Possible use of existing channels of communication should
be evaluated. All local folk arts should be carefully
catalogued. Their flexibility within their society and
adaptability to new activities should be carefully evaluated.
3. Local folk artists should be given very broad ranging
powers to shape and form the communications strategy for the
developers. They are the best source of local expertise.
Knowing most about the characteristics of the clients and
the uses of any specific channel of communication, they are
in the best position to censor inappropriate uses or messages
for the developer.
4. Whenever possible, developing an entirely new series of
communications forms should be considered before using or
adopting any traditional folk media. The Laedza Batanani
is a very excellent example of this model. Familiar and
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acceptable communications vehicles (drama c ,- n ,
puppets) were redesigned into a new format (ih
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with the Kgotla ) that were as effective at IchU^23 Batanani
specific communications objectives as anv pS^fn ? if
fy
media format might have been Evenlhe CuU r
n?™ k
project used a traditional format but added new activitieshere was no attempt to change traditional functions or anvof the traditional songs or dances.
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A popular culture project staff should use local technicalexperts to supplement and strengthen the credibility of themessages being delivered. Highly developed performing artskills are not a critical need when local people can develon
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The evidence of the three case studies overwhelmingly
indicates that the message originators should be the samepeople who are the ultimate clients.
If local folk artists and clients are used as professionals
in the project, the effect of their involvement or with their
changing life identity should be carefully watched by the
project planners.
8. One experience common to all of the case studies to varying
degrees was the natural reluctance on the part of the concerned
established educational or development institutions to adapt
to or embrace a new educational technique. Planners will
have to realize that uses of popular culture represent fairly
visible, powerful and probably drastic changes in methodology.
Any institutionalization of a new innovation requires careful
and considered strategies.
The use of folk media as communications tools will probably evolve
as a function of the political and economic policy and style of
agencies funding and/or implementing development programs.
The Ghanaian Cultural Groups, the Fun Bus program and the Laedza
Batanani all demonstrate the potential of local forms of communications
channels to generate a more socially acceptable and useful set of
communications events for a development project. Development projects
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must be consciously and openly committed to generating basic objec-
tives from the messages sent by client groups through needs assess-
merits and early program implementation procedures.
The author has tried to keep loyal to a very personal viewpoint
throughout this study. In a world where technology constantly seems
to dehumanize our experience of life, man constantly senses his
diminishing contact with the wisdom and depth of the past. The
mysteries and wonders of our histories seem to play no significant
role in competing successfully in a modern technological world.
It has been the author's hope that in some small way, this
work might contribute to developing a communications methodology that
will allow some small part of our collective histories and mysteries
to remain a part of our lives a bit longer. If the villagers of this
world can find a more dramatic and powerful channel for communicating
their world view to a broader audience, then perhaps the world of the
past and the wisdom of the generations will not be entirely lost on
us who so desperately seek understanding of our fragile and very
ephemeral future.
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